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4Abstract
In this thesis, we study time-inhomogeneous and McKean-Vlasov type stochastic dif-
ferential equations (SDEs), along with related partial dierential equations (PDEs). We
are particularly interested in regularity estimates and their applications to numerical
methods.
In the rst part of the thesis, we build on the work of Kusuoka & Stroock to de-
velop sharp estimates on the derivatives of solutions to time-inhomogeneous parabolic
PDEs. The basis of these estimates is an integration by parts formula for derivatives of
the solution under the UFG condition, which is weaker than the uniform Hörmander
condition. This integration by parts formula is obtained using Malliavin Calculus. The
formula allows us to extend the notion of classical solution to a framework where dif-
ferentiability does not necessarily hold in all directions. As an application, we extend
the error analysis for the cubature on Wiener space method to time-inhomogeneous
stochastic dierential equations.
We then present two cubature on Wiener space algorithms for the numerical solu-
tion of McKean-Vlasov SDEs with smooth scalar interaction. The analysis involves the
regularity estimates proved previously and takes place under a uniform strong Hörman-
der condition.
Finally, we develop integration by parts formulas on Wiener space for solutions of
SDEs with general McKean-Vlasov interaction and uniformly elliptic coecients. These
formulas hold both for derivatives with respect to a real variable and derivatives with
respect to a measure in the sense of Lions. This allows us to develop estimates on the
density of solutions of the McKean-Vlasov SDEs. We also prove the existence of a clas-
sical solution to a related PDE with irregular terminal condition.
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9Notation
Constants
d dimension of the Brownian Motion B.
N dimension of Euclidean space.
m order of Hörmander or UFG condition.
l degree of a cubature formula.
NCub number of paths in the support of a cubature formula.
x a point in RN ; initial position of a process.
T a positive real; the terminal time of various PDEs.
C a generic, positive constant. See Remark below.
Spaces & Norms
C (A;B) continuous functions from A to B.
C∞b (A;B) bounded and innitely dierentiable functions from A
to B with bounded derivatives of all orders.
Cp (A;B) functions in C (A;B) with polynomial growth.
Cbv (A;B) continuous functions from A to B with bounded varia-
tion.
C∞c (A;B) functions in C∞(A;B) with compact support.
Cn,n
b,Lip
(RN × P2(RN );RN ) See Denition 2.6.2 .
Dm,p,Dm,∞,D∞ Watanabe-Sobolev spaces. See Section 2.5.
P2(M ),W2 Wasserstein space over a metric space, M; 2-
Wasserstein norm. See Section 2.3.
B(y, r ) Euclidean open ball centred at y with radius r .
D1,∞
V˜0
([0,T )×RN ),D2,∞
V (t )
(RN ) See Section 3.3.
D̂∞([0,T ) × RN ) See Section 3.4.
10
Operators
D Malliavin derivative. See Section 2.5.
δ Skorohod integral. See Section 2.5.
D Fréchet derivative .
∂αx derivative in the variable x along the multi-index α .
∇ Gradient operator on RN .∫
dY Itô integral w.r.t. a semimartingale Y .∫ ◦dY Stratonovich integral w.r.t. a semimartingale Y .
Iαs,t (·) Iterated Stratonovich integral w.r.t. Brownian motion
indexed by α ∈ A. See Section 2.4.
Iαs,t [ω](·) Iterated integral along a pathω indexed by α ∈ A. See
Section 2.4.
Other
Πn A partition of [0,T ] into n sub-intervals.
Π
γ
n The Kusuoka partition of [0,T ] with parameter γ . See
Section 3.5.
[θ] The law of a random variable θ .
a ∧ b,a ∨ b The minimum and maximum, respectively, of two real
numbers a and b.
A> The transpose of a matrix, A.
Remark (A remark on constants). Throughout this thesis, we use C to denote a generic,
positive constant which changes from line to line. In general, this constant will depend on
N , the dimension of Euclidean space; d , the dimension of the Brownian motion, and T , the
terminal time, without further comment. It may also depend on some other parameters,
particularly parameters associated to the norm in which we are estimating some quantity.
We will denote this by, for example, C = C (p).
Remark (Convention on times t ,T ). We use the convention that t will denote the time
variable in all PDEs. This means that in Chapter 3, when the coecients depend explicitly
on time, the PDE has a terminal condition and the associated stochastic ow starts from
time t . In Chapter 5, the coecients do not depend explicitly on time, so the associated PDE
has an initial condition and t is the time variable in the processes.
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1.1 Background
Stochastic dierential equations (SDEs) driven by Brownian motion have proved their
success as models for systems containing an inherent element of randomness or un-
certainty. Examples arise in a variety of areas, including biology, communications, en-
gineering, nance and physics. Another reason for their importance is their connec-
tion to partial dierential equations (PDEs), which are often used as models for innite-
dimensional deterministic phenomena. For various classes of PDE, the solution can be
represented as the expectation of a functional of the solution of an associated SDE. The
canonical example of a parabolic PDE is the heat equation
∂tu (t ,x ) =
1
2 ∂
2
x u (t ,x ), (t ,x ) ∈ (0,T ] × R
u (0,x ) = f (x ), x ∈ R.
This equation describes the evolution through time and space (indexed by (t ,x )) of the
temperature u in a medium started from an initial temperature f (x ) at each point x .
Under reasonable conditions on the function f , this equation has the solution
u (t ,x ) = E
[
f (Xxt )
] where Xxt = x + Bt , (1.1.1)
and B is a Brownian motion. On a microscopic scale, heat conduction occurs as rapidly
moving or vibrating atoms and molecules interact with neighbouring particles, transfer-
ring some of their kinetic energy. The intuition for the representation (1.1.1) is that the
random vibrations of the particles, represented by the Brownian motion B, average out
to form a deterministic ow of heat on a macroscopic scale.
HereXxt is the solution of a trivial SDE and is written explicitly as a function of the
Brownian motion B. In practice, rarely do SDEs have such explicit solutions; instead, one
must resort to numerical approximation. Often, in applications, it is desirable to compute
quantities of the form E [ f (Xxt )] for functions f which may not be very smooth (e.g.
the indicator function on a set). Numerical approximations for such quantities are called
weak, as they only require an approximation of the law ofXxt and not the path (Xxs )s∈[0,t].
There are many weak approximation methods for SDEs in the literature. Very of-
ten the analysis of such schemes relies on regularity properties of the solution u of the
associated parabolic PDE. By this, we mean that the analysis requires that u is dieren-
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tiable a certain number of times as well as possibly requiring these derivatives to satisfy
certain bounds. The over-arching aim of this thesis is to use probabilistic tools to study
regularity properties of PDEs and their application to weak approximation methods.
It is important to emphasise that the regularity of solutions to parabolic PDEs has
been well-studied. Originally, it was studied under the uniform ellipticity condition and
subsequently under the more general Hörmander condition, using analytic methods.
However, (1.1.1) suggests that regularity properties of u might be analysed using prob-
abilistic methods. This idea developed into what is now known as Malliavin Calculus.
Malliavin Calculus is an eective tool for establishing regularity of the densities
and semigroups associated to stochastic processes. It is a dierential calculus on the
Wiener Space, Ω = C0([0,T ];R) viewed as a probability space when equipped with the
Wiener measure. Functions F : Ω → R are then random variables for which we can
dene a derivative, DF . For h ∈ H := L2([0,T ];R), we can interpret 〈DF ,h〉H as the
directional derivative in the direction
∫ ·
0 h:
〈DF ,h〉H = d
dϵ
F
(
ω + ϵ
∫ ·
0
h(s )ds
) ϵ=0 .
At the heart of Malliavin Calculus lies an integration by parts formula:
E [〈DF ,h〉H ] = E
[
F
∫ T
0
h(s )dBs
]
.
This formula is based on nothing more than integration by parts for the nite-dimensional
Gaussian density.
Let us return to the example Xxt = x + Bt . In this example, it is clear that Xxt has a
Gaussian distribution and
u (t ,x ) = Ef (Xxt ) =
∫
R
f (y)
1√
2pit
exp
(
− (y − x )
2
2t
)
dy.
Even when f is not dierentiable, we can dierentiate u (t ,x ) with respect to x by dif-
ferentiating under the integral sign:
∂xu (t ,x ) =
∫
R
f (y)
(y − x )√
2pi t3/2
exp
(
− (y − x )
2
2t
)
dy. (1.1.2)
Using properties of the Gaussian density, it is also possible to obtain an upper bound on
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the rst derivative of u of the form
sup
x∈RN
|∂xu (t ,x ) | ≤ C 1√
t
‖ f ‖∞. (1.1.3)
In this simple example, we see that we can easily obtain exactly the type of regularity
estimates we are interested in using only bare hands. Let us, though, consider what
Malliavin calculus can tell us in this situation. The Malliavin derivative of Xxt and the
derivative with respect to the initial condition are:
DrXxt = 1{0≤r≤t } and ∂xXxt = 1
The fact these are almost exactly the same is very important. It allows one to develop
an expression for ∂xu (t ,x ) using Malliavin integration by parts. First, by dierentiating
inside the expectation,
∂xu (t ,x ) = E
[
f ′(Xxt )∂xXxt
]
.
Then, integrating and dividing by t , whilst also replacing ∂xXxt , we get
∂xu (t ,x ) =
1
t
∫ t
0
E
[
f ′(Xxt )1{0≤r≤t }
]
dr
=
1
t
E
[∫ t
0
f ′(Xxt )DrXxt dr
]
.
Now using the Malliavin chain rule and integration by parts, we nally arrive at
∂xu (t ,x ) =
1
t
E
[∫ t
0
Dr ( f (Xxt ))dr
]
=
1
t
E
[
f (Xxt ) Bt
]
.
We call this an integration by parts formula because there is no derivative of f on the
right hand side. Notice that this is the same formula for the derivative that we derived
using the Gaussian density in (1.1.2), except it is written in terms of the processes rather
than densities involved. Similar formulas can be derived for higher order derivatives.
The bound on the rst derivative of u which we derived in (1.1.3) can again be obtained
by this method, using an Lp (Ω) estimate on Bt , instead of properties of the Gaussian
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density. This highlights one advantage of the Malliavin Calculus method: we do not
need to know any properties of the density ofXxt to be able to obtain regularity estimates
on u. Indeed, we will be able to obtain smoothness properties of the density by using
Malliavin Calculus.
Although this was just a toy example, the case of SDEs with smooth coecients
and uniformly elliptic diusion coecients is essentially the same: one can obtain an
explicit relationship between the Malliavin derivative DXxt and the derivative ∂xXxt and
use it to perform similar computations. In this case, the explosion of the rst order
derivative as t approaches 0 is of order t−1/2, or more generally t−n/2 for the n-th deriva-
tive. Under the more general uniform Hörmander condition, a far more delicate analysis
was carried out by Kusuoka & Stroock. They showed that u is dierentiable in every
direction and explosion of the rst order derivative in this case is of order t−m/2, where
m is the order of the Hörmander condition. More importantly, they showed that in the
directions of the vector elds dening the SDE, the estimate on the derivatives is of order
t−1/2. Kusuoka generalised this to the UFG case, where the estimate on derivatives in the
directions of the vector elds still holds, but u may not be dierentiable in all directions.
These sharp derivative estimates in the directions of the vector elds dening the SDE
are required for the proof of convergence of a class of high-order weak approximation
methods known as Kusuoka-Lyons-Victoir (KLV) methods. In Chapter 3, we extend this
work to equations whose coecients depend on time.
A second type of SDE we are interested in is called a McKean-Vlasov or mean-
eld SDE. These are SDEs with coecients depending on the law of the solution. Let
θ ∈ L2(Ω) and V0,V1 : R × P2(R) → R, then a McKean-Vlasov SDE takes the form
Xθt = θ +
∫ t
0
V0(X
θ
s , [Xθs ]) ds +
∫ t
0
V1(X
θ
s , [Xθs ]) dBs ,
[Xθs ] = Law of Xθs .
These equations describe the limiting behaviour of an individual particle evolving within
a large system of particles, all of which undergo diusive motion and interact in a ‘mean-
eld’ sense, as the population size grows to innity. We can make this precise mathemat-
ically as follows: suppose there are n particles with positions (X (i ),nt )
n
i=1 at time t which
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interact only through the empirical distribution of the whole system:
X (i ),nt = θ
(i ) +
∫ t
0
V0(X
(i ),n
s , µ
n
s ) ds +
∫ t
0
V1(X
(i ),n
s , µ
n
s ) dB
(i )
s , i = 1, . . . ,n,
where
µnt =
1
n
n∑
i=1
δ
X
(i ),n
t
,
is the empirical distribution of the system; (θ (i ) )ni=1 are independent copies of the same
random variable, and (B (i ) )ni=1 are Brownian motions independent of each other and
(θ (i ) )ni=1. Then, under Lipschitz conditions on the coecients, the particles become
asymptotically independent and the trajectory of each particle converges to that of a
particle with McKean-Vlasov dynamics:
sup
t≤T
E
X (i ),nt − X it 2 → 0 as n → ∞,
where X it solves
X it = θ
(i ) +
∫ t
0
V0(X
i
s , [X is])ds +
∫ t
0
V1(X
i
s , [X is]) dB
(i )
s . (1.1.4)
This phenomenon is known as the propagation of chaos. It explains why McKean-Vlasov
SDEs are used as models in statistical physics as well as in the study of large-scale social
interactions. Essentially, the single equation (1.1.4) is an eective approximation for the
system (X (i ),nt )
n
i=1, reducing the dimension at the cost of having coecients depending
on the law of the solution.
Again, it is not practical to expect explicit solutions to such equations, so their
numerical approximation is an important problem. In Chapter 4, we analyse two al-
gorithms for the weak approximation of a certain type of McKean-Vlasov SDE. These
algorithms are based on cubature on Wiener space, which is one of the KLV methods.
There is, again, a connection between McKean-Vlasov SDEs and PDEs. In this case,
since the coecients depend on a measure variable, it is natural to think the solution of
the PDE should as well. To see this, we introduce the process Xx ,[θ]t which solves
Xx ,[θ]t = x +
∫ t
0
V0(X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ])ds +
∫ t
0
V1(X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ]) dBs .
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It can then be shown that for certain functions д : R × P2(R) → R the function
U (t ,x , [θ]) = E
[
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,
[
Xθt
] )]
solves a PDE. Of course to write down a PDE for a
function, one of whose variables is a probability measure, we need a notion of derivative
for functions of measures. We use a notion due to Lions, introduced in Section 2.6. It
turns out that, even when д is not dierentiable, we can show that U does solve a PDE
in an appropriate sense and we can obtain estimates on its derivatives.
To give an idea of the strategy, we consider a very simple example. Let Xθ and
Xx ,[θ] be solutions to the following equations
Xθt = θ +
∫ t
0
E
[
Xθs
]
ds + Bt
Xx ,[θ]t = x +
∫ t
0
E
[
Xθs
]
ds + Bt .
These can be solved to give
Xx ,[θ]t = e
t E [θ] + Bt , Xx ,[θ]t = x + (e
t − 1)E [θ] + Bt .
We can use the same approach as before, based on Malliavin integration by parts, to
show that (x , [θ]) 7→ U (t ,x[θ]) is dierentiable. As we will see in Section 2.6, we have
to think of θ 7→ Xx ,[θ]t as a function on the Hilbert space L2(Ω). Its Fréchet derivative is
then the constant (et − 1), which in this case coincides with its Lions derivative, which
we denote ∂µXx ,[θ]t . We also have
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t = 1 and DrX
x ,[θ]
t = 1{0≤r≤t } .
Here, again, we have an explicit connection between DrXx ,[θ]t and ∂xX
x ,[θ]
t , but also now
between DrXx ,[θ]t and ∂µX
x ,[θ]
t . Focussing only on the simple case when д does not de-
pend on the measure, the same type of manipulations as before lead to
∂xU (t ,x , [θ]) =
1
t
E
[
д(Xx ,[θ]t )Bt
]
, ∂µU (t ,x , [θ]) =
1
t
(et − 1)E
[
д(Xx ,[θ]t )Bt
]
and the derivative estimates
sup
x∈RN
sup
θ∈L2 (Ω)
|∂xU (t ,x , [θ]) | ≤ C 1√
t
‖ f ‖∞, sup
x∈RN
sup
θ∈L2 (Ω)
∂µU (t ,x , [θ]) ≤ C ‖ f ‖∞.
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In Chapter 5 we develop integration by parts formulas of this type in a systematic way
for equations with uniformly elliptic coecients. We introduce a class of functions д
for which we observe smoothing in both the (x , [θ]) variables. We also consider some
applications to proving the existence of a solution to the associated PDE and to analysing
the smoothness of the density functions of Xx ,[θ]t and X
θ
t .
1.2 Outline of Thesis
In Chapter 2, we introduce some background material that will be needed in later chap-
ters and referred to throughout the rest of the thesis.
In Chapter 3, we build on the work of Kusuoka & Stroock to develop sharp esti-
mates on the derivatives of solutions to time-inhomogeneous parabolic PDEs. The basis
of these estimates is an integration by parts formula for derivatives of the solution un-
der the UFG condition, which is weaker than the uniform Hörmander condition. This
integration by parts formula is obtained using Malliavin Calculus. The formula allows
us to extend the notion of classical solution to a framework where dierentiability does
not necessarily hold in all directions. As an application, we extend the error analysis for
the cubature on Wiener space method to time-inhomogeneous stochastic dierential
equations.
In Chapter 4, we present two cubature on Wiener space algorithms for the nu-
merical solution of McKean-Vlasov SDEs with smooth scalar interaction. The analysis
involves the regularity estimates proved in Chapter 3 and takes place under a uniform
strong Hörmander condition.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we develop integration by parts formulas on Wiener space
for solutions of SDEs with general McKean-Vlasov interaction and uniformly elliptic
coecients. These integration by parts formulas hold both for derivatives with respect
to a real variable and derivatives with respect to a measure in the sense of Lions. This
allows us to develop estimates on the density of the solutions of McKean-Vlasov SDEs.
We also prove the existence of a classical solution to a related PDE with irregular terminal
condition.
Precise statements of assumptions and results are given in the introduction to each
chapter.
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2.1 Basic Setup 20
In this chapter, we introduce material that will be needed in later chapters and
referred to throughout. Most of the results in this chapter are not new. However, note
that Denition 2.7.1 is slightly dierent to the usual one; Denition 2.8.1 is new, and
Lemmas 2.6.6, 2.8.3 and 2.8.4 are new results.
2.1 Basic Setup
We work on a ltered probability space
(
Ω,F ,F = {Ft }t∈[0,T ],P
)
which supports a d-
dimensional Brownian Motion, B = (B1, . . . ,Bd ). We assume that there is a suciently
rich sub-σ -algebra G ⊂ F independent of B such that all measures µ ∈ P2(RN ) corre-
spond to the law of a random variable in L2((Ω,G,P);RN ). Then, we dene F to be the
ltration generated byB, completed and augmented byG. This is to ensure that in the se-
quel when we consider processes starting from arbitrary initial conditions θ ∈ L2(Ω;RN )
these processes will be F-adapted. We denote the Lp norm on (Ω,F ,P) by ‖ · ‖p and we
also introduce the space SpT of continuous F-adapted processes φ on [0,T ], satisfying
φSpT = *,E sups∈[0,T ] |φs |p+-
1/p
< ∞.
Finally, we also often denote B0(s ) = s for s ∈ [0,T ].
2.2 Classical SDEs
We present an existence and uniqueness result for SDEs with coecients depending on
time and a parameter y ∈ RN . The conditions we impose are by no means the most gen-
eral possible. We also present a result on the dierentiability of the stochastic ow with
respect to the initial condition x ∈ RN . These results will cover the time-inhomogeneous
SDE we study in Chapter 3. We will also be able to consider the McKean-Vlasov SDE with
smooth scalar interaction that we study in Chapter 4 as part of this class of equations.
Proposition 2.2.1 (Dierentiability of stochastic ows). Suppose that for all (t ,y) ∈
[0,T ]×RN , x 7→ Vi (t ,x ,y) ∈ Ckb (RN ;RN ) for i = 0, . . . ,d , and all bounds on the derivatives
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hold uniformly in (t ,y) ∈ [0,T ] × RN . Then, the equation
X
x ,y
t = x +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
Vi (s,X
x ,y
s ,y) dB
i
s ,
has a unique strong solution. Moreover, for each (t ,y) ∈ [0,T ] × RN , the map x 7→ Xx ,yt is
P − a.s . (k − 1) times dierentiable with the following estimates on the derivatives: for all
multi-indices η on {1, . . . ,N } with 0 ≤ |η | ≤ k − 1 and for all p ≥ 1,
sup
x ,y∈RN
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∂ηxXx ,yt p < ∞
Proof. This is proved in Kunita [32, Theorem 4.6.5]. 
2.3 McKean-Vlasov SDEs
McKean-Vlasov SDEs are equations whose coecients depend on the law of the solu-
tion. They are also referred to as mean-eld SDEs and their solutions are often called
nonlinear diusions. McKean-Vlasov SDEs are related to nonlinear PDEs, rst studied
by McKean [44]. The propagation of chaos phenomenon mentioned in the introduction
was studied by McKean [45] and Sznitman [53]. Since then, existence and uniqueness
results, the theory of propagation of chaos and numerical methods have been studied in
a variety of settings (see for example [6, 7, 26, 46]).
We study McKean-Vlasov SDEs with general Lipschitz interaction in Chapter 5.
The coecients are functions fromRN ×P2(RN ) toRN , where P2(RN ) denotes the space
of probability measures on RN with nite second moment. We equip this space with the
2-Wasserstein metric,W2. For a general metric space (M,d ), we dene the 2-Wasserstein
metric on P2(M ) by
W2(µ,ν ) = inf
Π∈Pµ,ν
(∫
M×M
d (x ,y)2 Π(dx ,dy)
)1/2
,
where Pµ,ν denotes the set of measures on M × M with marginals µ and ν . When we
refer to the Lipschitz property of the coecients, it is with respect to product norm on
RN × P2(RN ). The existence and uniqueness result here also covers the smooth scalar
interaction case considered in Chapter 4.
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Proposition 2.3.1 (Existence, Uniqueness and Lp estimates). Suppose that θ ∈ L2(Ω) and
V0, . . . ,Vd are uniformly Lipschitz continuous, then there exists a unique, strong solution to
the equation
Xθt = θ +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
Vi
(
Xθs ,
[
Xθs
] )
dBis , (2.3.1)
and there exists a constant C = C (T ), such that
‖Xθ ‖S2T ≤ C (1 + ‖θ ‖2) . (2.3.2)
Similarly, there exists a unique, strong solution to the equation
Xx ,[θ]t = x +
∫ t
0
V0
(
Xx ,[θ]s ,
[
Xθs
] )
ds +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
Vi
(
Xx ,[θ]s ,
[
Xθs
] )
dBis , (2.3.3)
and there exists a constant C = C (p,T ), such that for all p ≥ 1,
‖Xx ,[θ]‖SpT ≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2) . (2.3.4)
Moreover, for all (x ,θ , t ), (x′,θ ′, t ′) ∈ RN × L2(Ω) × [0,T ] and p ≥ 1,
Xx ,[θ] − Xx ′,[θ ′]SpT ≤ C ( |x − x′| + ‖θ − θ ′‖2) , (2.3.5)
and Xx ,[θ]t − Xx ,[θ]t ′ p ≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2) |t − t ′| 12 . (2.3.6)
Finally, we have the following ow property for any t ∈ [0,T ), s ∈ (t ,T ], x ∈ RN
and θ ∈ L2(Ω), (
Xx ,[θ]t+s ,X
θ
t+s
)
=
(
X
X x,[θ ]t ,[X
[θ ]
t ]
s ,X
X θt
s
)
P − a.s .
Proof. The proof of existence and uniqueness of a solution to equation (2.3.1) was proved
in [53] for rst-order McKean-Vlasov interaction. The general case is covered in [27],
and we sketch it here. Consider the equation
X¯t = θ +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
Vi (X¯s ,ms ) dB
i
s (2.3.7)
wherem ∈ P2(C[0,T ];RN ) is a xed measure. LetΦ : P2(C[0,T ];RN ) → P2(C[0,T ];RN )
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be the map taking m 7→ [X¯ .]. We note that P2(C[0,T ];RN ) is a Banach space which al-
lows us to set up a Picard scheme with
µ0 := [θ] and µn+1 := Φ(µn )
We will also denote by Xθ ,n the process with law µn. Using the Lipschitz property of
V0, . . . ,Vd and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, there exists a constantC = C (T )
such that,
E sup
0≤s≤T
|X 1,θs − X 0,θs |2 ≤ C E
∫ T
0
[
|X 1,θu − X 0,θu |2 +W2(µ1, µ0)2
]
du
Applying Gronwall’s inequality and usingW2(µ1, µ0)2 ≤ E sup
0≤s≤T
|X 1,θs − X 0,θs |2 we get
W2(Φ(µ
0), µ0)2 ≤ C
∫ T
0
W2(µ
1, µ0)2du
and we can iterate this inequality to get
W2(Φ
k+1(µ0),Φk (µ0))2 ≤ CT
k
k! W2(Φ(µ
0), µ0)2
so Φk (µ0) is a Cauchy sequence in P2(C[0,T ];RN ) and converges to a unique xed point.
This establishes existence and uniqueness of a solution to (2.3.1).
Once we have a solution to (2.3.1), we can insert it into the coecients of equa-
tion (2.3.3) and we can view (2.3.3) as a regular SDE with time-dependent coecients
Vˆi (·, s ) := V (·, [Xθs ]). An extension of the Yamada-Watanabe theorem implies that the
law of Xθt is a function of [θ]. This justies the notation Xx ,[θ] for the solution to (2.3.3).
We can see that the dependence on time in the coecients Vˆi (·, s ) is continuous from
|Vˆi (z, s ) − Vˆi (z, s′) | = |V (z, [Xθs ]) −V (z, [Xθs ′]) |
≤ CW2([Xθs ], [Xθs ′])
≤ C ‖Xθs − Xθs ′‖2,
which converges to zero as s → s′ by the dominated convergence theorem. We therefore
have an SDE with coecients Lipschitz in the space variable and continuous in the time
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variable. These properties of the coecients are sucient to establish existence and
uniqueness of a solution to (2.3.3).
Then, since the coecients are Lipschitz, we have the following linear growth
property:
|Vi (Xθt , [Xθt ]) | ≤ |Vi (Xθt , [Xθt ]) −Vi (0,δ0) | + |Vi (0,δ0) |
≤ C
(
1 + |Xθt | + ‖Xθt ‖2
)
.
Using the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, we get
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Xθt |2 ≤ C
∫ T
0
(
1 + E|Xθs |2
)
ds,
and an application of Gronwall’s inequality gives (2.3.2). A similar argument gives (2.3.4).
To get (2.3.5), we consider the dierence
Xx ,[θ]t − Xx
′,[θ ′]
t =
[
Xx ,[θ]t − Xx
′,[θ]
t
]
+
[
Xx
′,[θ]
t − Xx
′,[θ ′]
t
]
(2.3.8)
and we estimate each term separately. For the rst term, using the Burkholder-Davis-
Gundy inequality and the Lipschitz property of the coecients, for p ≥ 1,
E sup
t≤T
Xx ,[θ]t − Xx ′,[θ]t p ≤ C (|x − x′|p + ∫ T0 E Xx ,[θ]s − Xx ′,[θ]s p ds
)
,
which, by Gronwall’s inequality gives,
Xx ,[θ] − Xx ′,[θ]SpT ≤ C |x − x′|. (2.3.9)
Similarly,
E
Xθt − Xθ ′t 2 ≤ C (E|θ − θ ′|2 + ∫ t0 E Xθs − Xθ ′s 2 ds
)
,
and again, by Gronwall’s inequality, we get
Xθt − Xθ ′t 2 ≤ C ‖θ − θ ′‖2.
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Now we focus on the second term on the right hand side of (2.3.8). Using the above result,
the Lipschitz property of the coecients and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality,
gives
E sup
t≤T
Xx ,[θ]t − Xx ,[θ ′]t p ≤ C (∫ t0 E Xx ,[θ]s − Xx ,[θ ′]s p + Xθs − Xθ ′s p2 ds
)
,
which leads to
Xx ,[θ] − Xx ,[θ ′]SpT ≤ C sups≤T Xθs − Xθ ′s p ≤ C ‖θ − θ ′‖p . (2.3.10)
Putting together (2.3.8), (2.3.9) and (2.3.10) gives the estimate (2.3.5). To obtain (2.3.6),
note that
Xx ,[θ]t − Xx ,[θ]t ′ =
d∑
i=0
∫ t
t ′
Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s ,X
θ
s ) dB
i
s .
Using the linear growth of the coecients and the estimate already established in (2.3.4)
along with the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality gives the result.
Finally, the ow property follows from uniqueness of solutions to each equation.

2.4 Cubature on Wiener Space
As mentioned in Chapter 1, one important application of the sharp derivative bounds for
the diusion semigroup is to the proof of convergence of a class of numerical methods
for the solution of parabolic PDEs, called Kusuoka-Lyons-Victoir (KLV) methods, stem-
ming from the works [42], [33, 34]. These high-order methods have since been shown
to be highly eective in practice, see e.g. [24], [47], and further extensions and appli-
cations have been developed by various authors. Applications include the non-linear
ltering problem [17, 40], backward stochastic dierential equations [19, 20], stochastic
McKean-Vlasov equations [14] and calculating Greeks [57] in nance. Convergence of
the cubature approximation for some path dependent functionals has also been shown
in [4].
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Let us denote by (X t ,xs )s∈[t ,T ] the solution of the SDE
X t ,xs = x +
d∑
i=0
∫ s
t
Vi (X
t ,x
u ) ◦ dBiu ,
with coecientsV0, . . . ,Vd ∈ C∞b (RN ;RN ). The goal of the original cubature on Wiener
space algorithm is to approximate E
[
f (X t ,xT )
]
for a function f which is, say, Lipschitz
continuous. Under certain conditions, this is of course equivalent to solving the PDE
(∂t + L)u (t ,x ) = 0 (t ,x ) ∈ [0,T ) × RN ,
u (T ,x ) = f (x ) x ∈ RN ,
where L is the following second order dierential operator written in Hörmander form:
L := V0 + 12
d∑
i=1
V 2i .
The starting point of KLV methods is to view X t ,xs as a functional of the Brownian path
(Bu )u∈[t ,s], say
X t ,xs = αt ,s,x ((Bu )u∈[t ,s]), αt ,s,x : C ([t , s];Rd ) → RN ,
and to view the expectation E[f (X t ,xs )] as an integral over the Wiener space
E[f (X t ,xs )] =
∫
Ω
(
f ◦ αt ,s,x ) (ω) P(dω),
where Ω = C0([0,T ];Rd ) and P is the Wiener measure. The key idea of the cubature
on Wiener space method is that one can approximate such integrals up to high order
by replacing the Wiener measure, P, by a discrete measure supported on nitely many
bounded variation paths, called a cubature measure. Evaluating such integrals under a
cubature measure amounts to computing weighted sums of solutions of ordinary dif-
ferential equations (ODEs). If iterated Stratonovich integrals of Brownian motion up to
some order have the same expectation under the cubature and Wiener measures, then by
considering the Stratonovich-Taylor expansion of the solution of the SDE, one can show
that the target expectations under the cubature and Wiener measures agree up to some
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high order error. This error term depends on derivatives of the function f . When f is
not smooth, one can use the semigroup property of the operators {Ps,t : 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T },
dened by Pt ,s f (x ) := E
[
f (X t ,xs )
]
, to iterate the approximation over small time inter-
vals and use the fact that Pt ,s smooths out irregular functions to obtain an error which
depends instead on derivatives of Pt ,s f .
Let us make precise the above ideas and detail exactly what we mean by a cu-
bature measure. We need to introduce notation for iterated integrals with respect to
components of the (d + 1)-dimensional process (B0,B1, . . . ,Bd ) consisting of time and
the d-dimensional Brownian motion. We use the following notation for multi-indices on
{0, . . . ,d }:
A := {∅} ∪ ∪k≥1{0, 1, . . . ,d }k and A1 := A \ {∅, (0)}.
We endow A with the concatenation operation
α ∗ β := (α1, . . . ,αk , β1, . . . , βl ), where α = (α1, . . . ,αk ), β = (β1, . . . , βl ) ∈ A.
and we dene α ′ = (α1) and −α := (α2, . . . ,αk ), so that α = α ′ ∗ −α . We dene the
following n-tuples lengths:
| α | :=

k, if α = (α1, . . . ,αk ),
0, if α = ∅.
‖α ‖ := | α | + card {i : αi = 0, i = 1, . . . ,d },
and dene the set A (l ) := {α ∈ A : ‖α ‖ ≤ l } and dene A1(l ) similarly. For α ∈ A,
we denote by Iαt ,s (Y ) the iterated Stratonovich integral of the process Y over the interval
[t , s]:
Iαt ,s (Y ) :=
∫ s
t
∫ sn
t
· · ·
∫ s2
t
Ys1 ◦ dBα1s1 · · · ◦ dBαn−1sn−1 ◦ dBαnsn .
Similarly, for a bounded variation path ω = (ω1, . . . ,ωd ) ∈ Cbv ([t , s];Rd ) we set ω0(s ) =
s and denote the iterated integral of a process Y by Iαt ,s[ω](Y ):
Iαt ,s[ω](Y ) :=
∫ s
t
∫ sn
t
· · ·
∫ s2
t
Ys1dω
α1
s1 · · ·dωαn−1sn−1 dωαnsn .
With this notation in hand, we can dene a cubature formula.
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Denition 2.4.1 (Cubature formula [42]). A set of NCub bounded variation paths,
ω1, . . . ,ωNCub ∈ Cbv ([0, 1];Rd ), for some NCub ∈ N, together with some weights
λ1, . . . , λNCub ∈ R+ such that
∑NCub
j=1 λj = 1 dene a cubature formula on Wiener Space of
degree l if, for any α ∈ A (l ),
E[Iα0,1(1)] =
NCub∑
j=1
λj I
α
0,1[ωj](1).
We note that for a given l ∈ N, Lyons & Victoir [42] proved that there exists a cubature
formula on Wiener Space of degree l , with concrete examples given, for certain pairs
(l ,d ), in [42] and [24]. From the scaling properties of the Brownian motion we can
deduce, for 0 ≤ t < s ,
E[Iαt ,s (1)] =
l∑
j=1
λj I
α
t ,s[ωj (t , s )](1),
whereωj (t , s ) is the shifted and re-scaled path dened byωj (t , s ) (u) = t+
√
s − t ωj
(
u
s−t
)
,
u ∈ [t , s]. In other words, the expectation of the iterated Stratonovich integrals Iαt ,s (1)
with α ∈ A (l ) is the same under the Wiener measure as it is under the cubature measure,
Qt ,s :=
NCub∑
j=1
λj δωj (t ,s ) .
Now, given a cubature measure, Q, we can dene, for any t < s , the local approximation
operator Qt ,s f (x ) := EQt,s [f (X t ,xs )]. If we denote by X
t ,x ,(j )
s the solution of the cubature
ODE
dX t ,x ,(j )u =
d∑
i=0
Vi (X
t ,x ,(j )
u ) dω
i
j (t , s ) (u), X
t ,x
t = x ,
then Qt ,s f (x ) is computed as
Qt ,s f (x ) =
NCub∑
j=1
λj f (X
t ,x ,(j )
s ).
If the length of the interval [t , s] is small, this provides a good approximation of Pt ,s f (x ).
Otherwise, one has to recursively apply this approximation over small intervals. Now,
we x T > 0 and a partition of the interval [0,T ] into n subintervals, Πn = {0 = t0 <
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t1 . . . < tn = T }. To this end, we denote by QΠn0,t , the global approximation operator,
QΠn0,t := Q0,t for t ∈ [0, t1),
QΠn0,t := Q0,t1 · · ·Qtj−1,t for t ∈ [tj−1, tj ), j = 2, . . . ,n.
The nal approximation of P0,T is given by QΠn0,T and with the error denoted by
E (T ,x , l ,Πn ) :=
(
P0,T −QΠn0,T
)
f (x ).
A full analysis of the error is carried out in Section 3.5.
Recursively applying the local approximation operator results in a tree-like struc-
ture, with the solutions of the cubature ODEs at each point in the partition representing
nodes in a tree. Another way of thinking about this algorithm is the following: once
we have a cubature measure Q and a partition Πn, we can extend this to a measure QΠn
on [0,T ], supported on (Ncub )n paths along a tree. We use the notation Mk to denote
multi-indices over {1, . . . ,NCub } of length exactly k . We use this set to index the nodes
in the cubature tree after k time-steps or, equivalently, the unique path leading to that
node. To create the tree, one rst creates the paths by concatenating the re-scaled paths:
for p = (p1, . . . ,pn ) ∈ Mn, dene the path
ωp (t ) = ωp (ti−1) + ωpi (ti−1, ti ) (t ) when t ∈ [ti−1, ti ).
Then, one can attach a new weight to each path by
Λp :=
∏
pi∈p
λpi .
Finally, we can dene a measure on all paths along the tree by
QΠn :=
∑
p∈Mn
Λp δωp .
It is easy to see that the two points of view are equivalent, in that for all t ∈ [0,T ],
QΠn0,t f (x ) = EQΠn f (X
x
t ),
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by the ow property of the ODEs. For the algorithmic implementation, it is convenient
to denote Xx ,pt the solution of the ODE along the path ωp , i.e.
dX
x ,p
t =
d∑
i=0
Vi (X
x ,p
t ) dω
i
p (t ), X
x ,p
0 = x .
Then,
QΠn0,T f (x ) =
∑
p∈Mn
Λp f (X
x ,p
t ).
x , 1
X (1)t1 , λ1
X (1,1)t2 ,Λ(1,1) = λ1λ1
X (1,1,1)t3 ,Λ(1,1,1) = λ1λ1λ1
X (1,1,2)t3 ,Λ(1,1,2) = λ1λ1λ2
X (1,2)t2 ,Λ(1,2) = λ1λ2
X (1,2,1)t3 ,Λ(1,2,1) = λ1λ2λ1
X (1,2,2)t3 ,Λ(1,2,2) = λ1λ2λ2
X (2)t1 , λ2
X (2,1)t2 ,Λ(2,1) = λ2λ1
X (2,1,1)t3 ,Λ(2,1,1) = λ2λ1λ1
X (2,1,2)t3 ,Λ(2,1,2) = λ2λ1λ2
X (2,2)t2 ,Λ(2,2) = λ2λ2
X (2,2,1)t3 ,Λ(2,2,1) = λ2λ2λ1
X (2,2,2)t3 ,Λ(2,2,2) = λ2λ2λ2
0 = t0 t1 t2 t3 = T
Figure 2.1: Cubature tree with n = 3 time steps and Ncub = 2 paths in the support of the
cubature measure.
Below, we detail the algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Cubature on Wiener Space
1: Set (X ∅,Λ0) = (x , 1)
2: for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 do
3: for p ∈ Mj do
4: for 1 ≤ l ≤ Ncub do
5: Dene Xp∗ltj+1 as the solution of the ODE:
dX
p∗l
t =
d∑
i=0
Vi
(
X
p∗l
t
)
dωil (tj , tj+1) (t ),
X
p∗l
tj
= X
p
tj
.
6: Set the associated weight: Λp∗l = Λpλl
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for
10: Final approximation of E
[
f (XxT )
]
is
∑
p∈Mn
Λp f (X
p
tn
)
It is clear that, at the j-th time step, one has to solve (NCub )j ODEs, so the total number
of ODEs one has to solve is
n∑
j=1
(NCub )
j =
(NCub )
n+1 − NCub
Ncub − 1 .
Clearly, this is not always feasible if NCub or n is large. Two ways of reducing the num-
ber of nodes in the cubature tree at a given level are using the Tree-Based Branching
Algorithm (TBBA) of Crisan & Lyons [18] or the recombination method of Litterer &
Lyons [39, 41]. We do not consider this problem in the rest of this thesis.
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2.5 Malliavin Calculus
Malliavin Calculus is a beautiful and powerful theory which has proved its success in
too many regards to mention here. As indicated in Chapter 1, we will mainly use it to
develop integration by parts formulas. Here we introduce the basic terminology. We
follow the exposition in [21], with all proofs contained in the book by Nualart [49]. We
denote Hd := L2([0,T ];Rd ). and use this space to dene the Malliavin derivative.
Denition 2.5.1 (Malliavin Derivative). Let f ∈ C∞p (Rn;R), for somen ∈ N, h1, . . . ,hn ∈
Hd and F : Ω → R be the functional given by:
F (ω) = f
(∫ T
0
h1(t ) · dBt (ω), . . . ,
∫ T
0
hn (t ) · dBt (ω)
)
, (2.5.1)
where, for any hi = (h1i , . . . ,h
d
i ) ∈ Hd
∫ T
0
hi (t ) · dBt :=
d∑
j=1
∫ T
0
hji (t ) dB
j
t .
Any functional of the form (2.5.1) is called smooth and we denote the class of all such func-
tionals by S. Then the Malliavin derivative of F , denoted by DF ∈ L2(Ω;Hd ) is given
by:
DF =
n∑
i=1
∂i f
(∫ T
0
h1(u) · dBu , . . . ,
∫ T
0
hn (u) · dBu
)
hi . (2.5.2)
We note the isometry L2(Ω × [0,T ];Rd ) ' L2(Ω;Hd ). This allows us to identify DF
with a process (DrF )r∈[0,T ] taking values in Rd , which we often do. We also denote by(
DjrF
)
r∈[0,T ], j = 1, . . . ,d the components of this process.
The set of smooth functionals (random variables)S is dense in Lp (Ω), for anyp ≥ 1
and D is closable as operator from Lp (Ω) to Lp (Ω;Hd ). We dene D1,p is the closure of
the set S within Lp (Ω;Rd ) with respect to the norm:
‖F ‖D1,p =
(
E |F |p + E ‖DF ‖pHd
) 1
p .
The higher order Malliavin derivatives are dened in a similar manner. For smooth
random variables, we denote the iterated derivative by D(k )F , k ≥ 2, which is a random
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variable with values in H⊗kd dened as
D(k )F :=
n∑
i1,...,ik=1
∂(i1,...,ik ) f
(∫ ∞
0
h1(u) · dBu , . . . ,
∫ ∞
0
hn (u) · dBu
)
hi1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ hik ,
The above expression for D(k )F coincides with that obtained by iteratively applying the
Malliavin derivative. In an analogous way, one can close the operator D(k ) from Lp (Ω)
to Lp (Ω;H⊗kd ). So, for any p ≥ 1 and natural k ≥ 1, we dene Dk,p to be the closure of S
with respect to the norm:
‖F ‖Dk,p := *.,E|F |p +
k∑
j=1
E
D(j )FpH ⊗jd +/-
1/p
.
Moreover, there is nothing which restricts consideration to Rd-valued random
variables. Indeed, one can consider more general Hilbert space-valued random vari-
ables, and the theory would extend in an appropriate way. To this end, denote Dk,p (E)
to be the appropriate space of E-valued random variables, where E is some separable
Hilbert space. For more details, see [49], where also the proof of the following chain
rule formula can be found:
Proposition 2.5.2 (Chain Rule for the Malliavin Derivative). If φ : Rm → R is a contin-
uously dierentiable function with bounded partial derivatives, and F = (F1, . . . , Fm ) is a
random vector with components belonging to D1,p for some p ≥ 1. Then φ (F ) ∈ D1,p , with
Dφ (F ) = ∇φ (F )DF =
m∑
i=1
∂iφ (F ) DFi ,
where ∇φ is the row vector (∂1φ, . . . , ∂mφ) and DF is the matrix (DjFi )1≤i≤m,1≤j≤d .
Lemma 2.5.3 (The Malliavin derivative and integration). Consider an F-adapted process
f : [0,T ] × Ω → Rd , and suppose that for each t ∈ [0,T ] and i ∈ {0 . . . ,d }, we have
fi (t ) ∈ D1,2. Moreover, suppose that:
E
∫ T
0
| f (t ) |2 dt < ∞ E
∫ T
0
‖Df (t )‖2Hd dt < ∞. (2.5.3)
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Then Ft :=
d∑
i=1
∫ t
0
fi (s )dB
i
s ∈ D1,2, with
DrFt =
 f (r ) +
d∑
i=1
∫ t
r
Dr fi (s ) dBis
 1{0≤r≤t } .
Similarly, for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,d }, Git :=
∫ t
0
fi (s )ds ∈ D1,2, with
DrGit =
{∫ t
r
Dr fi (s ) ds
}
1{0≤r≤t } .
Proof. See Nualart [49, Proposition 1.3.8] for details. 
The divergence operator - which is the adjoint of the Malliavin derivative - plays
a vital role in the construction of our integration by parts formula. This operator is also
called the Skorohod integral. It coincides with a generalisation of the Itô integral to
anticipating integrands. A detailed discussion of the divergence operator can be found
in Nualart [49].
Denition 2.5.4 (Divergence operator). Denote by δ the adjoint of the operator D. That
is, δ is an unbounded operator on L2(Ω × [0,T ];Rd ) with values in L2(Ω;R) such that:
1. Dom δ = {u ∈ L2(Ω × [0,T ];Rd ); |E(〈DF ,u〉Hd ) | ≤ c‖F ‖L2 (Ω), ∀F ∈ D1,2}.
2. For every u ∈ Dom δ , then δ (u) ∈ L2(Ω) satises:
E(Fδ (u)) = E(〈DF ,u〉Hd ).
Remark 2.5.5. If u = (u1, ...,ud ) ∈ Dom δ is F-adapted, then the adjoint δ (u), is nothing
more than the Itô integral of u with respect to the d-dimensional Brownian motion Bt =
(B1t , . . . ,B
d
t ). i.e.
δ (u) =
d∑
i=1
∫ T
0
ui (s ) dBis .
2.6 Dierentiation in P2(RN )
In Chapter 5, we study an SDE with a general McKean-Vlasov dependence. We will
be interested in dierentiability of the stochastic ow associated to this SDE and an
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associated PDE on [0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ). We thus need a notion of derivative for a
function on a space of probability measures. The notion of dierentiability we use was
introduced by P.-L. Lions in his lectures at the Collège de France, which were recorded
in a set of notes by Caradaliaguet [9]. We also draw on the exposition in [10].
Lions’ notion of dierentiability is based on the lifting of functionsU : P2(RN ) →
R into functions U˜ dened on the Hilbert space L2(Ω˜;RN ) over some probability space
(Ω˜, F˜ , P˜), Ω˜ a Polish space and P˜ an atomless measure, by setting U˜ (X˜ ) = U ([X˜ ]) for X˜ ∈
L2(Ω˜;RN ). Then, a functionU is said to be dierentiable at µ0 ∈ P2(RN ) if there exists a
random variable X˜0 with law µ0 such that the lifted function U˜ is Fréchet dierentiable
at X˜0. Whenever this is the case, the Fréchet derivative of U˜ at X˜0 can be viewed as an
element of L2(Ω˜;RN ) by identifying L2(Ω˜;RN ) and its dual. The derivative in a direction
γ˜ ∈ L2(Ω˜;RN ) is given by
DU˜ (X˜0) (γ˜ ) = 〈DU˜ (X˜0), γ˜ 〉L2 (Ω˜;RN ) = E˜
[
DU˜ (X˜0) · γ˜
]
.
It then turns out that the distribution of DU˜ (X˜0) ∈ L2(Ω˜;RN ) depends only upon the
law µ0 and not upon the particular random variable X˜0 having distribution µ0. See Sec-
tion 6 in [9] for details. It is shown in [9] that, as a random variable, DU˜ (X˜0) is of the
form дµ0 (X˜0), where дµ0 : RN → RN is a deterministic measurable function which is
uniquely dened µ0-almost everywhere on RN , and is square-integrable with respect to
the measure µ0. We call ∂µU (µ0) := дµ0 the derivative of U at µ0. We use the notation
∂µU (µ0, ·) : RN 3 v 7→ ∂µU (µ0,v ) ∈ RN , which satises, by denition,
DU˜ (X˜0) = дµ0 (X˜0) =: ∂µU (µ0, X˜0).
This holds for any random variable X˜0 with distribution µ0, irrespective of where this
random variable is dened.
In the sequel, we will consider functions which are dierentiable at all µ ∈ P2(RN ).
Moreover, we will consider functions where for each µ ∈ P2(RN ), there exists a version
of the derivative ∂µU (µ ) which is assumed to be a priori continuous as a function
P2(RN ) × RN 3 (µ,v ) 7→ ∂µU (µ,v ) ∈ RN .
In this case such a version is unique since, for each θ ∈ L2(Ω;RN ), ∂µU ([θ],v ) is de-
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L2
(
Ω˜;RN
)
DU˜ (X˜0)U˜ (X˜0) DU˜ (X˜0) = дµ0 (X˜0)
U (µ0) ∂µU (µ0,v ) := дµ0 (v )
Lifting
Fréchet derivative Structure of gradient
Denition
P2
(
RN
)
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the Lions derivative.
ned [θ](dv )-a.e., so taking a Gaussian random variable G independent of θ , and ϵ > 0,
∂µU ([θ + ϵG],v ) is dened (dv )-a.e. and taking ϵ → 0 and using the continuity of
∂µU , identies ∂µU ([θ],v ) uniquely. We show how this denition works in practice in
Examples 2.6.4 and 2.6.5 in a moment.
For a function f : P2(RN ) → RN , we can straightforwardly apply the above dis-
cussion to each component of f = ( f 1, . . . , f N ). To extend to higher derivatives we note
that ∂µ f i : P2(RN )×RN → RN , so we denote its components by (∂µ f i )j : P2(RN )×RN →
R for j = 1, . . . ,N and, for a xed v ∈ RN , we can discuss again the dierentiability of
P2(RN ) 3 µ 7→ (∂µ f i )j (µ,v ) ∈ R. If the derivative of this function exists and there is
continuous version of
P2(RN ) × RN × RN 3 (µ,v1,v2) 7→ ∂µ (∂µ f i )j (µ,v1,v2) ∈ RN ,
then it is unique. It makes sense to use the multi-index notation ∂(j,k )µ f i := (∂µ (∂µ f i )j )k .
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Similarly, for higher derivatives, if for each (i0, . . . , in ) ∈ {1, . . . ,N }n+1,
∂µ (∂µ . . . (∂µ︸         ︷︷         ︸
n times
f i0 )i1 . . .)in
exists, we denote this ∂αµ f i0 with α = (i1, . . . , in ). Now, each derivative in µ is a function
of an ‘extra’ variable, so ∂αµ f i0 : P2(RN )× (RN )n → R. We always denote these variables,
by v1, . . . ,vn, so
P2(RN ) × (RN )n 3 (µ,v1, . . . ,vn ) 7→ ∂αµ f i0 (µ,v1, . . . ,vn ) ∈ R.
When there is no possibility of confusion, we will abbreviate (v1, . . . ,vn ) tov , so that
∂αµ f
i0 (µ,v ) = ∂αµ f
i0 (µ,v1, . . . ,vn ).
We will also denote
|v | := |v1 | + . . . + |vn |.
It then makes sense to discuss derivatives of this function with respect to the variables
v1, . . . ,vn. If, for some j ∈ {1, . . . ,N } and all (µ,v1, . . . ,vj−1,vj+1, . . . ,vn ) ∈ P2(RN ) ×
(RN )n−1,
RN 3 vj 7→ ∂αµ f i0 (µ,v1, . . . ,vn )
is l-times continuously dierentiable, we denote the derivatives ∂βjvj ∂
α
µ f
i0 , for βj a multi-
index on {1, . . . ,N } with |βj | ≤ l . Similar to the above, we will denote by β the n-tuple
of multi-indices (β1, . . . , βn ). We also associate a length to β by
|β | := |β1 | + . . . + |βn |,
and denote #β := n. Then, we denote by Bn the collection of all β with #β := n, and
B := ∪n≥1Bn. Again, to lighten notation, we will use
∂
β
v ∂
α
µ f
i (µ,v ) := ∂βnvn . . . ∂
β1
v1 ∂
α
µ f
i (µ,v1, . . . ,vn ).
The coecients in equations (2.3.1) and (2.3.3) considered in Chapter 5 are of the type
V0, . . . ,Vd : RN×P2(RN ) → RN . Considering functions onRN×P2(RN ) raises a question
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about whether the order in which we take derivatives matters. A result from [8] says
that derivatives commute when the mixed derivatives are Lipschitz continuous.
Lemma 2.6.1 (Lemma 4.1 in [8] ). Let д : R×P2(R) → R and suppose that the derivative
functions
(x , µ,v ) ∈ R × P2(R) × R→
(
∂x∂µд(x , µ,v ), ∂x∂µд(x , µ,v )
)
∈ R × R
both exist and are Lipschitz continuous: there exists a constant C > 0 such that
(∂x∂µд, ∂x∂µд) (x , µ,v ) − (∂x∂µд, ∂x∂µд) (x′, µ′,v′) ≤ C ( |x − x′| +W2(µ, µ′) + |v −v′|) .
Then, the functions ∂x∂µд and ∂x∂µд are identical.
Proof. Let us dene
D : = {д(x + z, [θ + γ ]) − д(x + z, [θ])} − {д(x , [θ + γ ]) − д(x , [θ])} .
By denition, ∂x∂µд and ∂µ∂xд satisfy
lim
‖γ ‖2→0
lim
z→0
1
z
1
‖γ ‖2
D − E [∂µ∂xд(x , [θ],θ )γ ] z = 0, (2.6.1)
and
lim
z→0 lim‖γ ‖2→0
1
z
1
‖γ ‖2
D − E [∂x∂µд(x , [θ],θ )γ ] z = 0. (2.6.2)
On the other hand, we can develop the following expression for D:
D =
∫ 1
0
E
[{
∂µд(x + z, [θ + sγ ],θ + sγ ) − ∂µд(x , [θ + sγ ],θ + sγ )
}
γ
]
ds
=
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
E
[
∂x∂µд(x + tz, [θ + sγ ],θ + sγ )γ
]
z dtds
= E
[
∂x∂µд(x , [θ],θ )γ
]
z + R1(x , z,θ ,γ ),
where
R1(x , z,θ ,γ ) =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
E
[{
∂x∂µд(x + tz, [θ + sγ ],θ + sγ ) − ∂x∂µд(x , [θ],θ )
}
γ
]
z dtds .
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Reversing the order of the integration with respect to t and s , we also have
D = E
[
∂µ∂xд(x , [θ],θ )γ
]
z + R2(x , z,θ ,γ ),
where
R2(x , z,θ ,γ ) =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
E
[{
∂µ∂xд(x + tz, [θ + sγ ],θ + sγ ) − ∂µ∂xд(x , [θ],θ )
}
γ
]
z dsdt .
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the Lipschitz property of the mixed deriva-
tives
R1(x , z,θ ,γ ) + R2(x , z,θ ,γ )
≤ sup
0≤s,t≤1
∂x∂µд(x + tz, [θ + sγ ],θ + sγ ) − ∂x∂µд(x , [θ],θ )2 ‖γ ‖2 |z |
+ sup
0≤s,t≤1
∂µ∂xд(x + tz, [θ + sγ ],θ + sγ ) − ∂µ∂xд(x , [θ],θ )2 ‖γ ‖2 |z |
≤ ( |z | + ‖γ ‖2) ‖γ ‖2 |z |
So, by continuity of the mixed derivatives,
lim
z→0 lim‖γ ‖2→0
1
z
1
‖γ ‖2 (
R1(x , z,θ ,γ ) + R2(x , z,θ ,γ )) = 0,
and, importantly, we can also interchange the order of the limits:
lim
‖γ ‖2→0
lim
z→0
1
z
1
‖γ ‖2 (
R1(x , z,θ ,γ ) + R2(x , z,θ ,γ )) = 0.
This allows us to interchange the limits in (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), which proves that the mixed
derivative is unique as an element of L2(R, [θ]) so that
∂x∂µд(x , [θ],v ) = ∂µ∂xд(x , [θ],v ) [θ](dv ) − a.e .
Now, let G be a standard Gaussian random variable independent of θ and ϵ > 0. Then,
since G is supported on the whole of R,
∂x∂µд(x , [θ + ϵG],v ) = ∂µ∂xд(x , [θ + ϵG],v ) dv − a.e .
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Letting ϵ → 0, we get that
∂x∂µд(x , [θ],v ) = ∂µ∂xд(x , [θ],v ) dv − a.e .
However, we know that both ∂x∂µд and ∂µ∂xд are continuous, so they are identical. 
With this in mind, we can introduce the following denition.
Denition 2.6.2 (Cn,n
b,Lip
(RN × P2(RN );RN )). (a) Let V : RN × P2(RN ) → RN with
components V 1, . . . ,V N : RN × P2(RN ) → R. Suppose that, for each i = 1, . . . ,N ,
∂µV
i exists and ∂xV exists. Moreover, assume that for all (x , µ,v ) ∈ RN×P2(RN )×RN
∂xV i (x , µ ) + ∂µV i (x , µ,v ) ≤ C .
In addition, suppose that ∂µV i and ∂xV are Lipschitz in the sense that for all (x , µ,v ), (x′, µ′,v′) ∈
RN × P2(RN ) × RN ,
∂µV i (x , µ,v ) − ∂µV i (x′, µ′,v′) ≤ C ( |x − x′| +W2(µ, µ′) + |v −v′|) ,∂xV (x , µ ) − ∂xV (x′, µ′) ≤ C ( |x − x′| +W2(µ, µ′))
Then, we say that V ∈ C1,1
b,Lip
(RN × P2(RN );RN ).
(b) Suppose that for each i = 1, . . . ,N , and all multi-indices α and γ on {1, . . . ,N } and
all β ∈ B satisfying |α | + |β | + |γ | ≤ n, the derivatives
∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µV
i (x , µ,v )
exist. Moreover, suppose that each of these derivatives is bounded:
∂γx ∂βv ∂αµV i (x , [θ],v ) ≤ C,
and Lipschitz:
∂γx ∂βv ∂αµV i (x , µ,v ) − ∂γx ∂βv ∂αµV i (x′, µ′,v′) ≤ C ( |x − x′| +W2(µ, µ′) + |v −v′|) .
Then, we say that V ∈ Cn,n
b,Lip
(RN × P2(RN );RN ).
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(c) For functions f : P2(RN ) → RN which do not depend on x but otherwise satisfy the
conditions in part (b), we say that f ∈ Cnb,Lip (P2(RN );RN ).
Remark 2.6.3. 1. For functions V : RN × P2(RN ) → RN , we will also consider the
lifting V˜ : RN × L2(Ω) → RN . Then, for ξ ∈ L2(Ω), V˜ (ξ , ξ ) should be interpreted as
V˜ (ξ (ω), ξ ) with the rst argument being considered pointwise by ω and the second
depending on the ‘whole’ random variable ξ .
2. From the estimates in part (a) of the above denition, we have the following simple
consequences for the Fréchet derivative of the lifting V˜ of V : for all x ,x′ ∈ RN and
θ ,θ ′,γ ,γ ′ ∈ L2(Ω),
DV˜ (x ,θ ) (γ ) ≤ C ‖γ ‖2DV˜ (x ,θ ) (γ ) − DV˜ (x′,θ ′) (γ ′) ≤ C [‖γ ‖2 ( |x − x′| + ‖θ − θ ′‖2) + ‖γ − γ ′‖2]
3. Note that in the function ∂v∂µV (x , µ,v ) we cannot interchange the order of ∂µ and
∂v since V (x , µ ) does not depend on v . However, if V ∈ Cn,nb,Lip (RN × P2(RN );RN )
then for all α , β,γ with |α | + |β | + |γ | ≤ n, we have that
∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µV (x , µ,v ) = ∂
β
v ∂
γ
x ∂
α
µV (x , µ,v ) = ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ ∂
γ
xV (x , µ,v )
due to Lemma 2.6.
We now introduce some concrete examples of functions V : RN × P2(RN ) → RN .
Example 2.6.4 (Scalar interaction). Take U ∈ Ck+1b (RN × R;RN ), ϕ ∈ Ck+1b (RN ;R) and
V (x , µ ) := U (x ,
∫
ϕdµ ).
Example 2.6.5 (First-order interaction). TakeW ∈ Ck+1b (RN × RN ;RN ) and V (x , µ ) :=∫
W (x , ·)dµ.
Lemma 2.6.6. In both examples, V ∈ Ck,k
b,Lip
(RN × P2(RN );RN ).
Proof. For the scalar interaction example: set F (µ ) =
∫
ϕdµ. The lifting of F is given
by F˜ (θ ) = E[ϕ (θ )] with Fréchet derivative DF˜ (θ ) (γ ) = E [∂ϕ (θ ) γ ] , so that ∂µF (µ,v ) =
∂ϕ (v ). So, denoting by ∂y dierentiation in the second argument of U ,
∂µV
i (x , µ,v ) = ∂yU
i (x ,
∫
ϕdµ ) ∂ϕ (v ) for i = 1, . . . ,N .
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Similar expressions can be found for higher order derivatives using the regular chain and
product rules. All the required properties follow from the boundedness and Lipschitz
properties of derivatives of U and ϕ, and the fact that a product of bounded Lipschitz
functions is itself Lipschitz.
For the rst order interaction example, we have the lifting for θ ,γ ∈ L2(Ω),
V˜ i (x ,θ ) = E
[
W i (x ,θ )
]
,
so that
DV˜ i (x ,θ ) (γ ) = E
[
∂yW
i (x ,θ ) γ
]
,
and
∂µV
i (x , [θ],v ) = ∂yW i (x ,v ).
This no longer depends on the measure [θ] and all further properties follow easily. 
2.7 Kusuoka-Stroock functions on RN
This class of process was introduced by Kusuoka & Stroock [38] and generalised in [21].
These processes will appear as Malliavin weights in our integration by parts formulas.
The denition and properties we give here record the regularity and growth of these
processes with respect to dierent parameters. The results allow us to develop integra-
tion by parts formulas in a systematic and transparent way, which automatically leads
to nice derivative estimates.
Denition 2.7.1 (Local Kusuoka-Stroock functions on RN ). Let E be a separable Hilbert
space and let r ∈ R, q,M ∈ N. We denote by K qr (t ,E,M ) the set of functions: Φt : (t ,T ] ×
RN → DM,∞(E) satisfying the following:
1. For all s ∈ (t ,T ], the map RN 3 x 7→ Φt (s,x ) ∈ Lp (Ω) is M-times continuously
dierentiable for all p ≥ 1.
2. For any p ≥ 1, any multi-index α on {1, . . . ,N } andm ∈ N with |α | +m ≤ M , we
have
sup
s∈(t ,T ]
(s − t )−r/2 ∂αx Φt (s,x )Dm,p (E) ≤ C (1 + |x |)q . (2.7.1)
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Remark 2.7.2. 1. The numberM denotes how many times the Kusuoka-Stroock func-
tion can be dierentiated; q measures the polynomial growth of the Dm,p-norm of the
process in x , and r measures the growth in (s − t ).
2. This denition is dierent to that in [21], in the following ways: here our processes
are dened on (t ,T ] instead of (0,T ], we keep track of polynomial growth in x of
the Dm,p-norm through a parameter q > 0 instead of requiring it to be bounded on
compact sets, and we require continuity in Lp (Ω) rather than almost surely.
In Chapter 3, we will be interested in Kusuoka-Stroock processes in the class
K qr (t ,E,M ), when q = 0 and when conditions (1) and (2) of Denition 2.7.1 hold for
all M ≥ 1. In this case, to lighten notation, we will drop these two parameters, so we
denote
Kr (t ,E) :=
⋂
M≥1
K 0r (t ,E,M ).
In Section 5.4.3, we will be interested in the case when t = 0, in which case we drop this
parameter, so
K qr (E,M ) := K qr (0,E,M ),
and, similarly, we drop the subscript t in Φt , so that Φ(s,x ) := Φ0(s,x ) in this case.
We record here some properties which help when building Malliavin weights later.
Lemma 2.7.3. a. If Φt ∈ K qr (t ,R,M ) is F-adapted, and we dene
Ψit (s,x ) :=
∫ s
t
Φt (u,x ) dB
i
u for i ∈ {1, . . . ,d } and Γ(s,x ) :=
∫ s
t
Φt (u,x ) du, then
Ψit ∈ K qr+1(t ,R,M ) and Γt ∈ K qr+2(t ,R,M ).
b. If Φt ,i ∈ K qiri (t ,R,Mi ), i = 1, . . . ,n then
∑n
i=1 Φt ,i ∈ Kmaxi qimini ri (t ,R,mini Mi ) and∏n
i=1 Φt ,i ∈ K q1+...+qnr1+...+rN (t ,R,mini Mi ).
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of parts 1 and 2 of Lemma 2.8.3,
which we do in detail. 
2.8 Kusuoka-Stroock functions on RN × P2(RN )
In Chapter 5, we develop integration by parts formulas for derivatives in the measure
variable. We therefore extend the denition of Kusuoka-Stroock functions to those de-
pending on a measure.
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Denition 2.8.1 (Local Kusuoka-Stroock functions on RN × P2(RN )). Let E be a sepa-
rable Hilbert space and let r ∈ R, q,M ∈ N. We denote by Kqr (E,M ) the set of functions
f : (0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ) → DM,∞(E) satisfying the following:
1. For any t > 0 and any multi-indices α , β , γ satisfying |α | + |β | + |γ | ≤ M , the
function
[0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ) 3 (t ,x , [θ]) 7→ ∂γx ∂βv ∂αµ f (t ,x , [θ],v ) ∈ Lp (Ω)
exists and is continuous for all p ≥ 1.
2. For any p ≥ 1 andm ∈ N with |α | + |β | + |γ | +m ≤ M , we have
sup
v∈(RN )#β
sup
t∈(0,T ]
t−r/2
∂γx ∂βv ∂αµ f (t ,x , [θ],v )Dm,p (E) ≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)q . (2.8.1)
Remark 2.8.2. 1. The numberM denotes how many times the Kusuoka-Stroock func-
tion can be dierentiated; q measures the polynomial growth of the Dm,p-norm of the
process in (x , [θ]), and r measures the growth in t .
2. In the denition, we are able to stipulate that theDm,p-norm of all the derivatives will
be uniformly bounded w.r.t. v because in the sequel the only dependence onv in any
Kusuoka-Stroock functions will come from ∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (v ). Equation (5.2.22) shows that
the Lp-norm of ∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (v ) is bounded w.r.t v and this carries over to the D
m,p-norm.
The functions belonging to the setKqr (E,M ) satisfy the following properties, which
we make use of when developing integration by parts formulas in Chapter 5.
Lemma 2.8.3 (Properties of local Kusuoka-Stroock functions). LetHd := L2
(
[0,T ];Rd
)
.
The following hold
1. Suppose f ∈ Kqr (R,M ) and f is F-adapted. For i = 1, . . . ,d , dene
дi (t ,x , µ ) :=
∫ t
0
f (s,x , µ ) dBis and д0(t ,x , µ ) :=
∫ t
0
f (s,x , µ ) ds .
Then, for i = 1, . . . ,d , дi ∈ Kqr+1(R,M ) and д0 ∈ Kqr+2(R,M ).
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2. If fi ∈ Kqiri (E,Mi ) for i = 1, . . . ,n, then
n∏
i=1
fi ∈ Kq1+···+qnr1+...+rn (E,mini Mi ) and
n∑
i=1
fi ∈ Kmaxi qimini ri (E,mini Mi ).
3. If f ∈ Kqr (Hd ,M ), then д(t ,x , µ ) :=
∫ t
0 f (t ,x , µ ) (r ) dr ∈ K
q
r (R
d ,M ). Conversely, if
f˜ ∈ Kqr (Rd ,M ), then д˜(t ,x , µ ) := f˜ (·,x , µ )1[0,t](·) ∈ Kqr+1(Hd ,M ).
4. If f ∈ Kqr (R,M ), then Df ∈ Kqr (Hd ,M − 1).
5. If f ∈ Kq1r1 (R,M1) and u ∈ Kq2r2 (Hd ,M2) then, 〈Df ,u〉Hd ∈ Kq1+q2r1+r2 (R, (M1 − 1) ∧M2).
6. If f ∈ Kq1r1 (RN ,M1) and u ∈ Kq2r2 (Hd×N ,M2) is F-adapted to then,
δ (u f ) ∈ Kq1+q2r1+r2 (R, (M1 − 1) ∧M2).
7. If f ∈ Kqr (R,M ) then, ∂x f ∈ Kqr (R,M−1) and (x ,v, µ ) 7→ ∂µ f (x , µ,v ) is a Kusuoka-
Stroock function on R2N × P2(RN ) in the class Kqr (R,M − 1).
Proof. To prove that a process satises the estimates of part 2 of the denition, we have
to estimate, for example,
∂γx ∂βv ∂αµ F (t ,x , [θ],v )Dm,p (E) .
We recall that for F ∈ Dm,p (E), E a Hilbert Space, we denote the j-th order Malliavin
derivative by D(j )F with
‖F ‖p
Dm,p (E)
:=
m∑
j=0
E‖D(j )F ‖p
(H ⊗jd )⊗E
where we think of D(0) as the identity. To estimate the Dm,p-norm of ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ F , it is
therefore sucient to estimate
E
D(j )∂γx ∂βv ∂αµ F (t ,x , [θ],v )p(H ⊗jd )⊗E ,
for each j ≤ m. This is what we do for each process below.
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1. For дi , i = 0 . . . ,d , we can dierentiate under the integral sign to get
∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µдi (t ,x , [θ],v ) =
∫ t
0
∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ f (s,x , [θ],v ) dBis ,
for |α |+ |β |+ |γ | ≤ M . Now, let F (t ,x , [θ],v ) =
∫ t
0
ϕ (s,x , [θ],v ) dBis , whereϕ represents
any ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ f with |α | + |β | + |γ | + j ≤ M . Then,
D(j )F (t ,x , [θ]) = D(j−1)ϕ (·,x , [θ],v ) +
∫ t
0
D(j )ϕ (s,x , [θ],v ) dBis ,
so that
E
D(j )F (t ,x , [θ])pH ⊗jd ≤ E D(j−1)ϕ (·,x , [θ],v )p(H ⊗jd ) + E 
∫ t
0
D(j ) f (s,x , [θ],v ) dBis

p
H ⊗jd
.
We now use Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality to get
E
D(j )F (t ,x , [θ])pH ⊗jd
≤C tp−1
∫ t
0
E
D(j−1)ϕ (s,x , [θ],v )p(H ⊗(j−1)d ) ds +C tp/2−1
∫ t
0
E
D(j )ϕ (s,x , [θ],v )p(H ⊗jd ) ds .
And nally, using that ϕ = ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ f and f ∈ Krq (R,M ), we have
E
D(j )F (t ,x , [θ])pH ⊗jd ≤C tp−1
∫ t
0
spr/2(1 + x )pq ds +C tp/2−1
∫ t
0
spr/2(1 + x )pq ds
≤C tp (r+1)/2(1 + x )pq .
2. It should be clear that Kqr (R,M ) ⊆ Kq
′
r ′ (R,M
′) when q′ ≥ q, r ′ ≥ r and M′ ≥ M . For∑n
i=1 fi all of the properties follow from the linearity of the derivative operators and from
the triangle inequality for the Dm,p-norm. For ∏ni=1 fi we use a Leibniz-type rule for the
Malliavin derivative and a generalised Hölder inequality for the Lp (Ω)-norm. We have
D(j ) *,
n∏
i=1
fi+- =
∑
i1+...+in=j
*.,
j
i1, . . . , in
+/-D(i1) f1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ D(in ) fn .
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We note that for i1 + . . . + in = j,
D(i1) f1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ D(in ) fnH ⊗j = n∏
k=1
D(ik ) fkH ⊗ik ,
and so,
E
D(j ) *,
n∏
i=1
fi+-

p
H ⊗j
≤
∑
i1+...+in=j
*.,
j
i1, . . . , in
+/-
p
E *,
n∏
k=1
D(ik ) fkH ⊗ik +-
p
≤
∑
i1+...+in=j
*.,
j
i1, . . . , in
+/-
p
n∏
k=1
D(ik ) fkpLpi (Ω;H ⊗ik )
where p−11 + . . .+p−1n = p−1. The right hand side is now in terms of terms we can control,
since each fk ∈ Kqiri (R,Mi ), so we obtain the required estimates.
3. Dene д(t ,x , µ ) :=
∫ t
0 f (t ,x , µ ) (r ) dr . д inherits the dierentiability of f w.r.t x
and µ. Now, note that
‖д‖Dm,p = ‖
∫ t
0 f (r ) dr ‖Dm,p (R) ≤ ‖ f (·)‖Dm,p (H )
since
‖ ∫ t0 f (r ) dr ‖pLp (Ω) = E| ∫ t0 f (r ) dr |p ≤ E (∫ t0 | f (r ) |2 dr )p/2 = E‖ f ‖pH = ‖ f (·)‖pLp (Ω;H )
and similarly,
E
D(j )∂γx ∂βv ∂αµдpH ⊗jd = E

∫ t
0
D(j )∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ f (r ) dr

p
H ⊗jd
≤ E D(j )∂γx ∂βv ∂αµ f (·)pH ⊗j+1d
4. For any F ∈ Dm,p (R), ‖DF ‖Dm−1,p (Hd ) ≤ ‖F ‖Dm,p (R), since
E
D(j ) (DF )pHd⊗H ⊗jd = E D(j+1)FpH ⊗.j+1d
Using this with F = ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ f gives the result.
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5. By denition,
〈Df ,u〉Hd =
d∑
i=1
∫ t
0
Djs f u j (s ) ds .
Now, f ∈ Kq1r1 (R,n) so Df ∈ Kq1r1 (Hd ,n − 1) by part 4. and u ∈ Kq2r2 (Hd ,m), so their
product is in Kq1+q2r1+r2 (Hd , (n − 1) ∧m) by part 2. Hence, the integral of this product is in
K
q1+q2
r1+r2 (R, (n − 1) ∧m) by part 3.
6. δ (u f ) =
N∑
i=1
δ (coli (u) f i ), where coli (u) is the i-th column of u which takes val-
ues in Rd . So, it suces to prove the result for N = 1. In this case, δ (u f ) = f
∫ t
0 usdBs −
〈Df ,u〉Hd . By part 3,
∫ t
0 usdBs ∈ K
q2
r2 (R,M2) so, f
∫ t
0 usdBs ∈ K
q1+q2
r1+r2 (R,M1 ∧M2) by part
2. By part 5, 〈Df ,u〉Hd ∈ Kq1+q2r1+r2 ((M1 − 1) ∧M2), which gives the result. 
The following lemma says that if we start with a Kusuoka-Stroock process onRN ×
P2(RN ) and evaluate its measure argument at a Dirac mass, then this forms a Kusuoka-
Stroock process on RN .
Lemma 2.8.4. If Ψ ∈ Kqr (R,M ) and we dene Φ(t ,x ) := Ψ(t ,x ,δx ), then Φ ∈ K qr (R,M ).
Proof. Take any function F : P2(RN ) → R which is dierentiable at δx for some x ∈ RN
and dene Fˆ : RN → R by Fˆ (x ) := F (δx ). Then, Fˆ is dierentiable at x and
∂x Fˆ (x ) = ∂µF (δx ,x ).
We can see this by considering
Fˆ (x + h) − Fˆ (x ) − ∂µF (δx ,x )h = F (δx+h ) − F (δx ) − ∂µF (δx ,x )h
=
F˜ (x + h) − F˜ (x ) − DF˜ (x ) (h)
= o(h) as h → 0
where we have denoted, as usual, by F˜ the lifting of F to a function on L2(Ω) and used
that F˜ is Fréchet dierentiable at x . So, for Φ(t ,x ) := Ψ(t ,x ,δx ),
∂xΦ(t ,x ) = ∂zΨ(t , z,δx ) |z=x + ∂µΨ(t ,x , µ,v )µ=δx ,v=x
The bound (2.7.1), for |α | = 1, then follows from the similar bound satised by ∂zΨ and
∂µΨ by denition of Kqr .
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For higher order derivatives, we claim the following: forη a multi-index on {1, . . . ,N }
with |η | ≤ M , one can write ∂ηxΦ(t ,x ) as a linear combination of terms of the form
∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ Ψ(t ,x , µ,v )
µ=δx ,v1=...=v#β=x ,
where |α | + |β | + |γ | = |η |. We prove this by induction on |η |, with the base case |η | = 1
already proved. So we suppose there are constants cα ,β,γ (which are either 0 or 1) such
that
∂
η
xΦ(t ,x ) =
∑
cα ,β ,γ ∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ Ψ(t ,x , µ,v )
µ=δx ,v1=...=v#β=x ,
where the sum is over multi-indices satisfying |α | + |β | + |γ | = |η |. Then, for k ∈
{1, . . . ,N },
∂kx ∂
η
xΦ(t ,x ) =
∑
cα ,β,γ
(
∂kx + ∂
k
µ + ∂
k
v1 + . . . + ∂
k
v#β
)
∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ Ψ(t ,x , µ,v )
µ=δx ,v1=...=v#β=x
=
∑
cα ,β,γ
{
∂
γ∗k
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ Ψ(t ,x , µ,v )
µ=δx ,v1=...=v#β=x
+
#β∑
j=1
∂
γ
x ∂
β (∗j )k
v ∂
α
µ Ψ(t ,x , µ,v )
µ=δx ,v1=...=v#β=x
+ ∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α∗k
µ Ψ(t ,x , µ,v,v
′)
µ=δx ,v1=...=v#β=x ,v ′=x
}
,
where (∗j ) denotes concatenation in the j-th multi-index in β . This proves the claim
about the form of ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ Ψ(t ,x , µ,v )
µ=δx ,v1=...=v#β=x . The estimates required by the def-
inition K qr (R,M ) follow from those satised by Ψ by virtue of being in Kqr (R,M ). 
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3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we obtain estimates on the derivatives of the solution of the linear
parabolic partial dierential equation (PDE)
(∂t + Lt )u (t ,x ) = 0, (t ,x ) ∈ [0,T ) × RN
u (T ,x ) = f (x ), x ∈ RN
(3.1.1)
where f is either Lipschitz or continuous and bounded, andLt is the time-inhomogeneous
dierential operator, written in Hörmander form,
Lt = V0(t ) + 12
d∑
i=1
Vi (t )
2.
The connection between parabolic PDEs and stochastic dierential equations has been
well-studied. Under various types of conditions on the vector eldsV0, . . . ,Vd and termi-
nal condition f , the solution to (3.1.1) is given byu (t ,x ) = E[f (X t ,xT )], where (X
t ,x
s )s∈[t ,T ]
solves the following Stratonovich SDE driven by a Brownian motion B = (B1, . . . ,Bd ),
with the convention B0t = t ,
X t ,xs = x +
d∑
i=0
∫ s
t
Vi (u,X
t ,x
u ) ◦ dBiu . (3.1.2)
This relation between solutions of PDEs and SDEs, the so-called Feynman-Kac formula,
allows one to use probabilistic tools to study the regularity of solutions of PDEs. Malli-
avin Calculus has proved its success in this regard. Many works use Malliavin Calculus
to study the smoothness of solutions to (3.1.1), assuming the vector elds are smooth
in the spatial variable and that a Hörmander-type condition is satised. Taniguchi [56]
studies the case where the vector elds are smooth in the time variable, whereas Cattiaux
& Mesnager [11] focus on the case where the dependence on time is Hölder continuous.
These works build on and rene techniques developed in a series of works by Malliavin
[43], Bismut [5], Kusuoka & Stroock [36, 37, 38], Norris [48] and others which deal with
the case of time-homogeneous vector elds. Of course, there are counterparts to these
works using analytic methods, including Chaleyat-Maurel & Michel [12] and Krylov
[31] in the inhomogeneous case with coecients measurable in time, and Köhn [30] and
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Hörmander [25] in the homogeneous case.
As a quantitative counterpart to these results, in the homogeneous case, Kusuoka
& Stroock [37] under a uniform Hörmander condition and subsequently Kusuoka [35]
under the weaker UFG condition, establish sharp estimates on the derivatives of the so-
lution of (3.1.1). Crisan & Delarue [16] extend this analysis to semi-linear equations. To
our knowledge, these results have not been obtained without using Malliavin Calculus.
As we have mentioned in the introduction, one important application of these
sharp derivative bounds is to the proof of convergence of KLV methods. However, in
all the works on KLV methods the SDE (or dierential operator) is time-homogeneous
except in [14] where, for this reason, the authors must restrict to the uniformly elliptic
case. We therefore wish to address this issue and develop analogous sharp derivative
estimates for the solution to the inhomogeneous equation (3.1.1). As an application, we
analyse the error in the Cubature on Wiener Space numerical method for inhomoge-
neous parabolic PDEs.
When the vector elds dening the time-inhomogeneous SDE are smooth in time
and space, we can consider the space-time process
(
t ,X 0,xt
)
t∈[0,T ] on R
N+1 and adapt
existing results in the literature. There are three main works we draw on: we rst show
how to adapt the results of Kusuoka [35] to derive gradient bounds in the directions of the
vector elds exceptV0; we then adapt an argument from Crisan & Delarue [16] to prove
that the time-inhomogeneous semigroup is a generalised classical solution to a parabolic
PDE, and nally using this PDE as a tool, we adapt a result from Crisan, Manolarakis &
Nee [21] to derive gradient bounds in the direction of all the vector elds, including V0.
3.1.1 Outline & Main Results
We introduce the rst assumption which we make throughout this chapter
Assumption 3.1.1. V0, . . . ,Vd ∈ C∞b ([0,T ] × RN ;RN ).
Under this assumption, (3.1.2) has a unique strong solution. Now, let us dene the
space-time process
(
X˜ (t ,x )s
)
s∈[t ,T ] :=
(
s,X t ,xs
)
s∈[t ,T ], taking values in R
N+1, which solves
the equation
X˜ (t ,x )s =
*.,
t
x
+/- +
∫ s
t
*.,
1
V0
(
X˜ (t ,x )u
)+/- du +
d∑
i=1
∫ s
t
*.,
0
Vi
(
X˜ (t ,x )u
)+/- ◦ dBiu . (3.1.3)
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Dening x˜ := (t ,x ) ∈ RN+1 and V˜0, . . . , V˜d : RN+1 → RN+1 as follows:
∀x˜ ∈ RN+1 : V˜0(x˜ ) := *.,
1
V0(x˜ )
+/- , V˜i (x˜ ) :=
*.,
0
Vi (x˜ )
+/- for i = 1, . . . ,d,
we can re-write (3.1.3) more compactly as
X˜ x˜s = x˜ +
d∑
i=0
∫ s
t
V˜i
(
X˜ x˜u
)
◦ dBiu . (3.1.4)
As we shall see, by working under the relaxed IUFG condition (see Assumption 3.1.2), the
solution of the PDE (3.1.1) is not necessarily dierentiable in each co-ordinate direction
in RN . The solution of (3.1.1) remains dierentiable in certain directions, determined
by the vector elds V˜0, . . . , V˜d . We now explain what we mean by such a directional
derivative.
We can identify vector elds, U : Rm → Rm with dierential operators acting on
suciently smooth functions φ : Rm → R by
∀y ∈ Rm : Uφ (y) := ∇φ (y)U (y) =
m∑
i=1
U i (y) ∂yiφ (y) (3.1.5)
We can dene a directional derivative of φ in the direction U , even when ∂yjφ does not
exist classically for all j = 1, . . . ,m. Let ws (y) be the solution to the ODE
dws (y)
ds
= U (ws (y)), s ≥ 0
w0(y) = y.
(3.1.6)
We say that φ is dierentiable in the direction U if the function s 7→ φ (ws (y)) is dier-
entiable at 0. Then, we denote
Uφ (y) =
d
ds
φ (ws (y))
s=0 ,
which coincides with (3.1.5) when φ ∈ C1(Rm;R). In fact, we will see that the semigroup
associated to equation is dierentiable in directions determined by commutators of the
vector elds. The Lie bracket, or commutator, between two vector eldsU andW is then
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dened the dierential operator
[U ,W ]φ := U (Wφ) −W (Uφ),
which can be identied with the vector eld
[U ,W ](y) = ∂W (y)U (y) − ∂U (y)W (y),
where ∂W (y) := (∂yjW i (y))1≤i,j≤m is the Jacobian matrix ofW and similarly for ∂U .
Since we have assumed the vector elds V˜0, . . . , V˜d to be smooth, we can repeatedly
take commutators of them. Recall the notation A for multi-indices on {0, . . . ,d } from
section 2.4. We dene V˜[α], for α ∈ A inductively by forming Lie brackets on RN+1:
V˜[i] := V˜i , V˜[α∗i] := [V˜[α],Vi] for i = 0 . . . ,d, α ∈ A.
We note that for all α ∈ A1(m) (i.e. for α , (0)) the rst component of the vector
eld V˜[α] is zero. So for α ∈ A1(m), a derivative in the direction V˜[α] of a function
RN+1 3 (t ,x ) 7→ ϕ (t ,x ) ∈ R only acts in the x variable. We can therefore write {V˜[α](t ) :
α ∈ A1(m)} and think of these as dierential operators parametrised by t and acting in
the x variable. Only the vector eld V˜0 acts in the t-direction.
With these concepts in mind, we can now introduce the second assumption we
make on the vector elds.
Assumption 3.1.2. IUFG(m) condition: there exists a positive integerm such that, for all
α ∈ A with ‖α ‖ > m, there exist φα ,β ∈ C∞b ([0,T ] × RN ;R) with
V˜[α](t ,x ) =
∑
β∈A1 (m)
φα ,β (t ,x ) V˜[β](t ,x ).
Under Assumptions 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, we show in Theorem 3.2.3 that for f continuous
and bounded or Lipschitz, and any s ∈ (t ,T ), the function x 7→ Pt ,s f (x ) := E[f (X t ,xs )] is
dierentiable in the directions {V˜[α](t ) : α ∈ A1(m)}. Moreover, for α1, . . . ,αn ∈ A1(m)
sup
x∈RN
V˜[α1](t ) · · · V˜[αn](t ) (Pt ,s f ) (x ) ≤ C ‖ f ‖∞ (s − t ) −( ‖α1 ‖+...,+‖αn ‖)2 ,
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and
sup
x∈RN
V˜[α1](t ) · · · V˜[αn](t ) (Pt ,s f ) (x ) ≤ C ‖ f ‖Lip (s − t ) 1−( ‖α1 ‖+...,+‖αn ‖)2 ,
in each case, respectively.
This allows us to give a notion of classical solution to PDE (3.1.1) which will not
necessarily be dierentiable in all directions, ∂x j , j = 1, . . . ,N , or ∂t but will be dieren-
tiable in the directions V˜0, seen as a derivative on the product space [0,T ]×RN , and the
directions V 2i , i = 1, . . . ,d . In Section 3.3, we make this notion of solution precise and
prove existence and uniqueness of such a solution to (3.1.1) in Theorem 3.3.3.
We are then able to combine the gradient bounds of Theorem 3.2.3 and the exis-
tence of a solution to PDE (3.1.1) in 3.3.3 to obtain estimates on derivatives the function
(t ,x ) 7→ Pt ,s f (x ) in the direction V˜0 in Proposition 3.4.1. For high order derivatives in
the directions V˜0, . . . , V˜d , we then obtain the estimates: for f continuous and bounded,
sup
x∈RN
V˜α1 (t )...V˜αn (t ) Pt ,s f (x ) ≤ C ‖ f ‖∞ (s − t ) −( ‖α1 ‖+...,+‖αn ‖)2 . (3.1.7)
For f Lipschitz,
sup
x∈RN
V˜α1 (t )...V˜αn (t ) Pt ,s f (x ) ≤ C ‖ f ‖Lip (s − t ) 1−( ‖α1 ‖+...,+‖αn ‖)2 . (3.1.8)
Finally, in Section 3.5 we explain the Cubature on Wiener space method and using
the estimates of Proposition 3.4.1, we derive a bound on the error in approximating the
solution to the PDE (3.1.1) in Proposition 3.5.2. We nd that, as in the homogeneous
case, the global error is of order n−(l−1)/2, where n is the number of time steps and l is
the degree of the cubature formula.
3.1.2 Notation
For multi-indices α = (α1, . . . ,αn ) ∈ A, we recall the notation α ′ = (α1) and −α :=
(α2, . . . αn ), so that α = α ′ ∗−α . We recall also the notationA1(m) introduced in Section
2.4 and deneA≥1(m) to be the set of multi-indices on {1, . . . ,d } with length at mostm.
We will always denote by T > 0 the terminal time in the PDE (3.1.1) and t ∈ [0,T ] the
initial time in the SDE (3.1.2). We will use u, s to denote generic times in [t ,T ].
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3.2 Integration by parts & derivative bounds
Let us rst comment on the IUFG assumption.
Remark 3.2.1. 1. This is a straightforward generalisation of the UFG condition intro-
duced by Kusuoka [35] in the case of time-homogeneous vector elds.
2. For equations with time-dependent coecients, one commonly-imposed condition is
the restricted (or ‘strong’) Hörmander condition, which is said to hold if there exists
a δ > 0 such that, at the initial condition (t ,x ), the following holds for all ξ ∈ RN
∑
α∈A≥1
〈V[α](t ,x ), ξ 〉2 ≥ δ |ξ |2.
The weak Hörmander condition is said to hold if, at the initial condition (t ,x ),
∑
α∈A1
〈V˜[α](t ,x ), ξ 〉2 ≥ δ |ξ |2.
If either
inf
(s,z)∈[0,T ]×RN
∑
α∈A≥1
〈V[α](s, z), ξ 〉2 ≥ δ |ξ |2
or inf
(s,z)∈[0,T ]×RN
∑
α∈A1
〈V˜[α](s, z), ξ 〉2 ≥ δ |ξ |2,
holds for all ξ ∈ RN , then we say that a uniform strong or, respectively, weak Hör-
mander condition holds.
3. IUFG is a more general condition than the uniform Hörmander and uniformly elliptic
conditions.
Example 3.2.2. This is an example adapted from Kusuoka [35, Example 2]. Letd = 1,N =
2 and
V0(t ,x1,x2) = (1 + t ) sin(x1)∂x1, V1(t ,x1,x2) = sin(x1)∂x2 .
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Then,
V˜[(0,1)](t ,x1,x2) =
1
2 (1 + t ) sin(2x1)∂x2, V˜[(0,1,1)] = 0,
V˜[(0,1,0)](t ,x1,x2) =
(
(1 + t )2 cos(2x1) + cos(x1)
)
V1(t ,x1,x2).
So the IUFG (4) condition is satised, but a uniform Hörmander condition is not satised,
since at x1 = 0 all vector elds are 0.
We are now in a position to prove the main integration by parts result.
Theorem 3.2.3. Assume that IUFG (m) holds and x s ∈ (t ,T ]. Then, for any α1, . . . ,αn ∈
A1(m), there exist Φ1t ,α1,...,αn ∈ K0(t ,R) and Φ2t ,α1,...,αn ∈ K0(t ,RN ) such that for f ∈
C∞b (RN ;R),
V˜[α1](t ) · · · V˜[αn](t )
(
Pt ,s f
)
(x ) = (s − t )− ‖α1 ‖+...,+‖αn ‖2 E
[
f (X t ,xs ) Φ
1
t ,α1,...,αn (s,x )
]
, (3.2.1)
and
V˜[α1](t ) · · · V˜[αn](t )
(
Pt ,s f
)
(x ) = (s−t )− ‖α1 ‖+...,+‖αn−1 ‖2 E
[
∇f (X t ,xs ) Φ2t ,α1,...,αn (s,x )
]
. (3.2.2)
Moreover, for f continuous and bounded or Lipschitz, Pt ,s f (x ) is dierentiable in the direc-
tions {V˜[α](t ) : α ∈ A1(m)} with
sup
x∈RN
V˜[α1](t ) · · · V˜[αn](t ) (Pt ,s f ) (x ) ≤ C ‖ f ‖∞ (s − t ) −( |α1 |+...,+ |αn |)2 , (3.2.3)
and
sup
x∈RN
V˜[α1](t ) · · · V˜[αn](t ) (Pt ,s f ) (x ) ≤ C ‖ f ‖Lip (s − t ) 1−( |α1 |+...,+ |αn |)2 , (3.2.4)
in each case, respectively.
Remark 3.2.4. We emphasise here that each V˜[α1](t ) is a dierential operator acting in x ,
parametrised by t , applied to the function x 7→ Pt ,s f (x ). These results are not valid for e.g.
V˜[α1](u)Pt ,s f (x ) when u , t . We develop estimates on the derivative of (t ,x ) 7→ Pt ,s f (x ) as
a function on [0,T ] × RN in Proposition 3.4.1.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2.3. Since the IUFG condition is precisely the UFG condition of Kusuoka
on RN+1, we can use his results. By Kusuoka [35] Lemma 8 (see also [21] Corollary
32), we know for any α1, . . . ,αn ∈ A1(m), there exist Φ1α1,...,αn ∈ K0(R) and Φ2α1,...,αn ∈
K0(RN+1) such that for д ∈ C∞b (RN+1;R),
V˜[α1](t ) · · · V˜[αn](t )
(
P˜sд
)
(x˜ ) = (s − t )− ‖α1 ‖+...,+‖αn ‖2 E
[
д(X˜ x˜s ) Φ˜
1
α1,...,αn (s, x˜ )
]
,
and
V˜[α1](t ) · · · V˜[αn](t )
(
P˜sд
)
(x˜ ) = (s − t )− ‖α1 ‖+...,+‖αn−1 ‖2 E
[
∇д(X˜ x˜s ) Φ˜2α1,...,αn (s, x˜ )
]
.
Now for any function f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), we can extend it to д ∈ C∞b (RN+1;R) by д(t ,x ) :=
f (x ). We then immediately have the integration by parts formulas (3.2.1) and (3.2.2). We
get the bound stated in (3.2.3) with the constant
C = sup
s∈[t ,T ]
sup
x∈RN
E
Φ1t ,α1,...,αn (s,x ) ,
and a standard approximation argument gives the same estimate for bounded and con-
tinuous f . Similarly, we obtain the bound in (3.2.4) with constant
C = sup
s∈[t ,T ]
sup
x∈RN
E
Φ2t ,α1,...,αn (s,x ) ,
and a standard approximation argument allows one to obtain the same bound for f
Lipschitz with ‖∇f ‖∞ replaced by ‖ f ‖Lip . 
3.2.1 Uniform Hörmander setting
In this section, let us consider a stronger assumption than the IUFG (m) condition. Sup-
pose that a uniform strong Hörmander condition of orderm holds - that is
Assumption 3.2.5. USH(m) : There exists δ > 0 andm ∈ N such that for all ξ ∈ RN ,
inf
(t ,z)∈[0,T ]×RN
∑
α∈A≥1 (m)
〈V[α](t , z), ξ 〉2 ≥ δ |ξ |2.
In this case, we recover dierentiability of x 7→ Pt ,T f (x ) in all directions.
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Corollary 3.2.6. Assume USH(m) holds. Let η be a multi-index on {1, . . . ,N } and let f be
Lipschitz. Then,
sup
x∈RN
∂η (Pt ,T f ) (x ) ≤ C ‖ f ‖Lip (T − t )−( |η |−1)m/2.
Proof. First let f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R). For the rst order derivatives,
∂ixE
[
f (X t ,xT )
]
=
N∑
k=1
E
[
∂k f (X t ,xT ) ∂
i
x (X
t ,x
T )
k
]
.
For the higher order derivatives, we note that there exist F iα ∈ C∞b ([0,T ] × RN ;R) such
that
ej =
∑
α∈A≥1 (m)
F jα (t ,x )V[α](t ,x ),
where ej is the j-th standard basis vector in RN . To see this, dene V (t ,x ) to be the
N × card(A≥1(m)) matrix whose columns are the vector elds (V[α])α∈A≥1 (m) evaluated
at (t ,x ). USH(m) guarantees thatVV>(t ,x ) is invertible. Then,
F jα (t ,x ) :=
(
V>[VV>]−1(t ,x ) ej
)
α
satises the above relation. Then, for the second order derivatives,
∂
(j,i )
x E
[
f (X t ,xT )
]
=
N∑
k=1
∂
j
xE
[
∂k f (X t ,xT ) ∂
i
x (X
t ,x
T )
k
]
=
N∑
k=1
∑
α∈A≥1 (m)
F jα (t ,x )V[α](t )
(
E
[
∂k f (X t ,xT ) ∂
i
x (X
t ,x
T )
k
] )
.
We note that ∂ix (X
t ,x
T )
k ∈ K0(t ,R), so we can apply the IBPF in Kusuoka [35] Lemma 8
to obtain the existence of Ht ,α ∈ K0(t ,R) such that
∂
(j,i )
x E
[
f (X t ,xT )
]
=
N∑
k=1
∑
α∈A≥1 (m)
F jα (t ,x ) (T − t )−|α |/2 E
[
∂k f (X t ,xT )Ht ,α (T ,x )
]
= (T − t )−m/2
N∑
k=1
E
[
∂k f (X t ,xT ) H¯t ,i,j,k (T ,x )
]
,
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where
H¯t ,i,j,k (T ,x ) :=
∑
α∈A≥1 (m)
(T − t ) (m−|α |)/2F jα (t ,x )Ht ,α (T ,x ) ∈ K0(t ,R),
and we have used that for all α ∈ A≥1(m), ‖α ‖ = |α | ≤ m. We get the bound:
sup
x∈RN
∂(j,i )x E [ f (X t ,xT )]  ≤ (T − t )−m/2‖∇f ‖∞ N∑
k=1
sup
x∈RN
E
H¯t ,i,j,k (T ,x ) .
We can iterate this argument as many times as we like. Then we can get the bound for
a Lipschitz f using approximation as before. 
3.3 Connection with PDE
In this section, we make use of the integration by parts formulae of Theorem 3.2.3 to
extend the notion of classical solution to the PDE (3.1.1) to the case when the solution
is not classically dierentiable in all directions. The notation and arguments in this
section closely follows Crisan & Delarue [16], who provide a similar notion of solution
to semilinear PDEs with coecients which do not depend on time. The idea is very
simple: it is a standard result that for a terminal condition f ∈ C∞p (RN ;R) the PDE
(3.1.1) has a classical solution. For f ∈ Cp (RN ;R), we consider a sequence of smooth
approximations ( fl )l≥1 to which we can associate solutions (vl )l≥1 to (3.1.1). For each vl
we can use the integration by parts formula of Theorem 3.2.3 to write the derivatives
V 2i (t )vl (t ,x ) in a form which does not depend on any derivatives of fl . We then show
that the PDE still holds in the limit l → ∞.
We introduce some function spaces we will need to dene what we mean by a
classical solution. Recall, B(0, r ) is the open ball in RN of radius r > 0 centred at zero.
Let ϕ ∈ C∞b ([0,T − 1/r ] × B(0, r );R) and dene
‖ϕ‖V˜0,1[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞ := ‖ϕ‖[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞ + ‖V˜0(t )ϕ‖[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞.
Dene D1,∞
V˜0
([0,T − 1/r ] × B(0, r )) as the closure of C∞b ([0,T − 1/r ] × B(0, r );R) in
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Cb ([0,T − 1/r ] × B¯(0, r );R) with respect to the norm ‖ · ‖V˜0,1[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞. And dene
D1,∞
V˜0
([0,T ) × RN ) :=
⋂
r≥1
D1,∞
V˜0
([0,T − 1/r ] × B(0, r )).
Now, takeψ ∈ C∞b (RN ;R) and, for any ball B, dene
‖ψ ‖V (t ),1B,∞ := ‖ψ ‖B,∞ +
d∑
i=1
‖Vi (t )ψ ‖B,∞,
and
‖ψ ‖V (t ),2B,∞ := ‖ψ ‖V (t ),1B,∞ +
d∑
i=1
‖V 2i (t )ψ ‖B,∞.
We dene D2,∞
V (t )
(B) to be the closure of C∞b (B;R) in Cb (B¯;R) with respect to ‖ · ‖V (t ),2B,∞
and
D2,∞
V (t )
(RN ) :=
⋂
r≥1
D2,∞
V (t )
(B(0, r )).
Denition 3.3.1 (Classical solution). We dene a function v : [0,T ] × RN → R to be a
classical solution to (3.1.1) if the following three conditions are satised:
1. v ∈ D1,∞
V˜0
([0,T ) × RN ) and for each t ∈ [0,T ), v (t , ·) ∈ D2,∞
V (t )
(RN ), such that for
i = 1, . . . ,d ,
[0,T ) × RN 3 (t ,x ) 7→
(
Vi (t )v (t ,x ),V
2
i (t )v (t ,x )
)
is a continuous function.
2. For all (t ,x ) ∈ [0,T ) × RN ,
V˜0v (t ,x ) +
1
2
d∑
i=1
V 2i v (t ,x ) = 0
3. lim
(t ,y)→(T ,x )
v (t ,y) = f (x ) for all x ∈ RN .
Remark 3.3.2. 1. Note that since, in general, the spaceD2,∞
V (t )
(RN ) is dierent for each
t ∈ [0,T ), our denition requires that v (t , ·) belongs to a dierent space at each time
t ∈ [0,T ).
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2. If ϕ ∈ C1,2([0,T ) ×RN ;R), then ϕ ∈ D1,∞
V˜0
([0,T ) ×RN ) and ϕ (t , ·) ∈ D2,∞
V (t )
(RN ) for
all t ∈ [0,T ). Moreover,
‖ϕ‖V˜0,1[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞ ≤ Cr
{
‖ϕ‖[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞ + ‖∂tϕ‖[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞
+ ‖∇ϕ‖[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞
}
‖ϕ‖V (t ),2
B(0,r ),∞ ≤ Cr
{
‖ϕ (t , ·)‖B(0,r );∞ + ‖∇ϕ (t , ·)‖B(0,r );∞ + ‖∇2ϕ (t , ·)‖B(0,r );∞
}
,
where
Cr = 1 + ‖V0‖[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞ +
d∑
i=1
‖Vi (t , ·)‖B(0,r );∞ + ‖∂Vi (t , ·)‖B(0,r );∞.
It is then clear that our denition truly is an extension of the usual denition of
classical solution.
With this denition in hand, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.3. Assume that IUFG (m) holds and let f : RN → R be continuous with
polynomial growth. Then, v (t ,x ) := Pt ,T f (x ) is a classical solution to (3.1.1). It is also the
unique solution amongst those which satisfy the following polynomial growth condition:
there exists q > 0 such that
|v (t ,x ) | ≤ C (1 + |x |)q ∀t ∈ [0,T ],x ∈ RN
The proof of uniqueness relies on an Itô formula valid for functions dierentiable
in the directions of the vector elds. We will also need a stochastic Taylor expansion
based on this formula in Section 3.5 for the analysis of the error in the cubature on
Wiener space algorithm.
Lemma 3.3.4. Letv : [0,T )×RN → R satisfy part (1) of Denition 3.3.1 and be of at most
polynomial growth. Then, for all u ∈ [t ,T ),
v (u,X t ,xu ) = v (t ,x ) +
∫ u
t
V˜0(s )v (s,X t ,xs ) + 12
d∑
i=1
V 2i (s )v (s,X
t ,x
s )
 ds
+
d∑
i=1
∫ u
t
Vi (s )v (s,X
t ,x
s )dB
i
s .
(3.3.1)
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Proof. This can be proved by a mollication argument as in Proposition 7.1 in [16]. 
We can now prove Theorem 3.3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.3. Existence: Denote by ( fl )l≥1 a sequence of mollications of f .
Since f is continuous, fl converges to f uniformly on compact subsets of RN . Since
vl (t ,x ) − v (t ,x ) = E
[
fl (X
t ,x
T ) − f (X t ,xT )
]
, it is clear that vl converges to v uniformly on
compact subsets of [0,T ] × RN . Therefore, v is continuous up to the boundary at t = T .
Now, consider the integration by parts formula for Vivl and V 2i vl provided by (3.2.1) as
part of Theorem 3.2.3. We get
Vivl (t ,x ) = (T − t )−1/2 E
[
fl (X
t ,x
T )Φ
1
t ,(i ) (T ,x )
]
,
V 2i vl (t ,x ) = (T − t )−1 E
[
fl (X
t ,x
T )Φ
1
t ,(i,i ) (T ,x )
]
,
where, crucially, Φ1t ,(i ),Φ
1
t ,(i,i ) are independent of fl . Then, considering the dierences
Vivl (t ,x ) − Vivm (t ,x ) and V 2i vl (t ,x ) − V 2i vm (t ,x ) over compact subsets of [0,T ) × RN ,
we see that (Vivl ,V 2i vl )l≥1 converges uniformly on compact subsets of [0,T ) × RN . This
proves that Viv,V 2i v exist and are continuous. Now, each fl ∈ C∞p (RN ;R), so associated
to each, there is a classical solution vl of the PDE (3.1.1). Since V˜0vl = −12
∑d
i=1V
2
i vl , and
V 2i vl → V 2i v uniformly on compacts in [0,T ) × RN , we get that v ∈ D1,∞V˜0 ([0,T ) × R
N ).
Moreover, taking the limit in the PDE satised by vl shows that it is also satised by v .
Uniqueness: Using the Itô formula in Lemma 3.3.4, we have for u < T
v (u,X t ,xu ) = v (t ,x ) +
∫ u
t
V˜0(s )v (s,X t ,xs ) + 12
d∑
i=1
V 2i (s )v (s,X
t ,x
s )
 ds
+
d∑
i=1
∫ u
t
Vi (s )v (s,X
t ,x
s )dB
i
s .
Using part (2) of the denition, the drift term is zero and
v (u,X t ,xu ) = v (t ,x ) +
d∑
i=1
∫ u
t
Vi (s )v (s,X
t ,x
s )dB
i
s . (3.3.2)
Now, using that v has polynomial growth and X t ,xu has moments of all orders, we can
easily show that the left hand side of (3.3.2) is square integrable, and so the right hand
side is too. Hence the right hand side is a true martingale and we can take expectation
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in (3.3.2) to get
Ev (u,X t ,xu ) = v (t ,x )
and using part (3) of the denition (continuity of v at the boundary t = T ) we can take
u ↗ T to get
Ef (X t ,xT ) = v (t ,x ),
which proves uniqueness. 
3.4 Derivatives in the direction V˜0
In Theorem 3.2.3, we established integration by parts formulae for derivatives of x 7→
Pt ,T f (x ) in the directions {V˜[α](t ),α ∈ A1(m)}. However 0 < A1(m), so we have no
control over derivatives in the direction V˜0. Using that Pt ,T f (x ) solves PDE (3.1.1) we are
now able to estimate derivatives in the V˜0 direction.
Proposition 3.4.1. Assume IUFG (m) holds. Letα = (α1, . . . ,αn ) ∈ A and use the notation
V˜α (t ) = V˜α1 (t ) · · · V˜αn (t ). Then, the function v (t ,x ) := Pt ,T f (x ) is dierentiable in the
directions V˜0(t ),V1(t ), . . . ,Vd (t ) and the following bounds hold for all t ∈ [0,T ): for f
continuous and bounded,
sup
x∈RN
V˜α (t )v (t ,x ) ≤ C ‖ f ‖∞ (T − t ) −( ‖α1 ‖+...,+‖αn ‖)2 . (3.4.1)
For f Lipschitz,
sup
x∈RN
V˜α (t )v (t ,x ) ≤ C ‖ f ‖Lip (T − t ) 1−( ‖α1 ‖+...,+‖αn ‖)2 . (3.4.2)
Proof. Thinking of the V˜0,V1, . . . ,Vd as dierential operators acting on functions in
C∞([0,T ] × RN ;R), Corollary 78 in [21] shows that V˜α , α ∈ A satises the following
convenient identity
V˜αv =
‖α ‖∑
i=1
∑
β1,...,βi∈A1,
‖β1‖+...+‖βi ‖=‖α ‖
cα ,β1,...,βiV˜[β1]...V˜[βi ]v, (3.4.3)
where cα ,β1,...,βi ∈ R. The importance of this identity is that the left hand side contains
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derivatives possibly in the direction V˜0 whereas on the right hand side, there are only
derivatives in directions V˜[α], α ∈ A1 which does not include V˜0.
Hence, V˜αv  ≤ C sup
β1,...,βi∈A1,
‖β1‖+...+‖βi ‖=‖α ‖
V˜[β1]...V˜[βi ]v  ,
this being exactly the type of term we can control by Theorem 3.2.3. 
Now, dene, for φ ∈ C∞b ([0,T − 1/r ] × B(0, r );R), the norm
‖φ‖V ,n[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞ :=
∑
α∈A (n)
‖V˜αφ‖[0,T−1/r ]×B(0,r );∞,
and dene D̂n ([0,T − 1/r ] × B(0, r )) as the closure of C∞b ([0,T − 1/r ] × B(0, r );R) in
Cb ([0,T − 1/r ] × B¯(0, r );R) with respect to this norm. Then, set
D̂∞([0,T ) × RN ) :=
⋂
r≥1,n≥1
D̂n ([0,T − 1/r ] × B(0, r )).
Lemma 3.4.2. The function v (t ,x ) := Pt ,T f (x ) is a member of D̂∞([0,T ) × RN ) for all
f ∈ Cp (RN ;R).
Proof. We take a sequence ( fl )l≥1 of smooth approximations of f and associate a vl
to each. For any n ∈ N and any α ∈ A (n), we can use the identity (3.4.3) to write
V˜α (t )vl (t ,x ) as a linear combination of terms of the form V˜[β](t )vl (t ,x ) where β ∈ A1(n).
This allows us to apply the integration by parts formulae in Theorem 3.2.3 to write
V˜α (t )vl (t ,x ) = t
−‖α ‖/2 E
[
fl (X
t ,x
T )Φt ,α (T ,x )
]
for some Φt ,α ∈ K0(t ,R). This converges over compact subsets of [0,T ) × RN . 
The above lemma is used in the next section where we need to perform a stochastic
Taylor expansion of v (t ,x ) := Pt ,T f (x ) for Lipschitz f .
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3.5 The error inCubature onWiener Space for time-inhomogeneous
SDE
In this section we show how to use the previous results in this chapter to analyse the
error in the cubature on Wiener space algorithm for time-inhomogeneous SDE. The
description of the algorithm is exactly the same as in Algorithm 1 from Section 2.4,
except the vector elds in the ODEs will depend on time. As we shall see, the order
of convergence of the cubature on Wiener space algorithm depends on the partition
Πn chosen. Here, we introduce the Kusuoka partition and a lemma on a type of sum
involving its increments which will appear in the error analysis. We denote by Πγn the
Kusuoka partition of the interval [0,T ] with (n+ 1) points and parameter γ ≥ 1, dened
by
tj = T
(
1 −
(
1 − j
n
)γ )
for j = 0, . . . ,n − 1,
tn = T .
Lemma 3.5.1. We consider the sum
S (a,b,γ ,n) :=
n−2∑
j=0
(tj+1 − tj )a (T − tj+1)−b ,
where a > b ≥ 0 and tj are times in points in the Kusuoka partition, then there is a constant
C = C (γ ) > 0 such that
S (a,b,γ ,n) ≤

C n−(a−b)γ if 0 < γ < a−1a−b ,
C n−(a−1) log(n) if γ = a−1a−b ,
C n−(a−1) if γ > a−1a−b .
(3.5.1)
Proof. This is proved in a slightly dierent format in Crisan & Ghazali [17]. First, note
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that
tj+1 − tj = T
[(
1 − j
n
)γ
−
(
1 − j + 1
n
)γ ]
= Tγ
∫ (1− jn )(
1− j+1n
) uγ−1 du
≤ Tγ 1
n
(
1 − j
n
)γ−1
.
Then, we use that
(
1 − j
n
)
≤ 2
(
1 − j + 1
n
)
for j ∈ {0, . . . ,n − 2} to get
tj+1 − tj ≤ C 1
n
(
1 − j + 1
n
)γ−1
, (3.5.2)
By denition,
T − tj+1 = T
(
1 − j + 1
n
)γ
,
so that
S (a,b,n) ≤ C
n−2∑
j=0
n−a
(
1 − j + 1
n
)a(γ−1) (
1 − j + 1
n
)−bγ
.
Re-ordering the terms, we get
S (a,b,n) ≤ Cn−a
n−1∑
j=1
( j
n
)a(γ−1)−bγ
= Cn(b−a)γ
n−1∑
j=1
ja(γ−1)−bγ . (3.5.3)
For the case 0 < γ < a−1a−b , the sum
∑n−1
j=1 j
a(γ−1)−bγ <
∑∞
j=1 j
a(γ−1)−bγ which is nite, and
the result follows. For the case γ = a−1a−b , we re-write (3.5.3) as
S (a,b,n) ≤ Cn−(a−1)
n−1∑
j=1
j−1.
and note that ∑n−1j=1 j−1 ≤ C log(n). For the case γ > a − 1a − b , we re-write (3.5.3) as
S (a,b,n) ≤ Cn−(a−1)
n−1∑
j=1
n−1
( j
n
)a(γ−1)−bγ
.
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and note that
n−1∑
j=1
n−1
( j
n
)a(γ−1)−bγ
≤
∫ 1
0
xa(γ−1)−bγ dx
and the condition γ > a − 1
a − b guarantees that the exponent a(γ − 1) − bγ > −1, so that
the integral is nite. 
We are now able to prove the following result on the error in the cubature on
Wiener space algorithm for time-inhomogeneous SDE.
Proposition 3.5.2. Let f be Lipschtiz continuous and assume that IUFG (m) holds for some
m ∈ N. Then, there exists a constant C > 0, such that the error in the cubature on Wiener
space algorithm, using a cubature formula of degree l and the Kusuoka partition with γ >
l − 1, can be bounded by
sup
x∈RN
|E (T ,x , l ,Πγn ) | ≤ C n−(l−1)/2. (3.5.4)
Proof. For any д ∈ C∞b ([0,T ] × RN ;R), the following Stratonovich-Taylor expansion is
contained in, for example, Kloeden & Platen [28, Theorem 5.6.1]
д(s,X t ,xs ) =
∑
α∈A (l )
V˜αд(t ,x ) I
α
t ,s (1) + R (l , t , s,x ,д)
where
R (l , t , s,x ,д) =
∑
−β∈A (l ),β<A (l )
I
β
t ,s
(
V˜βд(·,X t ,x· )
)
.
We then have the following estimate:
sup
x∈RN
R (l , s, t ,x ,д)L2 (P) ≤ ∑
−β∈A (l ),β<A (l )
I βt ,s (V˜βд(·,X t ,x· ))L2 (P)
≤
l+2∑
j=l+1
sup
β∈A (j )
sup
(u,x )∈[t ,s]×RN
V˜βд(u,x ) I βt ,s (1)L2 (P)
≤ C
l+2∑
j=l+1
sup
β∈A (j )
sup
(u,x )∈[t ,s]×RN
V˜βд(u,x ) (s − t )j/2, (3.5.5)
where we have used the standard moment estimate on iterated Stratonovich integralsI βt ,s (1)L2 (P) ≤ C (s − t )‖β ‖/2. A similar estimate holds under the one step cubature mea-
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sure, Qt ,s :
sup
x∈RN
EQt,sR (l , t , s,x ,д) ≤ C l+2∑
j=l+1
sup
β∈A (j )
sup
(u,x )∈[t ,s]×RN
V˜βд(u,x ) (s − t )j/2. (3.5.6)
This is a standard estimate on iterated integrals of bounded variation paths. The constant
C depends on d , l and the length of the cubature paths. Inequalities (3.5.5) and (3.5.6)
give us control over the error in approximating Pt ,sд(t , ·) by Qt ,sд(t , ·),
sup
x∈RN
(Ps,t −Qs,t )д(t ,x ) = sup
x∈RN
(E − EQt,s )R (l , t , s,x ,д)
≤ C
l+2∑
j=l+1
sup
β∈A (j )
sup
(u,x )∈[t ,s]×RN
V˜βд(u,x ) (s − t )j/2. (3.5.7)
Now, recall that we wish to approximate P0,T f (x ) with the error given by
E (T ,x , l ,Πn ) := (P0,T −Q0,t1Qt1,t2 · · ·Qtn−1,tn ) f (x ).
Expanding the dierence, we have
E (T ,x , l ,Πn ) = Q0,t1 · · ·Qtn−2,tn−1
[
Ptn−1,tn −Qtn−1,tn
]
f (x )
+
n−2∑
j=0
Q0,t1 · · ·Qtj−1,tj
[
Ptj ,tj+1 −Qtj ,tj+1
]
Ptj+1,T f (x ),
so that
sup
x∈RN
|E (T ,x , l ,Πn ) | ≤ sup
x∈RN
[Ptn−1,tn −Qtn−1,tn ] f (x ) (3.5.8)
+
n−1∑
j=1
sup
x∈RN
 [Ptj ,tj+1 −Qtj ,tj+1 ] Ptj+1,T f (x ) . (3.5.9)
Consider the rst term on the right hand side of the above inequality. Since f is Lipschitz
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and no smoothing has taken place, we can only estimate
sup
x∈RN
[Ptn−1,tn −Qtn−1,tn ] f (x ) ≤ sup
x∈RN
E
f (X tn−1,xtn ) − f (x ) + EQtn−1,tn f (X tn−1,xtn ) − f (x )
≤ ‖ f ‖Lip sup
x∈RN
(
E + EQtn−1,tn
) X tn−1,xtn − x 
≤ C |tn − tn−1 |1/2.
For all of the other terms in (3.5.9), we use the one step error contained in (3.5.7), which,
we recall, came from a Stratonovich-Taylor expansion. In this case, the function we
wish to expand (t ,x ) 7→ Pt ,T f (x ) is not dierentiable in all directions. However, the
Stratonovich-Taylor expansion follows from repeated application of the Itô formula con-
tained in Lemma 3.3.4. We recall Lemma 3.4.2, which says that (t ,x ) 7→ Pt ,T f (x ) ∈
D̂∞([0,T ) ×RN ). This guarantees we can apply Itô’s formula as many times as we wish
and so the Stratonovich-Taylor expansion is still valid. We then have to bound
sup
(u,x )∈[tj ,tj+1]×RN
V˜βд(u,x )
for the function д(u,x ) := Pu,T f (x ). We use the estimate provided in (3.4.2) and taking
the supremum over u ∈ [tj , tj+1], we get
sup
(u,x )∈[tj ,tj+1]×RN
sup
β∈A (j )
V˜βд(u,x ) ≤ C (T − tj+1) (1−j )/2.
Inserting into (3.5.9), we get
sup
x∈RN
|E (T ,x , l ,Πn ) | ≤ C *.,(tn − tn−1)1/2 +
l+1∑
k=l
n−1∑
j=1
(tj − tj−1) (k+1)/2
(T − tj )k/2
+/- .
We now use Lemma 3.5.1 on sums related to the Kusuoka partition, with a = (k + 1)/2
and b = k/2, to get:
sup
x∈RN
|E (T ,x , l ,Πn ) | ≤ C
(
(tn − tn−1)1/2 + n−(l−1)/2
)
.
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Finally, using that (tn − tn−1) ≤ Cn−γ and γ > l − 1, we get:
sup
x∈RN
|E (T ,x , l ,Πγn ) | ≤ C n−(l−1)/2.

3.6 Numerical Example
We consider again Example 3.2.2, which satises IUFG (4) but not the uniform Hörman-
der condition. We choose the initial condition x = (pi/2, 0) so the system is
*.,
X 1t
X 2t
+/- =
*.,
pi/2
0
+/- +
∫ t
0
*.,
(1 + s ) sin(X 1s )
0
+/- ds +
∫ t
0
*.,
0
sin(X 1s )
+/- dBs . (3.6.1)
Note that the Itô and Stratonovich forms of this equation are the same. We choose the
Lipschitz terminal condition f (y) = Π2(y), where Π2 : R2 → R is the projection onto
the second co-ordinate, andT = 1. We therefore aim to compute E X 21  . We can actually
get a closed-form expression for this quantity. Dene yt = sin(X 1t ) then, y satises
dy
dt
= cos(X 1t )
dX 1t
dt
= cos(X 1t ) (1 + t ) sin(X 1t )
= (1 + t )yt
√
1 − y2t
This ODE, along with the boundary conditiony0 = 1 can be solved to giveyt = sech( t2 (t+
2)). Hence
X 21 =
∫ 1
0
sech( t2 (t + 2)) dBt
and, in particular,X 21 has a Gaussian distribution. So, by a standard result on the absolute
moments of Gaussian random variables,
E
X 21  = ( 2pi
∫ 1
0
sech( t2 (t + 2))
2 dt
)1/2
.
We can compute this integral numerically, to use as the exact value to compare to our
cubature approximation. We implement the cubature of degree 5 formula contained in
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Lyons & Victoir [42]. We use a fourth order adaptive Runge-Kutta scheme to solve the
ODEs.
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Figure 3.1: log-log error plot for Cubature on Wiener Space applied to Example 3.2.2.
We observe that the empirical rate of convergence is quadratic as expected.
3.7 Discussion & Future Work
Having extended the applicability of the Cubature on Wiener Space algorithm to time-
inhomogeneous SDEs, it would be satisfying, for completeness, to extend it to the general
time-inhomogeneous linear parabolic PDE
(∂t + Lt )u (t ,x ) + b (t ,x )u (t ,x ) + c (t ,x ) = 0,
u (T ,x ) = f (x ).
(3.7.1)
This would be useful, for example, in pricing European options in models with stochastic
interest rates. The Feynman-Kac formula in this case is
u (t ,x ) = E
[
It ,T + βt ,T f (X
t ,x
T )
]
,
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where
βt ,r := exp
(∫ r
t
b (s,X t ,xs ) ds
)
,
and
It ,T :=
∫ T
t
βt ,r c (r ,X
t ,x
r ) dr .
The error analysis over a single time step would involve a Stochastic Taylor expansion
of the terms in the Feynman-Kac formula. For the global error, one would need to use
the smoothing property of the semigroup associated to PDE (3.7.1). The additional terms
in the Feynman-Kac formula can be handled in the framework introduced by Kusuoka,
since if the functionsb and c are smooth, then I and β will be Kusuoka-Stroock functions.
For the implementation, over each time sub-interval one would need to two extra ODEs,
in addition to the usual cubature ODEs, to account for the other terms appearing in the
Feynman-Kac formula. Denoting by {(λj ,ωj ) : j = 1, . . . ,NCub } the pairs of cubature
weights and paths, over the interval [t ,T ] we need to solve
dX t ,x ,(j )s =
d∑
i=0
Vi (s,X
t ,x ,(j )
s ) dω
i
j (s ),
dβ (j )t ,s
ds
= b (s,X t ,x ,(j )s ),
dI (j )t ,s
ds
= βt ,s c (s,X
t ,x ,(j )
s )
to give the one-step cubature approximation of
NCub∑
j=1
λj
[
I (j )t ,T + β
(j )
t ,T f (X
t ,x ,(j )
T )
]
In essence, over the j-th time-step, instead of solving (NCub )j ODEs of dimension N ,
we need to solve (NCub )j ODEs of dimension N + 2. We note that the PDE (3.7.1) is
a special case of a semilinear PDE and therefore is amenable to approximation by any
existing numerical method for solving BSDEs (including, perhaps, one using Cubature
on Wiener Space). However, a forward scheme, like we have suggested here, would not
require computing conditional expectations which is usually dicult in practice.
Another potential application is to stochastic ltering. In the theory of stochastic
ltering in continuous time, the un-normalized conditional distribution satises an SPDE
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known as the Zakai equation. The Zakai equation, in its robust form, [15, 22] can be seen
as a partial dierential equation with coecients parametrised by the signal path. This
dependence on the signal can be seen as a type of time-inhomogeneity. Since the signal
is driven by a Brownian motion, the time dependence of the signal appearing in the
coecients is not smooth. If we replace the signal with a smooth approximation, then
integrating the un-normalized conditional distribution against a test function can be
performed using Cubature on Wiener Space. There would be two sources of error: one
from replacing the signal with a smooth approximation, and another from the cubature
approximation of un-normalized conditional distribution depending on the smoothed
signal. The rst error can be controlled by the uniform norm between the true signal
and its smooth approximation (see Bain & Crisan [2, Lemma 5.5]). The second error is
a cubature error for approximating the solution of a PDE with smooth, time-dependent
coecients. In other words, it falls within the scope of the analysis performed in this
chapter. Hopefully, this idea should lead to the design of a high-order algorithm for the
numerical solution of the continuous time ltering problem.
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4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we apply some of the results from Chapter 3 to analysing the error in
two dierent algorithms using Cubature on Wiener space to weakly approximate the
solution of a McKean-Vlasov SDE with smooth scalar interaction. We recall that by
scalar interaction, we mean that the dependence on the measure is through the integral
against a scalar function. Our coecients have the form (abusing notation slightly)
Vi (z, µ ) = Vi (z,
∫
φi dµ ), (4.1.1)
for all (z, µ ) ∈ RN × P2(RN ) and i = 0, . . . ,d, where φi ∈ C∞b (RN ;R). Concretely, we
wish to approximate E [ f (Xxt )] where,
Xxt = x +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
Vi (X
x
s ,Eφi (X
x
s )) ◦ dBis , (4.1.2)
and f is Lipschitz continuous.
One common way of approaching this problem is to consider a discretisation of
the equation, such as the Euler-Maruyama scheme, along with a Monte Carlo method.
At each time step, an approximation of the law of Xxt is then given by the empirical
distribution of the entire Monte Carlo population. However, estimating the error due to
approximating the expectation inside the coecients by the Monte Carlo estimator is
exactly the problem one wishes to solve in the rst place. This leads to a more dicult
analysis than for classical SDEs. Nonetheless, this analysis has been carried out under a
number of dierent assumptions when the coecients have the form (slightly dierent
to (4.1.1))
Vi (z, µ ) = Vi (z,
∫
hi (z − y) µ (dy)),
for all (z, µ ) ∈ RN ×P2(RN ) and i = 0, . . . ,d . This type of scheme was studied in papers
by Bossy, alone [6] and along with Talay [7]; Kohatsu-Higa & Ogawa [29], and Antonelli
& Kohatsu-Higa [1]. In all of these papers the total error is composed of a discretisation
error of order
√
h or h, where h is size of the largest time step, and statistical error of
order N −1/2MC where NMC is the number of Monte Carlo samples. A Milstein discretisation
is also analysed in Ogawa [50]. In [54] Tachet des Combes proposes a deterministic
numerical scheme based on discretising the PDE satised by the density of the solution.
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To our knowledge, the rst algorithm involving Cubature on Wiener Space in rela-
tion to McKean-Vlasov SDE was introduced by Chaudru de Raynal & Garcia-Trillos [14].
The over-arching idea is the same as for classical SDEs: to replace the Wiener measure
with a cubature measure and solve the resulting cubature ODEs. Of course, the addi-
tional diculty in the McKean-Vlasov case is that the coecients depend on the law of
the solution, which is unknown. Over each time interval, therefore, one has to solve the
cubature ODEs with an approximation of Eφi (Xxt ) in the coecients. The global error
can, again, be decomposed as a sum of local errors, and these local errors naturally split
into an error due to the approximation of Eφi (Xxt ) in the coecients, and an error due
to replacing the Wiener measure by a cubature measure.
The rst algorithm we present, which we call the Taylor method, is from [14]. Over
the time interval [tj , tj+1] one replaces the path t 7→ Eφ (Xxt ) appearing in the coecients
with the cubature approximation of its Taylor expansion around tj up to some order, q.
The authors consider the case of smooth and bounded uniformly elliptic coecients and
prove that the error is of order n−[(q+1)∧(l−1)/2] where n is the number of time steps and
l is the degree of the cubature formula. Using our results from Chapter 3 we show how
to extend the error analysis to the case when the coecients satisfy a uniform strong
Hörmander condition.
In the second algorithm, which we call the Lagrange interpolation method, one
simply replaces Eφi (Xxt ) with the polynomial which interpolates cubature approxima-
tion EQΠnφi (Xxtj ) at the previous r points in the time partition.
4.1.1 Outline & Main Results
In this section, let us make more precise our contribution. We introduce the following
processes
X s,xt = x +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
s
Vi (X
s,x
u ,Eφi (X
s,x
u )) ◦ dBiu , (4.1.3)
and
X
s,x ,y
t = x +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
s
Vi (X
s,x ,y
u ,Eφi (X
0,y
u )) ◦ dBiu . (4.1.4)
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The rst is just the McKean-Vlasov SDE started from x at time s . The second process
is also started from x at time s but with the path u 7→ E[φi (X 0,yu )] appearing in the
coecients instead of the McKean-Vlasov term. This process is therefore not a true
McKean-Vlasov process but an SDE with coecients depending on time and a parameter,
y. We introduce the operators
Ps,t f (x ) := E
[
f (X s,xt )
]
and Pys,t f (x ) := E
[
f (X
s,x ,y
t )
]
.
We note that X 0,xT = X
0,x ,y
T
y=x , so the quantity we wish to compute is
P0,T f (x ) = P
y
0,T f (x )
y=x .
Now, let us denote by Eyt (φi ) be a generic approximation of E[φi (X
0,y
t )]. Later, we will
introduce specic approximations ET ,yt (φi ) and E
L,y
t (φi ), corresponding to the Taylor and
Lagrange interpolation methods respectively. We then introduce the approximating pro-
cess
EX
s,x ,y
t = x +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
s
Vi (
EX
s,x ,y
u ,E
y
u (φi )) ◦ dBiu ,
and the operators
P
E,y
s,t д(x ) := E
[
д(EX
s,x ,y
t )
]
and QE,ys,t д(x ) := EQs,t
[
д(EX
s,x ,y
t )
]
.
In a similar way, we will denote the local approximation operator by QE,xs,t and, similar
to Section 2.4, once a partition Πn of [0,T ] is xed, we dene
QE,x ,Πn0,t := Q
E,x
0,t1 · · ·QE,xtj ,t for t ∈ [tj , tj+1).
Then, QE,x ,Πn0,T f (x ) will be the nal approximation of P0,T f (x ), with the global error
E (T ,x , l ,Πn ) :=
(
P0,T −QE,x ,Πn0,T
)
f (x ).
We note that
sup
x∈RN
|E (T ,x , l ,Πn ) | ≤ sup
x ,y∈RN
(Py0,T −QE,y,Πn0,T ) f (x ) .
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Now, for xed y, {Pys,t : 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T } forms a two-parameter semigroup of operators.
This allows us to decompose the global error the scheme as follows
[
P
y
0,T −QE,y0,t1Q
E,y
t1,t2
· · ·QE,ytn−1,tn
]
f (x ) =
N−1∑
j=0
Q
E,y
0,tj
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
−QE,ytj ,tj+1
]
P
y
tj+1,T
f (x ).
Hence, we are left to estimate the local error
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
−QE,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy (tj+1,x )
uniformly in x and y, where uy (t ,x ) := Pyt ,T f (x ) solves a parabolic PDE with coecients
depending on the parameter y ∈ RN . The resulting error analysis relies on regularity
estimates for the solution of this PDE.
Now, let us specify what the approximation Ext (φi ) is for each scheme. First, the
Taylor method: we wish to perform a Taylor expansion of the path t 7→ Eφi (X 0,xt ), but
since the coecients in the SDE satised by X 0,x are of the formVi
(
X 0,xt ,Eφi (X
0,x
t )
)
, we
instead consider the Taylor expansion of this more general form. For a pair of functions
д ∈ C∞b (RN × R;R) and φ ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Itô’s formula yields
E
[
д
(
X 0,xt ,Eφ (X
0,x
t )
)]
= д (x ,φ (x ))
+
∫ t
0
E
[(Lxuд) (X 0,xu ,Eφ (X 0,xu ))] + E [(∂yд) (X 0,xu ,Eφ (X 0,xu ))] E [(Lxuφ) (X 0,xu )] du,
(4.1.5)
where ∂y is the derivative in the second argument of д andLxs is the dierential operator
Lxs := V0(·,Eφ0(X 0,xs )) +
1
2
d∑
i=1
Vi (·,Eφi (X 0,xs ))2.
Note that each term under the integral in the right hand side of (4.1.5) is again a product
of terms of of the form E
[
д
(
X 0,xu ,Eφ (X
0,x
u )
)]
for dierent functions д and φ. Let us
denote by S the set of all paths (St )t∈[0,T ] of the form
St = E
[
д
(
X 0,xt ,Eφ (X
0,x
t )
)]
for some д ∈ C∞b (RN × R;R), and φ ∈ C∞b (RN ;R) and denote by S¯ the set of all paths
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(S¯t )t∈[0,T ] of the form
S¯t =
n1∑
i=1
n2∏
j=1
Si,jt
where n1 and n2 are positive integers and Si,j ∈ S for i = 1, . . . ,n1 and j = 1, . . . ,n2. For
t ∈ [0,T ], we introduce the notation T : S → S¯ for the map
Eд
(
X 0,x ,Eφ (X 0,x )
)
7→ E
[
(Lxд)
(
X 0,x ,Eφ (X 0,x )
)]
+ E
[
(∂yд)
(
X 0,x ,Eφ (X 0,x )
)]
E
[
(Lxφ) (X 0,x )
]
,
so that the expansion of Gt := E
[
д
(
X 0,xt ,Eφ (X
0,x
t )
)]
in (4.1.5) can alternatively be writ-
ten as
Gt = G0 +
∫ t
0
Ts (G ) ds (4.1.6)
For the Taylor expansion, we would like to apply T to the term T (G ). To do so, we
extend T to an operator from S¯ to itself by linearity
T *,
n1∑
i=1
Si+- =
n1∑
i=1
T
(
Si
)
,
and a product rule
T *.,
n2∏
j=1
S j+/- =
n2∑
k=1
n2∏
j=1,j,k
S j T
(
Sk
)
.
Since now we have T dened as an operator on S¯, we can iterate the expansion in (4.1.6)
to get the Taylor expansion of order q ≥ 1
Gt =
q∑
k=0
tk
k! (T0)
k (G ) +
1
(q + 1)!
∫ t
0
(Ts )q+1(G ) ds . (4.1.7)
Now, for all s ∈ [0,T ], k ≥ 1 and G ∈ S¯ we dene
(
T Qs
)k
(G ) to be the same expression
as (Ts )k (G ) with all expectations under P replaced by expectations under QΠn . Then,
the approximation of Eφi (X 0,ys ) for the Taylor method, which we henceforth denote by
E
T ,y
s (φi ), is
E
T ,y
s (φi ) :=
q∑
k=0
1
k! (T
Q
tj
)k (Eφi (X
0,y )) (s − tj )k for s ∈ [tj , tj+1).
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Note that for s ∈ [tj , tj+1], the approximation depends only on X 0,ytj , so does not depend
on the cubature paths over the interval [tj , tj+1].
For the Lagrange interpolation method, we dene the approximation of order r ,
E
L,y
s (φi ) for s ∈ [tj , tj+1] by the unique polynomial of degree (r ∧ j ) which passes through
the points
(
tj−(j∧r ),EQ
Πn
φ (X
0,y
tj−(j∧r ) )
)
, . . . ,
(
tj ,E
QΠnφ (X
0,y
tj
)
)
.
Algorithm 2 Taylor method
1: Set (X ∅,Λ0) = (x , 1)
2: for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 do
3: Let T Q be as in the main text.
4: for p ∈ Mj do
5: for 0 ≤ i ≤ d do
6: Set Ei (t ,Xptj ) =
q∑
k=0
1
k! (t − tj )
k (T Qtj )k (Eφi (X 0,x ))
7: end for
8: for 1 ≤ l ≤ Ncub do
9: Dene Xp∗ltj+1 as the solution of the ODE:
dX
p∗l
t =
d∑
i=0
Vi
(
X
p∗l
t ,Ei (t ,X
p
tj
)
)
dωil (tj , tj+1) (t ),
X
p∗l
tj
= X
p
tj
.
10: Set the associated weight: Λp∗l = Λpλl
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: Final approximation of E
[
f (XxT )
]
is
∑
p∈Mn
Λp f (X
p
tn
)
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Algorithm 3 Lagrange interpolation method
1: Set (X ∅,Λ0) = (x , 1)
2: for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 do
3: for p ∈ Mj do
4: for 0 ≤ i ≤ d do
5: Set zi (t ) := L(j∧r )

∑
p∈Mj+1−(jr )
Λpφi (X
p
tj−(jr ) ), . . . ,
∑
p∈Mj−1
Λpφi (X
p
tj−1 )
 (t )
6: end for
7: for 1 ≤ l ≤ Ncub do
8: Dene Xp∗ltj+1 as the solution of the ODE:
dX
p∗l
t =
d∑
i=0
Vi
(
X
p∗l
t , z
i (t )
)
dωil (tj , tj+1) (t ),
X
p∗l
tj
= X
p
tj
.
9: Set the associated weight: Λp∗l = Λpλl
10: end for
11: for 0 ≤ i ≤ d do
12: Store
∑
p∈Mj
Λpφi (X
p
tj
).
13: end for
14: end for
15: end for
16: Final approximation of E
[
f (XxT )
]
is
∑
p∈Mn
Λp f (X
p
tn
)
Remark 4.1.1. The Taylor method requires nding an expression for (Tt )k (Eφi (X 0,y )) for
k = 1, . . . ,q and i = 0, . . . ,d either by hand or using some symbolic computation. The
Lagrange interpolationmethod does not require this; the interpolating polynomial is dened
at each time step as part of the algorithm.
Now, we state the main assumptions. Below, we use the notation V[α] for iterated Lie
brackets of the vector elds introduced in Section 3.1. In this setting each V0, . . . ,Vd :
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RN ×R→ RN and we think of these as vector eldsVi (·,x′) on RN parametrised by the
second variable, x′ ∈ R.
Assumption 4.1.2. (A1): Uniform strong Hörmander condition: there exist δ > 0 and
m ∈ N such that for all ξ ∈ RN ,
inf
(x ,x ′)∈RN×R
∑
α∈A≥1 (m)
〈V[α](x ,x′), ξ 〉2 ≥ δ ξ 2
(A2): Smoothness of coecients:
φi ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Vi ∈ C∞b (RN × R;RN ) i = 0, . . . ,d
(A3): We assume the paths in any cubature formula we use are absolutely continuous.
(A4): We assume that r ≤ n/2.
We also introduce a variant of the Kusuoka partition, with r smaller steps at the
start whose size is determined by the overall order of the method we require. We denote
by Πγ ,rn the modied Kusuoka partition dened as follows: for a xed integer r and real
parameter γ , we x the rst (r +1) points as t0 = 0, tk+1−tk = Tn−r/k for k = 0, . . . , r −1.
Thereafter and we split the rest of the interval [tr ,T ] using the Kusuoka partition, i.e.
tj = (T − tr )
(
1 −
(
1 − jn−r
)γ )
+ tr j ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,n − 1}
tn = T
Then we have the following result, which is the main result of the chapter.
Theorem 4.1.3. Let f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R). Then, assuming (A2), the error for the Taylor method
satises the following
sup
x∈RN
|E (T ,x , l ,Πn ) | ≤ C
n−1∑
j=0
(tj+1 − tj )A(q,l ),
whereA(q, l ) := (q + 2) ∧ (l + 1)/2. Under the same assumptions, the error in the Lagrange
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interpolation method is
sup
x∈RN
|E (T ,x , l ,Πn ) | ≤ C
n−1∑
j=0
{
(tj+1 − tj )
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k ) + (tj+1 − tj ) (l+1)/2
}
.
Now, suppose f is only Lipschitz continuous. Assuming (A1)-(A3) and that we use the
Kusuoka partition Πγn withγ > l−1, we can bound the error in the Taylor method according
to the size ofm
m = 1 : sup
x∈RN
E (T ,x , l ,Πγn ) ≤ C n−B (q,l )−1/2, (4.1.8)
m ≥ 2 : sup
x∈RN
E (T ,x , l ,Πγn ) ≤ C n−B (q,l ), (4.1.9)
where B (q, l ) = (q + 12 ) ∧ l−22 . Assuming (A1)-(A4) and that we use the modied Kusuoka
partition Πγ ,rn with γ > l − 1, we can bound the error in the Lagrange interpolation method
according to the size ofm
m = 1 : sup
x∈RN
E (T ,x , l ,Πγ ,rn ) ≤ C n−D (r ,l )−1/2, (4.1.10)
m ≥ 2 : sup
x∈RN
E (T ,x , l ,Πγ ,rn ) ≤ C n−D (r ,l ), (4.1.11)
where D (r , l ) = (r − 2) ∧ l−22 .
Remark 4.1.4. 1. The uniformly elliptic case covered by [14] is the casem = 1. Choos-
ing the parameter r appropriately, we also recover the same rate for the Lagrange
interpolation method.
2. In the case where m ≥ 2, we lose 1/2 an order of convergence. This is due to the
dierence in the way we split the error, which we explain in Remark 4.3.1
4.2 Preliminary results
First, we have a lemma on existence, uniqueness and moment bounds for the solution of
equation (4.1.4).
Lemma 4.2.1. Under assumption (A2), there exist unique strong solutions to equations
(4.1.3) and (4.1.4). Moreover, for all s ∈ [t ,T ], the mapping x 7→ X t ,x ,ys is P-a.s. smooth,
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and for all multi-indices η on {1, . . . ,N },
sup
x ,y∈RN
∂ηxX t ,x ,ys p < ∞ ∀p ≥ 1. (4.2.1)
Proof. Under assumption (A2), Proposition 2.3.1 guarantees equations (4.1.3) and (4.1.4)
have unique strong solutions. Now, we note that we can view
(
X
t ,x ,y
s
)
s∈[t ,T ] as the solu-
tion of an SDE with coecients
Vˆi (s, z,y) := Vi (z,Eφi (X 0,ys )),
depending on time and a parameter. Due to Assumption 4.1.2 (A2) (s, z) 7→ Vˆi (s, z,y)
is smooth, with bounded derivatives of all orders, with all bounds uniform in y. The
dierentiability in z is assumed, and the dierentiability in s comes from the smoothness
of each φi , which allows us to apply Itô’s formula to φi (X 0,ys ), giving
∂s
[
Eφi (X
0,y
s )
]
= E
[
(Lys φi ) (X 0,ys )
]
.
Then, Proposition 2.2.1 guarantees that the moment bound (4.2.2) holds. 
In the next lemma, we collect some results on the regularity of uy (t ,x ) and the
pure cubature part of the error.
Lemma 4.2.2. Under assumption (A2), there exist unique strong solutions to equations
(4.1.3) and (4.1.4). Moreover, for all s ∈ [t ,T ], the mapping x 7→ X t ,x ,ys is P-a.s. smooth,
and for all multi-indices η on {1, . . . ,N },
sup
x ,y∈RN
∂ηxX t ,x ,ys p < ∞ ∀p ≥ 1. (4.2.2)
Proof. Under assumption (A2), Proposition 2.3.1 guarantees equations (4.1.3) and (4.1.4)
have unique strong solutions. Now, we note that we can view
(
X
t ,x ,y
s
)
s∈[t ,T ] as the solu-
tion of an SDE with coecients
Vˆi (s, z,y) := Vi (z,Eφi (X 0,ys )),
depending on time and a parameter. Due to Assumption 4.1.2 (A2) (s, z) 7→ Vˆi (s, z,y)
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is smooth, with bounded derivatives of all orders, with all bounds uniform in y. The
dierentiability in z is assumed, and the dierentiability in s comes from the smoothness
of each φi , which allows us to apply Itô’s formula to φi (X 0,ys ), giving
∂s
[
Eφi (X
0,y
s )
]
= E
[
(Lys φi ) (X 0,ys )
]
.
Then, Proposition 2.2.1 guarantees that the moment bound (4.2.2) holds. 
In the next lemma, we collect some results on the regularity of uy (t ,x ) and the
pure cubature part of the error. We use the notation, forψ ∈ C2b (RN ;R),
‖ψ ‖2,∞ := sup
x∈RN
{
|ψ (x ) | + |∇ψ (x ) | + |∇2ψ (x ) |
}
.
Lemma 4.2.3. Let j ∈ {0, . . . ,n − 2} and t ∈ [0,T ).
1. If f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), then for both schemes corresponding to E = ET and E = EL
sup
x ,y∈RN
 [PE,ytj ,tj+1 −QE,ytj ,tj+1 ] uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C (tj+1 − tj ) (l+1)/2. (4.2.3)
Moreover, the rst two derivatives of uy are bounded:
sup
(t ,y)∈[0,T ]×RN
uy (t , ·)2,∞ ≤ C . (4.2.4)
2. If f is Lipschitz, then
sup
x ,y∈RN
 [Pytj ,tj+1 −Qytj ,tj+1 ] uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C l+1∑
r=l
(T − tj+1)−r/2 (tj+1 − tj ) (r+1)/2. (4.2.5)
In addition, the rst derivative of uy is bounded
sup
(t ,x ,y)∈[0,T ]×RN×RN
∇uy (t ,x ) ≤ C (4.2.6)
and we have the estimate on the rst two derivatives:
sup
y∈RN
uy (t , ·)2,∞ ≤ C (T − t )−m/2. (4.2.7)
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Finally, for both schemes corresponding to E = EL and E = ET ,
sup
x ,y∈RN
 [Pys,t −QE,ys,t ] f (x ) ≤ C ‖ f ‖Lip |t − s |1/2. (4.2.8)
Proof. We think of
(
X
t ,x ,y
s
)
s∈[t ,T ] and
(
EX
t ,x ,y
s
)
s∈[t ,T ] as the solutions of the SDEs with
coecients
Vˆi (s, z,y) := Vi (z,Eφi (X 0,ys )),
EVˆi (s, z,y) := Vi (z,Eys (φi )) i = 0, . . . ,d,
respectively. We think of
{
Vˆi (t , ·,y), EVˆi (t , ·,y) : i = 0, . . . ,d
}
as vector elds on RN de-
pending on time t ∈ [0,T ] and the parameter y ∈ RN . In the proof of Lemma 4.2.2, we
explained that Vˆ0(·, ·,y), . . . , Vˆd (·, ·,y) ∈ C∞b ([0,T ] × RN ;RN ) with all bounds uniform
in y. The same is true of the functions EVˆ0(·, ·,y), . . . ,E Vˆd (·, ·,y). To see this, we note
that for the both schemes, the map s 7→ Eys (φi ) is a polynomial, therefore smooth with
bounded derivatives on [0,T ].
We use the notation Vˆ[α] and EVˆ[α] for iterated Lie brackets of the vector elds
introduced in Section 3.1. Then, we note that for all (s, z,y) ∈ [0,T ] × RN × RN and
α ∈ A≥1,
〈Vˆ[α](s, z,y), ξ 〉2 ≥ inf
x ′∈R〈V[α](z,x
′), ξ 〉2,
so that
inf
(s,z,y)∈[0,T ]×RN×RN
〈Vˆ[α](s, z,y), ξ 〉2 ≥ inf
(z,x ′)∈RN×R
〈V[α](z,x′), ξ 〉2.
Hence, under the uniform strong Hörmander condition (A1),
inf
(s,z,y)∈[0,T ]×RN×RN
∑
α∈A≥1 (m)
〈Vˆ[α](s, z,y), ξ 〉2 ≥ δ |ξ |2,
so the vector elds {Vˆi : i = 1, . . .d } satisfy a uniform strong Hörmander condition.
Exactly the same holds true for the vector elds {EVˆi : i = 1, . . .d }. This uniform strong
Hörmander condition is stronger than the IUFG condition, hence, we have the results of
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Section 3.2.1 available to us, subject to slight modication since the coecients in the
current setting also depend on a parameter.
Now, for f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), by dierentiating under the expectation and using the
moment bounds on ∂ηxX
t ,x ,y
s contained in (4.2.2) we see that for all multi-indices η on
{1, . . . ,N } with length at least one,
sup
x ,y∈RN
∂ηxuy (t ,x ) < ∞,
so (4.2.4) holds. Now, recall the one-step cubature error for SDEs with time-dependent
coecients contained in (3.5.7). We use the notation ˜ˆVi in the same way as it was intro-
duced in Section 3.1. Following (3.5.7), to show that (4.2.3) holds, it is enough to show
that for all β ∈ A1,
sup
x ,y∈RN
˜ˆVβuy (t ,x ) < ∞.
This again follows from the boundedness of derivatives ofuy (t , ·) and Vˆi (t , ·,y) uniformly
in y.
For f Lipschitz, the bound in (4.2.5) is a combination of the one-step cubature
error 3.5.7 and the derivative estimate in (3.4.2) adapted to the case where coecients
also depend on a parameter. The estimate (4.2.6) comes from Corollary 3.2.6 adapted to
the case where coecients also depend on a parameter.
Finally, when f is Lipschitz,
 [Pys,t −QE,ys,t ] f (x ) = E [ f (X s,x ,yt )] − EQ [ f (EX s,x ,yt )] 
≤ E [ f (X s,x ,yt )] − f (x ) + EQ [ f (EX s,x ,yt )] − f (x )
≤ ‖ f ‖Lip
(
E
X s,x ,yt − x  + EQ EX s,x ,yt − x )
That E X s,x ,yt − x  ≤ C |t − s |1/2 is a standard result for SDEs with bounded coecients.
For the other term,
EQ
EX s,x ,yt − x  = NCub∑
i=1
λi
EX s,x ,y,it − x  .
where EX s,x ,y,it is the solution of the ODE along the i-th cubature path. Then, we have
EQ
EX s,x ,yt − x  ≤ C |t − s |,
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due to a standard estimate on the solution of an ODE with bounded coecients. 
Before we discuss how accurate the polynomial approximations are, we need a
lemma on the modied Kusuoka partition, analogous to Lemma 3.5.1.
Lemma 4.2.4. For the partition Πγ ,rn ,
1
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k ) ≤ C n−r (4.2.9)
and for a > b ≥ 0,
n−2∑
j=0
(tj+1 − tj )a (T − tj+1)−b ≤ C n−(a−1) if γ > a−1a−b . (4.2.10)
Proof. In the case j < r then one of the terms in the product is t1, so
1
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k ) = 1
j!
j−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k )
≤ 1
j!
j−1∏
k=0
(k + 1)T n−r/j
= T j n−r .
In the case j ≥ r , the product is over r intervals and each interval tj+1−tj−k ≤ C (k+1)/n,
so
1
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k ) = 1
r !
r−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k )
≤ 1
r !
r−1∏
k=0
C (k + 1)/n
= Cr+1 n−r .
Now considering the sum ∑n−2j=0 (tj+1 − tj )a (T − tj+1)−b , we split it into two parts: when
0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, tj+1 − tj = Tn−r/(j+1) ≤ C n−1 andT − tj+1 ≥ T
(
1 − rn−1
)
≥ T /2, using that
r ≤ n/2. So,
r−1∑
j=0
(tj+1 − tj )a (T − tj+1)−b ≤ C r n−a (T /2)−b ≤ C n−a (4.2.11)
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For r ≤ j ≤ n − 2, the same analysis as in Lemma 3.5.1 gives
tj+1 − tj ≤ C 1
n
(
1 − j + 1
n − r
)γ−1
,
By denition,
T − tj+1 = (T − tr )
(
1 − j + 1
n − r
)γ
,
The proof then follows as in Lemma 3.5.1 to give
n−2∑
j=r
(tj+1 − tj )a (T − tj+1)−b ≤ C r n−a (T /2)−b ≤ C (n − r )−(a−1) if γ > a−1a−b .
We then note that 1
n − r =
1
n
.
n
n − r and, using that r ≤ n/2, we nd that
1
n − r ≤
2
n
.
Combining this with (4.2.11) gives the result. 
Lemma 4.2.5 (Polynomial approximations). For the Taylor approximation:
sup
s∈[tj ,tj+1]
Eφi (X 0,ys ) − ET ,ys (φi ) ≤ C{(tj+1 − tj )q+1
+
d∑
i=0
∑
ψ∈Ci0
(QET ,y,Πntj − Py0,tj )ψ (y)
}
.
(4.2.12)
For the Lagrange interpolation method:
sup
s∈[tj ,tj+1]
Eφi (X 0,ys ) − EL,ys (φi ) ≤ C { 1(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k )
+
(r∧j )−1∑
k=0
(QET ,y,Πntj−k − Py0,tj−k ) φi 
} (4.2.13)
Proof. Taylor method: Now we recall, for the Taylor method with s ∈ [tj , tj+1],
E
T ,y
s (φi ) :=
q∑
k=0
1
k! (T
Q
tj
)k (Eφi (X
0,y )) (s − tj )k .
We will estimate Eφi (X 0,ys ) − ET ,ys (φi ), the error due to Eys (φi ), by splitting it into
Eφi (X 0,ys ) − ET ,ys (φi ) ≤ Eφi (X 0,ys ) − Êys (φi ) + Êys (φi ) − ET ,ys (φi ) , (4.2.14)
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where
Ê
y
s (φi ) :=
q∑
k=0
1
k! (Ttj )
k (Eφi (X
0,y )) (s − tj )k , s ∈ [tj , tj+1)
is the truncated Taylor expansion of s 7→ Eφi (X 0,ys ) of order q around tj . It is straight-
forward that
Eφi (X 0,ys ) − Êys (φi ) ≤ C (s − tj )q+1,
and
Êys (φi ) − ET ,ys (φi ) ≤ q∑
k=0
1
k! (s − tj )
k  [(Ttj )k − (T Qtj )k ] (Eφi (X 0,y )) . (4.2.15)
Now, recall that T k (Eφi (X 0,x )) ∈ S¯, so it can be written as a sum of products of terms
of the form
Eд
(
X 0,xtj ,Eφ (X
0,x
tj
)
)
,
for some д ∈ C∞b (RN × R;R), and φ ∈ C∞b (RN ;R). For this type of term, the error in
replacing expectations under P with expectations under QΠn can be bounded by
Eд (X 0,xtj ,Eφ (X 0,xtj )) − EQΠn д (X 0,xtj ,EQΠnφ (X 0,xtj )) 
≤ Eφ (X 0,xtj ) − EQΠnφ (X 0,xtj ) + sup
z∈R
Eд (X 0,xtj , z) − EQΠn д (X 0,xtj , z) 
Due to the form of T k (Eφi (X 0,x )) ∈ S¯, the error
[
(Ttj )k − (T Qtj )k
]
(Eφi (X
0,y )) can be
decomposed as a sum of such errors for dierent functions д and φ. We dene Cik to be
the collection of these functions appearing in the expansion of T kφi . Then, the error
 [(Ttj )k − (T Qtj )k ] (Eφi (X 0,y ))
can be bounded by a constant multiple of
∑
ψ∈Cik
(EQΠn − E)ψ (X 0,ytj ) = ∑
ψ∈Cik
(QET ,y,Πntj − Py0,tj )ψ (y) .
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sup
s∈[tj ,tj+1]
Êys (φi ) − ET ,ys (φi ) ≤ C q∑
k=0
1
k! (tj+1 − tj )
k
d∑
i=0
∑
ψ∈Cik
(QET ,y,Πntj − Py0,tj )ψ (y) ,
and the largest term in the outer sum on the right hand side occurs when k = 0, so using
this, the estimate (4.2.14) becomes
sup
s∈[tj ,tj+1]
Eφi (X 0,ys ) − ET ,ys (φi ) ≤ C{(tj+1 − tj )q+1
+ q
d∑
i=0
∑
ψ∈Ci0
(QET ,y,Πntj − Py0,tj )ψ (y)
}
.
Lagrange method
Let z ∈ Ck+1([0,T ];R). Given some points x0, . . . ,xk , we denote by Lk[x1, . . . ,xk]
the Lagrange Interpolating Polynomial passing through the points (t0,x0) , . . . , (tr ,xr ).
The error in approximating z (t ) with the LIP Lk[z (t0), . . . , z (tk )] for any t ∈ [0,T ] is
z (t ) − Lk[z (t0), . . . , z (tk )](t ) = 1
(k + 1)! z
(k+1) (ξ )
k∏
j=0
(t − tj ) (4.2.16)
where ξ is some point in [0,T ].
We can writeLk[x1, . . . ,xk] in terms of the Lagrange basis polynomialsLj : [0,T ]→
R as
Lk[x1, . . . ,xk](t ) =
k∑
j=0
xj Lj (t ),
where
Lj (t ) =
k∏
i=1,i,j
t − ti
tj − ti
So,
Lk[x1, . . . ,xk](t ) − Lk[y1, . . . ,yk](t ) =
k∑
j=0
(xj − yj ) Lj (t ).
and, in particular,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Lk[x1, . . . ,xk](t ) − Lk[y1, . . . ,yk](t ) ≤ C (T ) k∑
j=0
xj − yj  . (4.2.17)
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Now, set z (s ) = E
[
φ (X
0,y
s )
]
. We describe the approximation of z: over the rst r−1
steps, we approximate z by interpolating as many of the points EQΠn
[
φ (X
0,y
tj
)
]
as we can.
After the rst r −1 steps we interpolate through the previous r values of EQΠn
[
φ (X
0,y
tj
)
]
.
More precisely, for a measure µ, either P or QΠn , set
z¯µ (t ) := L(j∧r )
[
Eµφ (X
0,y
tj+1−(j∧r ) ),E
µφ (X
0,y
tj+2−(j∧r ) ), . . . ,E
µφ (X
0,y
tj
)
]
(t ), t ∈ [tj , tj+1].
Note that z¯QΠn (t ) is a computable approximation of z (t ). We split the error z (t )− z¯QΠn (t )
into [
z (t ) − z¯P(t )
]
+
[
z¯P(t ) − z¯QΠn (t )
]
The rst term, we will be able to control using (4.2.16) and the second term we will be
able to control using (4.2.17). The result follows immediately.

4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1.3
Remark 4.3.1. For the Taylor method, our proof is essentially the same as that in [14],
when f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R). When f is Lipschitz, however, we split the local errors dierently.
In [14], the error is split into
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
−QE,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy =
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
− PE,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy +
[
P
E,y
tj ,tj+1
−QE,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy . (4.3.1)
The term
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
− PE,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy is then estimated in terms of the dierence of the generators
of the processes X and EX applied to uy , which in turn depends on an estimate on ∇2uy . In
the uniformly elliptic case with f Lipschitz, in [14], |∇2uy (t ,x ) | ≤ C (T − t )−1/2. However,
in the Hörmander case, |∇2uy (t ,x ) | ≤ C (T − t )−m/2, wherem is the order of the Hörmander
condition, which could be very large. Instead, here, we split the error into
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
−QE,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy =
[
Q
y
tj ,tj+1
−QE,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy +
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
−Qytj ,tj+1
]
uy . (4.3.2)
We control the term
[
Q
y
tj ,tj+1
−QE,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy using only the Lipschitz constant of uy which is
uniformly bounded in time.
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4.3.1 Smooth bounded terminal condition
We introduce the generator associated to the process X 0,y
Lys := V0(·,Eφ0(X 0,ys )) + 12
d∑
i=1
Vi (·,Eφi (X 0,ys ))2,
and note that uy (t ,x ) = Pyt ,T f (x ) solves the PDE(
∂t + Lyt
)
uy (t ,x ) = 0,
uy (T ,x ) = f (x ).
(4.3.3)
In the analysis of each scheme, we split the local error into
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
−QE,ytj ,tj+1
]
u (tj+1,x ) =
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
− PE,ytj ,tj+1
]
u (tj+1,x ) (4.3.4)
+
[
P
E,y
tj ,tj+1
−QE,ytj ,tj+1
]
u (tj+1,x ). (4.3.5)
Equation (4.3.4) is the error due to approximating the Eφi (X 0,yt ) by E
y
t (φi ), and (4.3.5) is
a one-step cubature error. Now,
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
− PE,ytj ,tj+1
]
u (tj+1,x ) = E
[
u (tj+1,X
tj ,x ,y
tj+1
) − u (tj+1,E X tj ,x ,ytj+1 )
]
= E
∫ tj+1
tj
(
Lys − LE,ys
)
u (s,E X
tj ,x ,y
s ) ds
Using the Lipschitz property of the coecients, we get
(Lys − LE,ys ) uy (s,E X tj ,x ,ys ) ≤ C ‖uy (s, ·)‖2,∞ d∑
i=0
Eφi (X 0,ys ) − Eys (φi ) .
Now, we recall from Lemma 4.2.3 that ‖uy (s, ·)‖2,∞ ≤ C when f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), so
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
− PE,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C
∫ tj+1
tj
d∑
i=0
Eφi (X 0,ys ) − Eys (φi ) ds (4.3.6)
Now, to control the right hand side above, we use Lemma 4.2.5 and we split the
proof depending on the individual scheme.
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Taylor Method
Using Lemma 4.2.5, for the Taylor method, (4.3.6) becomes
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
− PET ,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C (tj+1 − tj )
{
(tj+1 − tj )q+1
+
d∑
i=0
∑
ψ∈Ci0
(QET ,y,Πntj − Py0,tj )ψ (y)
}
.
(4.3.7)
Summing up the local errors, the global error is then given by
[
P
y
0,tn −Q
ET ,y,Πn
tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C
n−1∑
j=0
{
(tj+1 − tj )q+2
+ q(tj+1 − tj )
d∑
i=0
∑
ψ∈Ci0
(QET ,y,Πntj − Py0,tj )ψ (y) + (tj+1 − tj ) (l+1)/2
}
.
(4.3.8)
The above holds for any f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R). In particular, we can take f = ψ for anyψ ∈ Ci0
for i = 0, . . . ,d . Doing this and repeatedly applying the discrete Gronwall inequality,
[
P
y
0,tn −Q
E,y
0,tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C exp *.,q
n−1∑
j=0
(tj+1 − tj )+/-
×
n−1∑
j=0
{
(tj+1 − tj )q+2 + (tj+1 − tj ) (l+1)/2
}
.
(4.3.9)
Lagrange interpolation method
Using Lemma 4.2.5, for the Lagrange interpolation method, (4.3.6) becomes
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
− PEL ,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C (tj+1 − tj )
{
1
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k )
+
(r∧j )−1∑
k=0
(QET ,y,Πntj−k − Py0,tj−k ) φi 
}
.
(4.3.10)
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The global error is then given by
[
P
y
0,tn −Q
EL ,y
0,tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C
n−1∑
j=0
[
(tj+1 − tj )
{
1
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k )
+
(r∧j )−1∑
k=0
(QET ,y,Πntj−k − Py0,tj−k ) φi 
}
+ (tj+1 − tj ) (l+1)/2
]
.
(4.3.11)
Taking f = ψ for anyψ ∈ Ci0 for i = 0, . . . ,d and using discrete Gronwall inequality, we
obtain
[
P
y
0,tn −Q
EL ,y
0,tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C exp *.,r
n−1∑
j=0
(tj+1 − tj )+/-
×
n−1∑
j=0
{
(tj+1 − tj )
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k ) + (tj+1 − tj ) (l+1)/2
}
.
(4.3.12)
4.3.2 Lipschitz terminal condition,m = 1
In this case, the estimate we have on the rs two derivatives of uy is ‖uy (t , ·)‖∞ ≤ C (T −
t )−1/2. Using this estimate we get, similarly to (4.3.6),
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
− PE,ytj ,tj+1
]
uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C (T − tj+1)−1/2
∫ tj+1
tj
d∑
i=0
Eφi (X 0,ys ) − Eys (φi ) ds (4.3.13)
Taylor method
The same arguments as the previous section give the global error is
[
P
y
0,tn −Q
ET ,y,Πn
tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C
n−2∑
j=0
(T − tj+1)−1/2
{
(tj+1 − tj )q+2
+ (tj+1 − tj )
d∑
i=0
∑
ψ∈Ci0
(QET ,y,Πntj − Py0,tj )ψ (y) + (tj+1 − tj ) (l+1)/2
}
+
[
P
y
tn−1,tn −Q
ET ,y
tn−1,tn
]
f (x ).
(4.3.14)
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Since ψ ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), in particular it is Lipschitz. The above estimate holds for all Lip-
schitz f , so taking f = ψ ∈ Ci0, i = 0, . . . ,d and using the discrete Gronwall inequality,
we get
[
P
y
0,tn −Q
ET ,y,Πn
tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C exp *.,
n−2∑
j=0
(T − tj+1)−1/2(tj+1 − tj )+/-
×
n−2∑
j=0
(T − tj+1)−1/2
[
(tj+1 − tj )q+2 + (tj+1 − tj ) (l+3)/2
]
+
[
P
y
tn−1,tn −Q
ET ,y
tn−1,tn
]
f (x ).
(4.3.15)
Now, we recall that in this setting we use the Kusuoka partition Πγn with γ > l −1. Using
Lemma 3.5.1, we can see that ∑n−1j=0 (T − tj+1)−1/2(tj+1 − tj ) is bounded independently of
n. For the other two sums, we also use Lemma 3.5.1 and for the nal term we use (4.2.8)
to get [
P
y
0,tn −Q
ET ,y,Πn
tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C
(
n−(l−1)/2 + n−(q+1) + n−γ/2
)
.
Noting γ > l − 1 gives the result (4.1.8).
Lagrange interpolation method
The same arguments as the previous section give the global error is
[
P
y
0,tn −Q
EL ,y
0,tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C
n−2∑
j=0
(T − tj+1)−1/2
[
(tj+1 − tj )
{
1
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k )
+
(r∧j )−1∑
k=0
(QEL ,y,Πntj−k − Py0,tj−k ) φi 
}
+ (tj+1 − tj ) (l+1)/2
]
+
[
P
y
tn−1,tn −Q
EL ,y
tn−1,tn
]
f (x ).
(4.3.16)
Since φi ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), in particular it is Lipschitz. The above estimate holds for all
Lipschitz f , so taking f = φi , i = 0, . . . ,d and using the discrete Gronwall inequality,
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we get
[
P
y
0,tn −Q
EL ,y,Πn
tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C exp *.,r
n−2∑
j=0
(T − tj+1)−1/2(tj+1 − tj )+/-
×
n−2∑
j=0
(T − tj+1)−1/2

1
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k ) + (tj+1 − tj ) (l+3)/2

+
[
P
y
tn−1,tn −Q
EL ,y
tn−1,tn
]
f (x ).
(4.3.17)
Now, we recall that in this setting we use the Kusuoka partition Πγn with γ > l − 1. We
note
n−2∑
j=0
(T − tj+1)−1/2 1
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=0
(tj+1 − tj−k )
=
n−2∑
j=0
(T − tj+1)−1/2(tj+1 − tj ) ×

1
(r ∧ j )!
(r∧j )−1∏
k=1
(tj+1 − tj−k )

with the left hand term in the product above being bounded uniformly in n by Lemma
3.5.1 and the second term being less thann−(r−1) by Lemma 4.2.4. For the other two terms
in (4.3.17), we use Lemma 3.5.1 and (4.2.8) to get[
P
y
0,tn −Q
EL ,y,Π
γ ,r
n
tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C
(
n−(l−1)/2 + n−(r−1) + n−γ/2
)
.
Noting γ > l − 1 gives the result (4.1.10).
4.3.3 Lipschitz terminal condition,m ≥ 2
When f is Lipschitz andm ≥ 2, we split the local error into
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
−QE,y,Πntj ,tj+1
]
u (tj+1,x ) =
[
Q
y,Πn
tj ,tj+1
−QE,y,Πntj ,tj+1
]
u (tj+1,x ) (4.3.18)
+
[
P
y
tj ,tj+1
−Qy,Πntj ,tj+1
]
u (tj+1,x ). (4.3.19)
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Equation (4.3.18) is the error due to approximating the Eφi (X 0,yt ) by E
y
t (φi ), and (4.3.19)
is a one-step cubature error. For the term in (4.3.18), we note that
 [Qy,Πntj ,tj+1 −QE,y,Πntj ,tj+1 ] uy (tj+1,x ) =EQΠn uy (tj+1,X tj ,x ,ytj+1 ) − uy (tj+1,E X tj ,x ,ytj+1 ) 
≤ ‖∇uy (tj+1, ·)‖∞ EQΠn X tj ,x ,ytj+1 −E X tj ,x ,ytj+1  . (4.3.20)
Now, using the Lipschitz property of the coecients, we note that
EQΠn
X tj ,x ,ytj+1 −E X tj ,x ,ytj+1 
≤
NCub∑
k=1
λk
d∑
i=0
∫ tj+1
tj
Vi (X tj ,x ,ys (ωk ),Eφi (X 0,ys ) −Vi (EX tj ,x ,ys (ωk ),Es (φi )) dωik (tj , tj+1) (s ).
We recall the re-scaled path ωik (tj , tj+1) (s ) =
√
tj+1 − tj ωik
(
s−tj
tj+1−tj
)
, so that, under the
assumption that ωk is absolutely continuous,
sup
s∈[tj ,tj+1]
ω˙k (tj , tj+1) (s ) ≤ 1√tj+1 − tj sups∈[0,1] |ω˙k (s ) |.
So, there exists a constant C which depends on max
k=1,...,NCub
sup
s∈[0,1]
|ω˙k (s ) | such that
EQΠn
X tj ,x ,ytj+1 −E X tj ,x ,ytj+1 
≤C 1√
tj+1 − tj
d∑
i=0
∫ tj+1
tj
EQΠn
X tj ,x ,ys −E X tj ,x ,ys  + Eφi (X 0,ys ) − Es (φi ) ds .
Then, using Gronwall’s inequality, we have
EQΠn
X tj ,x ,ytj+1 −E X tj ,x ,ytj+1  ≤ C √tj+1 − tj sup
s∈[tj ,tj+1]
Eφi (X 0,ys ) − Es (φi )
Now, going back to (4.3.20), we have
 [Qy,Πntj ,tj+1 −QE,y,Πntj ,tj+1 ] uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C √tj+1 − tj sup
s∈[tj ,tj+1]
Eφi (X 0,ys ) − Es (φi ) . (4.3.21)
From this point on the arguments depend on the individual scheme.
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Taylor method
Using Lemma 4.2.5, (4.3.21) becomes
 [Qy,Πntj ,tj+1 −QET ,y,Πntj ,tj+1 ] uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C (tj+1 − tj )1/2
{
(tj+1 − tj )q+1
+
d∑
i=0
∑
ψ∈Ci0
(QET ,y,Πntj − Py0,tj )ψ (y)
}
.
(4.3.22)
Since ψ ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), we can use the global error from the last section for smooth
terminal conditions contained in (4.3.9) to obtain
 [Qy,Πntj ,tj+1 −QET ,y,Πntj ,tj+1 ] uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C (tj+1 − tj )1/2
{
(tj+1 − tj )q+1
+
j∑
i=0
[
(ti+1 − ti )q+2 + (ti+1 − ti ) (l+1)/2
] }
.
(4.3.23)
Now, we simply use that tj+1 − tj ≤ C/n to get:
 [Qy,Πntj ,tj+1 −QET ,y,Πntj ,tj+1 ] uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ Cn−1/2 {n−(q+1) + n {n−(q+2) + n−(l+1)/2}}
≤ C
(
n−(q+3/2) + n−l/2
) (4.3.24)
Combining with the local cubature errors and summing up, we get the global error:[
P
y
0,tn −Q
ET ,y,Πn
tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C
(
n−(q+1/2) + n−(l−2)/2
)
.
Lagrange interpolation method
Now, we only consider the modied Kusuoka partition Πγ ,rn . Using Lemma 4.2.4 and
Lemma 4.2.5, (4.3.21) becomes
 [Qytj ,tj+1 −QEL ,ytj ,tj+1 ] uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C (tj+1 − tj )1/2
n−r +
(r∧j )−1∑
k=0
(QEL ,y,Πntj−k − Py0,tj−k ) φi 
 .
(4.3.25)
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Using the local error for terminal conditions ψ ∈ C∞b (RN ;R) contained in (4.3.12), we
get
 [Qytj ,tj+1 −QEL ,ytj ,tj+1 ] uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ C (tj+1 − tj )1/2 n−r + r
j∑
i=0
{
n−r + (ti+1 − ti ) (l+1)/2
} .
(4.3.26)
Now, we simply use that tj+1 − tj ≤ C/n to get:
 [Qytj ,tj+1 −QEL ,ytj ,tj+1 ] uy (tj+1,x ) ≤ Cn−1/2 {n−r + rn {n−r + n−(l+1)/2}}
≤ C
(
n1−r + n−l/2
) (4.3.27)
Combining with the local cubature errors and summing up, we get the global error:[
P
y
0,tn −Q
EL ,y,Π
γ ,r
n
tn
]
f (x ) ≤ C
(
n2−r + n−(l−2)/2
)
.
4.4 Numerical Examples
We implement and compare both algorithms for a simple example. We consider the
following example with dimensions N = d = 1
Xxt = x +
∫ t
0
E
[
Xxs
]
ds + Bt ,
which has the explicit solution
Xxt = xe
t + Bt .
We choose the Lipschitz terminal function f (x ) = x+ := max{x , 0} and, by integrating
the Gaussian density, we can compute
E(Xxt )
+ =
√
tϕ
(
xet√
t
)
+ xet
(
1 − Φ
(
−xe
t
√
t
))
,
where ϕ and Φ are the density and cumulative distribution function, respectively, of a
standard Gaussian random variable. We use the cubature formula of degree 5 contained
in Lyons & Victoir [42]. We use a fourth order adaptive Runge-Kutta scheme to solve the
ODEs. We choose our parameters in order to achieve the optimal rate of convergence as
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given by Theorem 4.1.3. Since the coecients are uniformly elliptic, expect to be able
to achieve order 2 convergence with a cubature formula of degree 5. So, we only need
to choose q ≥ 1 and γ > 4 to achieve quadratic convergence in the Taylor method, and
r ≥ 3 in the Lagrange interpolation method. We choose the parameters (x ,T ,γ ,q, r ) =
(0.5, 10, 4.5, 2, 3) and the results are presented in Figure 4.1. We t a line to the last four
points on the log-log error plot and calculate its gradient as an estimate of the rate of
convergence. Both methods achieve the expected quadratic convergence rate.
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Figure 4.1: log-log error plot comparison between the Lagrange interpolation and Taylor
methods.
Now, we focus on the Lagrange interpolation method. We implement an example
where the coecients are not uniformly elliptic and N = 1, d = 2. The example we
choose is
Xxt = x +
∫ t
0
[2 + sin (EXxs )] Xxs ◦ dB1s + ∫ t
0
(
Xxs − 1
) ◦ dB2s ,
where the coecients are
V0 ≡ 0, V1(x ,x′) = x (2 + sin(x′)), V2(x ,x′) = x − 1, φ1(x ) = x , (x ,x′) ∈ R × R.
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We note that for a(x ) = x , b (x ) = x − 1, the Lie bracket [a,b](x ) = 1, so that
V[(1,2)](x ,x
′) = (2 + sin(x′))[a,b](x ) = 2 + sin(x′) > 0.
We therefore see that the coecients satisfy Assumption 4.1.2 (A1), the uniform strong
Hörmander condition, for m = 2. For m = 2, with a cubature formula of degree 5, we
expect to achieve a convergence rate of 3/2 according to Theorem 4.1.3. To do so, we
have to choose γ > 4 and r > 7/2. We choose the parameters (x ,T ,γ , r ) = (1, 1, 4.5, 4),
with the terminal function f (x ) = x+. We implement the cubature formula of degree
5 in dimension d = 2 from Lyons & Victoir [42]. In this case, the cubature measure is
supported on NCub = 13 paths. We could not nd an explicit solution, so we compare
the cubature approximation to a Monte Carlo approximation with Euler-Maruyama dis-
cretisation. The results are presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: log-log error plot for the Lagrange interpolation method in an example with
d = 2.
Finally, we focus on an example which highlights the dierence between the two
schemes. For the Taylor method, one needs to compute derivatives of {φi }di=0 to imple-
ment the scheme, but for the coupled method, this is not necessary. Although we do not
have any theoretical convergence result for the case when {φi }di=0 are not smooth, we can
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verify numerically whether the coupled method converges. We consider the following
example in dimension N = 1, d = 1
Xxt = x +
∫ t
0
E Xxs  ds + Bt ,
and we use the same terminal condition f (x ) = x+ and parameters
(x ,T ,γ , r ) = (−0.5, 1, 4.5, 4). We again use a cubature formula of degree 5. We were
unable to nd an explicit solution, so we compare our results to a Monte Carlo approxi-
mation with Euler-Maruyama discretisation and present them in Figure 4.3. We observe
that the algorithm converges satisfactorily.
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Figure 4.3: log-log error plot for the Lagrange interpolation method in an example with
non-smooth interaction.
4.5 Discussion & Future Work
In the uniformly elliptic case, by taking the parameters q and r , respectively, as large as
possible, we can recover the l−12 rate of convergence for the cubature on Wiener space
algorithm for regular SDEs. In the uniform strong Hörmander case, taking q and r ap-
propriately large, we get a rate of l−22 , losing 1/2 an order of convergence compared with
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the uniformly elliptic case. Our numerical examples suggest it may well be possible to
achieve a rate of l−12 .
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5.1 Introduction
The main object of study in this chapter is the McKean-Vlasov SDE
Xθt = θ +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
Vi
(
Xθs ,
[
Xθs
] )
dBis , (5.1.1)
with coecients V0, . . . ,Vd : RN × P2(RN ) → RN and initial condition θ ∈ L2(Ω). Here
and throughout, we denote by [ξ ] the law of a random variable ξ . The random variable
θ is assumed independent of the Brownian motion, B. Existence and uniqueness, along
with some useful estimates, was covered in Section 2.3.
In two recent papers [8, 13], the following PDE associated to a McKean-Vlasov
SDE has been introduced:
(∂t − L)U (t ,x , [θ]) = 0 for (t ,x , [θ]) ∈ (0,T ] × RN × P2(RN )
U (0,x , [θ]) = д(x , [θ]) for (x , [θ]) ∈ RN × P2(RN ),
(5.1.2)
where д : RN × P2(RN ) → R and the operator L acts on smooth enough functions
F : RN × P2(RN ) → RN by
LF (x , [θ]) =
N∑
i=1
V i0 (x , [θ]) ∂xiF (x , [θ]) +
1
2
N∑
i,j=1
[σσ>(x , [θ])]i,j ∂xi ∂x jF (x , [θ])
+ E

N∑
i=1
V i0 (θ , [θ]) ∂µF (x , [θ],θ )i +
1
2
N∑
i,j=1
[σσ>(θ , [θ])]i,j ∂vj ∂µF (x , [θ],θ )i
 .
The nal two terms involve derivatives in the measure variable as described in Section
2.6. In [8, 13], a Feynman-Kac representation for the classical solution of PDE (5.1.2)
is given in terms of a functional of Xθt and the solution of the following de-coupled
equation:
Xx ,[θ]t = x +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
Vi
(
Xx ,[θ]s ,
[
Xθs
] )
dBis . (5.1.3)
We say this equation is de-coupled as the law appearing in the coecients is
[
Xθs
]
, which
is not the law of Xx ,[θ]t , the solution to the equation itself. This equation is therefore not
a McKean-Vlasov SDE. For a function д : RN × P2(RN ) → R, it is shown in both papers
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(although under dierent conditions, as we explain in Section 5.1.2) that the function
U (t ,x , [θ]) := E
(
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,
[
Xθt
] ))
,
solves the PDE (5.1.2) when the coecients V0, . . . ,Vd and initial condition д are su-
ciently smooth. For parabolic PDEs on [0,T ] × RN it is well known from works such
as [23, 25] that under a non-degeneracy (uniform ellipticity or Hörmander) condition,
there exist classical solutions even when the initial condition is not dierentiable. In this
chapter, we explore to what extent the same is true for the PDE (5.1.2) under a uniform
ellipticity assumption. That is, we consider the question of whether the PDE (5.1.2) has
classical solutions when the initial condition д is not dierentiable.
For the stochastic ow (Xxt )t≥0 solving a classical SDE, the usual strategy to show
that u (t ,x ) := Eд(Xxt ) solves a PDE is to show, using the ow property of Xxt , that for
h > 0, u (t + h,x ) = Eu (t ,Xxh ) and then show that u is regular enough to apply Itô’s
formula to u (t ,Xxh ). Expanding this process using Itô’s formula and sending h → 0
along with continuity arguments shows that u does indeed solve the related PDE. For
McKean-Vlasov SDEs, the approach is similar. In this setting, to expand a function of not
only the process (Xx ,[θ]t )t≥0 (where we can use the usual Itô formula) but also the ow of
measures
(
[Xθt ]
)
t≥0, we require a chain rule. The chain rule we use was proved in [13].
Our main focus is therefore to provide conditions under which U is regular enough to
apply the Itô formula and this new chain rule.
In Example 5.5.1, we show that for a general Lipschitz continuous function д :
RN × P2(RN ) → R, we cannot expect (x , [θ]) 7→ E
(
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,
[
Xθt
] ))
to be dieren-
tiable (for a xed t > 0) even when the coecients in the equation for Xx ,[θ]t are smooth
and uniformly elliptic. We are, however, able to identify a class of non-smooth ini-
tial conditions for which we can develop integration by parts formulas and establish
sucient smoothness of the associated function U . For д in this class, we show that
(x , [θ]) 7→ E
(
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,
[
Xθt
] ))
is dierentiable by using Malliavin calculus. We explain
our results in detail in the next section.
5.1.1 Outline & Main Results
Our assumptions make use of the notation Ck,k
b,Lip(R
N × P2(RN );RN ), describing the
smoothness of the coecients, and Kqr (E,M ) denoting Kusuoka-Stroock functions in-
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troduced in Sections 2.6 and 2.8. In Section 5.2, we prove some results on the dieren-
tiability of Xx ,[θ]t with respect to the parameters (x , [θ]). In Proposition 5.2.1 we show
that whenV0, . . . ,Vd ∈ C1,1b,Lip(RN ×P2(RN );RN ), then ∂xXx ,[θ]t , ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v ) and the Malli-
avin derivative DXx ,[θ]t exist and satisfy linear equations. In the rest of the section, we
then study the solutions to a general linear SDE depending on parameters x ∈ RN and
[θ] ∈ P2(RN ) and the dierentiability of solutions with respect to these parameters.
The main result of Section 5.3 is Theorem 5.3.1, which says that if V0, . . . ,Vd ∈
Ck,k
b,Lip
(RN × P2(RN );RN ), then (t ,x , [θ]) 7→ Xx ,[θ]t ∈ K10 (RN ,k ). This uses results from
the previous section. We then introduce the uniform ellipticity assumption (UE) in As-
sumption 5.3.2, which we use throughout the rest of the chapter. The rest of the section
details some corollaries, in which we analyse other processes which later play the role
of Malliavin weights in integration by parts formulas. We show which Kusuoka-Stroock
classes these processes are contained in.
With the main technical results complete, in Section 5.4 we develop integration by
parts formulas for derivatives of (x , [θ]) 7→ Ef (Xx ,[θ]t ) under (UE) and the assumption
that V0, . . . ,Vd ∈ Ck,kb,Lip(RN × P2(RN );RN ). We do this separately for derivatives with
respect to x and with respect to µ. For derivatives with respect to x , the main result of
the sections is
Theorem 5.4.4. For f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Ψ ∈ Kqr (R,n) and |α | + |β | ≤ [n ∧ (k − 2)],
∂αx E[(∂β f ) (X
x ,[θ]
t ) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])] = t
−( |α |+|β |)/2 E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) I
3
α
(
I 2β (Ψ)
)
(t ,x , [θ])],
where I 3α
(
I 2β (Ψ)
)
∈ Kq+2|α |+3|β |r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − |α | − |β |) and is dened in Section 5.4.1.
Similarly, for derivatives with respect to µ, the main result is
Theorem 5.4.7. For f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Ψ ∈ Kqr (R,n) and |α | + |β | ≤ [n ∧ (k − 2)],
∂
β
µ E[(∂α f ) (Xx ,[θ]t ) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])](v ) = E[f (X
x ,[θ]
t ) I3β
(
I 2α (Ψ)
)
(t ,x , [θ],v )],
where I3α
(
I 2β (Ψ)
)
∈ Kq+4|α |+3|β |r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)]− |α | − |β |) and is dened in Section 5.4.2.
In Section 5.4.3, we then consider integration by parts formulas for derivatives of
the function x 7→ Ef (Xx ,δxt ).
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In Section 5.5, we return our attention to the PDE (5.1.2). We introduce the class
(IC) of non-dierentiable initial conditions д for which we are able to prove (x , [θ]) 7→
E
(
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,
[
Xθt
] ))
is dierentiable. We do this by extending the integration by parts
formulas of Section 5.4 to cover this class. Then, for д in this class and assuming uni-
form ellipticity, and the coecients V0, . . . ,Vd ∈ C3,3b,Lip (RN × P2(RN );RN ) (and possibly
bounded depending on the exact form of д) we are able to prove the following theorem
on existence and uniqueness of solutions to the PDE (5.1.2).
Theorem 5.5.7. U (t ,x , [θ]) := E
(
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,
[
Xθt
] ))
is a classical solution of the PDE
(5.1.2). Moreover, U is unique among all of the classical solutions satisfying the poly-
nomial growth condition |U (t ,x , [θ]) | ≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)q for some q > 0 and all
(t ,x , [θ]) ∈ [0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ).
Finally, in Section 5.6, we apply the integration by parts formulae to the study of
the density functions of the random variablesXx ,[θ]t ,X
x ,δx
t andX
θ
t respectively. We study
the smoothness of these functions and obtain estimates on their derivatives.
5.1.2 Comparison with other works
As mentioned previously, the PDE (5.1.2) is studied in [8] and [13]. Let us explain the
relationship between the results in those works and the results in this chapter. First,
the densities of Xx ,[θ]t , X
θ
t and X
x ,δx
t are not studied in either of these papers. The rst
similarity in [8] is that the authors prove that derivatives of (x , [θ]) 7→ Xx ,[θ]t exist up
to second order. We also prove this as part of Theorem 5.3.1, although we extend this
to derivatives of any order. In [8], the hypotheses on the continuity and dierentiability
of the coecients are the same as ours. The authors then consider initial conditions
д : RN × P2(RN ) → RN for which the derivatives up to second order exist and are
bounded, which they use to prove regularity of U . Since д is suciently smooth, they
do not need to impose any non-degeneracy condition on the coecients. In this sense,
their results are complementary to ours.
The paper [13] has a completely dierent scope. The authors are interested in
a nonlinear PDE on [0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ), called the master equation in reference to
the theory of mean-eld games. The PDE we consider is a special case of this. Their
strategy for proving regularity of U is also dierent. In their setting, the authors prove
that derivatives of the lifted ow RN × L2(Ω) 3 (x ,θ ) 7→ Xx ,[θ]t exist up to second order
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(with derivatives in the variable θ being Fréchet derivatives) where Xx ,[θ]t is the forward
component in a coupled forward-backward system. They use this result, along with
sucient smoothness of д, to prove that the lifted function U˜ is suciently regular in
the Fréchet sense. They then prove a result which allows them to recover regularity of
the second order derivatives ofU from properties of the second order Fréchet derivatives
of U˜ .
Using their strategy, the authors of [13] are able to impose hypotheses which only
involve conditions on derivatives of the coecients ∂µVi (x , [θ],v ) evaluated at v = θ ∈
L2(Ω). Their assumptions are stated in terms of a functional Φα , for a parameter α ≥ 0:
Φα (θ ,θ
′) := E
[(
1 + |θ |2α + |θ ′|2α + ‖θ ‖2α2
)
|θ − θ ′|2
]1/2
, θ ∼ θ ′.
For example, instead of Lipschitz condition on the rst derivative of the coecients in
the measure variable, they impose that
|∂µVi (x , [θ],θ ) − ∂µVi (x′, [θ ′],θ ′) | ≤ C ( |x − x′| + Φα (θ ,θ ′)) .
This is in contrast to our assumptions which impose conditions on ∂µVi (x , [θ],v ) for all
(x , [θ],v ) ∈ RN × P2(RN ) × RN .
5.1.3 Notation
In addition to the probability space
(
Ω,F ,F = {Ft }t∈[0,T ],P
)
introduced in Section 2.1,
we will also make use of other probability spaces (Ω˜, F˜ , P˜) and (Ω̂, F̂ , P̂) when per-
forming the lifting operation associated with the Lions derivative. We assume that these
satisfy the same conditions as (Ω,F ,P). We denote the Lp norm on each of these spaces
by ‖ · ‖p unless we want to emphasise which space we are working on, in which case we
use ‖ · ‖Lp (Ω˜) etc. We use | · | to denote the Euclidean norm. Throughout we denote by
α and β multi-indices on {1, . . . ,N } including the empty multi-index. We denote by IdN
the N × N identity matrix.
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5.2 Regularity of Solutions
This section contains some basic results about solutions of the equations involved, their
integrability and their dierentiability with respect to parameters. Existence and unique-
ness of solutions to (5.1.3) is covered in Section 2.3.
Proposition 5.2.1 (First-order derivatives). Suppose that
V0, . . . ,Vd ∈ C1,1b,Lip(RN × P2(RN );RN ). Then the following hold:
(a) There is a modication of Xx ,[θ] such that, for all t ∈ [0,T ], the map x 7→ Xx ,θt is
P-a.s. dierentiable. We denote the derivative ∂xXx ,[θ] and note that it solves the
following SDE
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t = IdN +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
∂Vi
(
Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ]
)
∂xX
x ,[θ]
s dB
i
s . (5.2.1)
(b) For all t ∈ [0,T ], the maps θ 7→ Xθt and θ 7→ Xx ,[θ]t are Fréchet dierentiable in
L2(Ω), i.e. there exists a linear continuous map DXθt : L2(Ω) → L2(Ω) such that for
all γ ∈ L2(Ω),
‖Xθ+γt − Xθt − DXθt (γ )‖2 = o(‖γ ‖2) as ‖γ ‖2 → 0,
and similarly for Xx ,[θ]t . These processes satisfy the following stochastic dierential
equations
DXx ,[θ]t (γ ) =
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
[
∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ]) DX
x ,[θ]
s (γ ) + DV˜i (X
x ,[θ]
s ,X
θ
s ) (DX
θ
s (γ ))
]
dBis ,
(5.2.2)
DXθt (γ ) = γ +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
[
∂Vi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ]) DXθs (γ ) + DV˜i (Xθs ,Xθs ) (DXθs (γ ))
]
dBis .
(5.2.3)
where we denote by V˜i the lifting of Vi to a function on RN × L2(Ω). Moreover, for
each x ∈ RN , t ∈ [0,T ], the map P2(RN ) 3 [θ] 7→ Xx ,[θ]t ∈ Lp (Ω) is dierentiable
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for all p ≥ 1. So, ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v ) exists and it satises the following equation
∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (v ) =
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ]) ∂µX
x ,[θ]
s (v )
+ E˜
[
∂µVi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ], X˜
v,[θ]
s ) ∂xX˜
v,[θ]
s
]
+ E˜
[
∂µVi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s ) U˜ θ˜s (v )
] }
dBis
(5.2.4)
where X˜ θ˜s is copy of X
θ
s on the probability space (Ω˜, F˜ , P˜) driven by the Brownian
motion B˜ and with initial condition θ˜ . Similarly, ∂xX˜
v,[θ]
s is a copy of ∂xX
v,[θ]
s driven
by the Brownian motion B˜ and U˜ θ˜s (v ) is a copy ofU
θ
t (v ), which satises
U θt (v ) =
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂Vi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ])U θs (v ) + E˜
[
∂µVi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ], X˜
v,[θ]
s ) ∂xX˜
v,[θ]
s
]
+ E˜
[
∂µVi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s ) U˜ θ˜s (v )
] }
dBis
(5.2.5)
Finally, the following representation holds for all γ ∈ L2(Ω):
DXx ,[θ]t (γ ) = E˜
[
∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (θ˜ ) γ˜
]
. (5.2.6)
(c) For all t ∈ [0,T ], Xx ,[θ]t ,Xθt ∈ D1,∞. Moreover, DrXx ,[θ] =
(
Djr (Xx ,[θ])i
)
1≤i≤N
1≤j≤d
satis-
es, for 0 ≤ r ≤ t
DrX
x ,[θ]
t = σ (X
x ,[θ]
r , [Xθr ]) +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
r
∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ]) DrX
x ,[θ]
s dB
i
s (5.2.7)
where σ (z, µ ) is the N × d matrix with columns V1(z, µ ), . . . ,Vd (z, µ ).
Proof. (a) Recalling again thatXx ,[θ] satises a classical SDE with time-dependent co-
ecients, it follows from [32] Theorem 4.6.5 there exists a modication of Xx ,[θ]t
which is continuously dierentiable in x , and the rst derivative satises equation
(5.2.1).
(b) To show that the map θ 7→ Xθt is Fréchet dierentiable, we follow the proof in [13].
We consider again the Picard approximation introduced in the proof of Proposition
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2.3.1. It is easy to prove by induction that for each n ≥ 1, θ 7→ Xθ ,nt is Gâteaux
dierentiable with derivative DXθ ,nt (γ ) in the direction γ ∈ L2(Ω) which satises
DXθ ,nt (γ ) = γ +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂Vi (X
θ ,n
s , [Xθ ,n−1s ]) DX
θ ,n
t (γ )
+ DV˜i (X
θ ,n
s ,X
θ ,n−1
s ) (DX
θ ,n−1
s (γ ))
}
dBis .
(5.2.8)
So, dening N θ ,nt (γ ) := DX
θ ,n+1
t (γ ) −DXθ ,nt (γ ), we see that, N θ ,n (γ ) can be written
N θ ,nt (γ ) =
∑d
i=0
∫ t
0 M
i,θ ,n
s (γ ) dB
i
s where
Mi,θ ,ns (γ ) =∂Vi (X
θ ,n+1
s , [Xθ ,ns ]) DX
θ ,n+1
t (γ ) − ∂Vi (Xθ ,ns , [Xθ ,n−1s ]) DXθ ,nt (γ )
+ DV˜i (X
θ ,n+1
s ,X
θ ,n
s ) (DX
θ ,n
s (γ )) − DV˜i (Xθ ,ns ,Xθ ,n−1s ) (DXθ ,n−1s (γ )).
Now, we use the Lipschitz property of ∂Vi and its boundedness to as well as the
inequality (see Remark 2.6.3)
DV˜i (x ,θ ) (γ ) − DV˜i (x′,θ ′) (γ ′) ≤ C [‖γ ‖2 ( |x − x′| + ‖θ − θ ′‖2) + ‖γ − γ ′‖2] ,
to get
|Mi,θ ,ns (γ ) | ≤ C
(
|N θ ,ns (γ ) | + ‖N θ ,n−1s (γ )‖2
)
+C
(Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns  + Xθ ,ns − Xθ ,n−1s 2) (DXθ ,n−1s (γ ) + ‖DXθ ,n−1s (γ )‖2) .
(5.2.9)
Alternatively, instead of using the Lipschitz properties of ∂Vi and DV˜i , we use only
that they are bounded, we get
|Mi,θs (γ ) | ≤ C
(
|N θ ,ns (γ ) | + ‖N θ ,n−1s (γ )‖2 + DXθ ,n−1s (γ ) + ‖DXθ ,n−1s (γ )‖2) .
Combining this with (5.2.9) by taking the smaller of the two, we get
|Mi,θ ,ns (γ ) | ≤ C
(
|N θ ,ns (γ ) | + ‖N θ ,n−1s (γ )‖2
)
+C
(
1 ∧
(Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns  + Xθ ,ns − Xθ ,n−1s 2)) (DXθ ,n−1s (γ ) + ‖DXθ ,n−1s (γ )‖2) .
(5.2.10)
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Recalling that N θ ,n (γ ) satises N θ ,nt (γ ) =
∑d
i=0
∫ t
0 M
i,θ ,n
s (γ ) dB
i
s , we obtain,
E
 sups∈[0,T ] N θ ,ns (γ )2
 ≤ C
∫ T
0
{ N θ ,ns (γ )22 + N θ ,n−1s (γ )22
+ E
[(
1 ∧ Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 2) DXθ ,n−1s (γ )2]
+
(Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 22 + Xθ ,ns − Xθ ,n−1s 22) ‖DXθ ,n−1s (γ )‖22
}
.
(5.2.11)
We note that sup
n≥1
sup
s∈[0,T ]
‖DXθ ,n−1s (γ )‖2 ≤ C ‖γ ‖2, so that applying Gronwall’s in-
equality to (5.2.11), we have
E
 sups∈[0,T ] N θ ,ns (γ )2
 ≤ C
{
E
 sups∈[0,T ] N θ ,n−1s (γ )2

+ E
[(
1 ∧ Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 2) DXθ ,n−1s (γ )2]
+
(Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 22 + Xθ ,ns − Xθ ,n−1s 22) ‖γ ‖22
}
ds .
(5.2.12)
The nal term on the right hand side above goes to zero as n → ∞ by convergence
of the Picard scheme. We focus on the second term on the right hand side above.
First by conditioning on F0 and then using the conditional Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality we have
E
[(
1 ∧ Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 2) DXθ ,n−1s (γ )2]
=E
{
E
[ (
1 ∧ Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 2) DXθ ,n−1s (γ )2F0]}
≤ E
{
E
[ (
1 ∧ Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 4) F0]1/2 E [ DXθ ,n−1s (γ )4F0]1/2
}
.
Now, we note that for all p ≥ 1,
sup
n≥1
sup
s∈[0,T ]
E
[ DXθ ,n−1s (γ )p F0] ≤ C (|γ |p + ‖γ ‖p2 )
so, the following inequality holds P-a.s.
E
[ (
1 ∧ Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 4) F0]1/2 E [ DXθ ,n−1s (γ )4F0]1/2 ≤ C (|γ |2 + ‖γ ‖22 )
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and since the term on the right hand side above is in L1(Ω), the sequence of ran-
dom variables
{
E
[ (
1 ∧ Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 4) F0]1/2 E [ DXθ ,n−1s (γ )4F0]1/2 : n ≥ 1
}
is uniformly integrable. We also note that E
[ DXθ ,n−1s (γ )4F0]1/2 is bounded in
L1(Ω) uniformly in n, so it suces to show that E
[ (
1 ∧ Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 4) F0]1/2
converges to 0 in L1(Ω) and therefore also in probability. The proof of conver-
gence of the Picard scheme, contained in Proposition 2.3.1, can be modied to see
that for all p ≥ 1
E
 sups∈[0,T ] Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns p F0
 ≤CT
n
n! E
 sups∈[0,T ] Xθ ,1s − Xθ ,0s p F0
 .
Then, using the linear growth of the coecients, E
[
sups∈[0,T ]
Xθ ,1s − Xθ ,0s p F0] ≤
C
(
‖γ ‖p2 + |γ |p
)
, so that indeed E
[ (
1 ∧ Xθ ,n+1s − Xθ ,ns 4) F0]1/2 converges to 0 in
L1(Ω) as n → ∞.
Now, we consider the Fréchet dierentiability of the map θ 7→ Xx ,[θ]t , and we dene
N x ,[θ]t (γ ) := X
x ,[θ+γ ]
t − Xx ,[θ]t − Zx ,[θ]t (γ ),
where Zx ,[θ](γ ) is dened as the solution of
Zx ,[θ]t (γ ) =
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
[
∂Vi
(
Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ]
)
Zx ,[θ]s (γ ) + DV˜i (X
x ,[θ]
s ,X
θ
s ) (Z
θ
s (γ ))
]
dBis .
A similar argument to the above shows that writing
N x ,[θ]t (γ ) =
∑d
i=0
∫ t
0 M
i,x ,[θ]
s (γ ) dB
i
s we have
|Mi,x ,[θ]s (γ ) | ≤ sup
v∈[0,1]
∂Vi (∆(x ,v ), [∆(v )]) (N x ,[θ]s (γ ) + Zx ,[θ]s (γ ))
+ DV˜i (∆(x ,v ), [∆(v )]) (N θs (γ ) + Zθs (γ ))
−
(
∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ])Zx ,θs (γ ) + DV˜i (Xθs , [Xθs ]) (Zθs (γ ))
)
where ∆(x ,v ) = vXx ,[θ+γ ]s + (1 − v )Xx ,[θ]. Now we make the following estimates
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for p ≥ 1,
E sup
s∈[0,T ]
 [∂Vi (∆(x ,v ), [∆(v )]) − ∂Vi (Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ])] Zx ,[θ]s (γ )p
≤C |v |p E sup
s∈[0,T ]
(Xx ,[θ+γ ]s − Xx ,[θ]s p + ‖Xθ+γs − Xθs ‖p2 ) Zx ,[θ]s (γ )p
≤C (T ) ‖γ ‖2p2 .
Here we have used the Lipschitz property of ∂Vi , Hölder’s inequality and the fact
that Xx ,[θ]s and Zx ,[θ]s (γ ) have moments of all orders. Now, we use that
|DV˜i (x ,θ ) (γ ) − DV˜i (x′,θ ′) (γ ) | ≤ C ‖γ ‖2 ( |x − x′| + ‖θ − θ ′‖2) ,
to get
E sup
s∈[0,T ]
DVi (∆(x ,v ), [∆(v )]) (Zθs (γ )) − DVi (Xθs , [Xθs ]) (Zθs (γ ))p
≤C |v |p E sup
s∈[0,T ]
(Xx ,[θ+γ ]s − Xx ,[θ]s p + ‖Xθ+γs − Xθs ‖p2 ) Zθs (γ ))p2
≤C ‖γ ‖2p2 ,
where we have used that, for all p ≥ 1,
sup
s∈[0,T ]
Zθs (γ )p2 + ‖Zx ,[θ](γ )‖SpT < C ‖γ ‖p2 .
Going back to the equation satised by N x ,θ (γ ) and using the above estimates, we
get
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
|N x ,[θ]t (γ ) |p ≤ C
∫ T
0
‖γ ‖2p2 + E sup
s∈[0,t]
|N x ,θs (γ ) |p + ‖N x ,θs (γ )‖p2 ds .
Applying Gronwall’s inequality, rst for p = 2, then for any p ≥ 1 gives
‖N x ,[θ](γ )‖SpT ≤ C ‖γ ‖
2p
2 . (5.2.13)
And so, θ 7→ Xx ,[θ]t is Gâteaux dierentiable with derivative DXx ,[θ]t (γ ) = Zx ,θt (γ ).
Again, we will derive a representation for DXx ,[θ]t (γ ) which will make clear the
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linearity and continuity of γ 7→ DXx ,[θ]t (γ ).
Now, we turn to equation (5.2.4), which is linear in the unknown, so it clearly
has a solution, although we have not justied that it is indeed ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v ). We
keep the notation ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v ) for the solution of equation (5.2.4) and we will now
show that this solution satises the dening property of ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v ), which is that
(5.2.6) holds. Since the equation for DXx ,[θ]t (γ ) involves DX
θ
t (γ ), we rst nd a
representation for the latter process. Going back to the equation (5.2.3) satised
by DXθt (γ ), we can re-write it in terms of ∂µVi instead of the Fréchet derivative of
the lifting V˜i , as follows
DXθt (γ ) = γ +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂Vi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ]) DXθs (γ )
+ E˜
[
∂µVi
(
Xθs , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s
)
DX˜ θ˜ (γ˜ )
] }
dBis .
(5.2.14)
Consider equation (5.2.5), satised by U θ (v ), evaluated at v = θ̂ and multiplied
by γ̂ with both random variables dened on a probability space (Ω̂, F̂ , P̂). Taking
expectation with respect to P̂, we get
Ê
[
U θt (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
=
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂Vi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ]) Ê
[
U θs (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
+ ÊE˜
[
∂µVi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ], X˜
θˆ ,[θ]
s )∂xX˜
θ̂ ,[θ]
s γ̂
]
+ E˜
[
∂µVi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s )Ê
[
U˜ θ˜s (θ̂ ) γ̂
] ] }
dBis
(5.2.15)
In the above equation, we are able to take γ̂ inside the Itô integral with no prob-
lem since it is dened on a separate probability space to the Brownian motion, B.
We are also able to interchange the order of the Itô integral and expectation with
respect to P̂ using a stochastic Fubini theorem (see for example [51, Theorem 65]).
Again, since (θ̂ , γ̂ ) live on a separate probability space,
ÊE˜
[
∂µVi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ], X˜
θˆ ,[θ]
s )∂xX˜
θ̂ ,[θ]
s γ̂
]
= E˜
[
∂µVi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s )∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s γ˜
]
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which we can replace in equation (5.2.15) to get:
Ê
[
U θt (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
=
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂Vi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ]) Ê
[
U θs (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
+ E˜
[
∂µVi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s )
(
∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s γ˜ + Ê
[
U˜ θ˜s (θ̂ ) γ̂
])] }
dBis
(5.2.16)
Now, taking equation (5.2.1), satised by ∂xXx ,[θ]t and evaluating at x = θ , mul-
tiplying by γ and adding to equation (5.2.15), we see that ∂xXθ ,[θ]t γ + Ê
[
U θt (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
satises
∂xX
θ ,[θ]
t γ + Ê
[
U θt (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
= γ +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ])
(
∂xX
θ ,[θ]
t γ + Ê
[
U θs (θ̂ ) γ̂
] )
+ E˜
[
∂µVi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s )
(
∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s γ˜ + Ê
[
U˜ θ˜s (θ̂ )γ̂
])] }
dBis
One can therefore see that the equation satised by ∂xXθ ,[θ]t γ + Ê
[
U θt (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
is the
same as equation (5.2.14) satised by DXθt (γ ), so by uniqueness they are equal.
This representation also makes clear the linearity and continuity of γ 7→ DXθt (γ ).
Now to show that (5.2.6) holds, we rst re-write equation (5.2.2) satised by
DXx ,[θ]t (γ ) in terms of ∂µVi instead of the Fréchet derivative of the lifting V˜i , as
follows:
DXx ,[θ]t (γ ) =
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ]) DX
x ,[θ]
s (γ )
+ E˜
[
∂µVi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s )DX˜ θ˜s (γ˜ )
] }
dBis .
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Then, replacing DX˜ θ˜s (γ˜ ) by the expression just obtained, we have
DXx ,[θ]t (γ ) =
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ]) DX
x ,[θ]
s (γ )
+ E˜
[
∂µVi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s )
(
∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s γ˜ + Ê
[
U˜ θ˜s (θ̂ )γ̂
])] }
dBis .
(5.2.17)
Now, considering equation (5.2.4), and evaluating at v = θ̂ , multiplying by γ̂ and
taking expectation with respect to P̂, we get
Ê
[
∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
=
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ]) Ê
[
∂µX
x ,[θ]
s (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
+ E˜
[
∂µVi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s )
(
∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s γ˜ + Ê
[
U˜ θ˜s (θ̂ )γ̂
])] }
dBis .
From this, we see that Ê
[
∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
satises the same equation as DXx ,[θ]t (γ )
given in (5.2.17). Hence, by denition ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v ) exists and satises equation
(5.2.4). This representation also makes clear the linearity and continuity of γ 7→
DXx ,[θ]t (γ ).
(c) Recall the Picard approximation dened in the proof of Proposition 2.3.1 on ex-
istence and uniqueness of solutions to the McKean-Vlasov SDE. For each n ≥ 1,
Xθ ,n is the solution of a classical SDE with time-dependent coecients, which are
dierentiable in space, with each derivative of the coecients being Lipschitz con-
tinuous. Therefore, by Nualart [49] Theorem 2.2.1 Xθ ,nt ∈ D1,∞ for all t ∈ [0,T ].
The form of the equation satised by DXθ ,nt is the same as (5.2.7). It is then easy
to show that ‖Xθ ,nt ‖D1,∞ < C (1 + ‖θ ‖2) uniformly in n. Now, since for all p ≥ 2,
‖Xθ ,nt − Xθt ‖p → 0 as n → ∞, by Nualart [49] Lemma 1.5.3, Xθt ∈ D1,∞. Simi-
larly,Xx ,[θ]t ∈ D1,∞ since it solves a classical SDE with time-dependent coecients.
The measure term in the coecients of the equation for Xx ,[θ]t is deterministic, so
Dr (X
x ,[θ]
t ) satises the usual equation for the Malliavin derivative of an SDE which
is precisely equation (5.2.7).

We have shown that rst order derivatives ofXx ,[θ]t exist, and would like to extend
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this to higher order derivatives. Since each type of derivative process satises a linear
equation, we will introduce a general linear equation and, rst, derive some a priori Lp
estimates on the solution. Then, we will show this linear equation is again dierentiable
under certain assumptions on the coecients.
Remark 5.2.2. 1. Below, we introduce a process Y x ,[θ](v ) depending on parameters
x ,v ∈ RN and [θ] ∈ P2(RN ). We will think of Y x ,[θ]t (v ) as representing deriva-
tives of the process Xx ,[θ]t , for example, ∂xX
x ,[θ]
t or ∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (v ). We will also show
that higher-order derivatives satisfy linear equations. In this case, the derivatives up
to order k w.r.t µ will depend on (v1, . . . ,vk ) ∈ (RN )k . Below, we restrict to v ∈ RN
for simplicity.
2. Note thatU θt (v ) = ∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (v )
x=θ , so we will also think of Y θ ,[θ]t (v ) := Y x ,[θ]t (v )x=θ
as representingU θt (v ).
Lemma 5.2.3. Let Y x ,[θ] solve the following SDE
Y x ,[θ]t (v ) = a0(t ,x , [θ],v ) +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
ai1(s,x , [θ],v ) Y
x ,[θ]
s (v ) + a
i
2(s,x , [θ],v )
+ E˜
[
ai3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ )Y˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s (v )
] }
dBis ,
(5.2.18)
where, for all i = 1, . . . ,d ,
a0,a
i
2 : Ω × [0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ) × RN → RN ,
ai1,a
i
3 : Ω × [0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ) × RN → RN×N ,
and we make the following boundedness assumptions
1. sup
x∈RN ,[θ]∈P2 (RN ),v∈RN
‖a0(·,x , [θ],v )‖SpT + ‖a2(·,x , [θ],v )‖SpT < ∞.
2. a1 and a3 are uniformly bounded.
We also assume that each of the above bounds holds for p = 2 when we replace x by θ in
each coecient. Then, we have the following estimate for C = C (p,T ,a1,a3)
Y x ,[θ](v )SpT ≤C
(
‖a0(·,x , [θ],v )‖SpT +T
1
2 ‖a2(·,x , [θ],v )‖SpT
)
+C
(
‖a0(·,θ , [θ],v )‖S2T +T
1
2 ‖a2(·,θ , [θ],v )‖S2T
)
.
(5.2.19)
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Moreover, we also get that the mapping
[0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ) × RN 3 (t ,x , [θ],v ) 7→ Y x ,[θ]t (v ) ∈ Lp (Ω)
is continuous under the following assumption: (t ,x , [θ],v ) 7→ ak (t ,x , [θ],v ) is continuous
in Lp (Ω) ∀p ≥ 1, k = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Proof. Wherever there is no confusion, we drop the arguments (t ,x , [θ],v ) to lighten
notation. First, to prove (5.2.19), we apply the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality to
Y θ ,[θ]t (v ) to get
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
Y θ ,[θ]t (v )2 ≤C{‖a0‖SpT +
∫ T
0
‖a1‖∞ E sup
s∈[0,t]
Y θ ,[θ]s (v )2 + *,E sups∈[0,t] |a2(s,θ , [θ],v ) |2+-
+ ‖a3‖∞ *,E sups∈[0,t] Y θ ,[θ]s (v )2+- dt
}
,
so by Gronwall’s inequality,
Y θ ,[θ](v )S2T ≤ C *,‖a0(·,θ , [θ],v )‖S2T +T 12 *,E sups∈[0,T ] |a2(s,θ , [θ],v ) |2+-+- .
Then, applying the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality to Y x ,[θ]t (v )
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
Y x ,[θ]t (v )p ≤C{‖a0‖SpT +
∫ T
0
‖a1‖∞ E sup
s∈[0,t]
Y x ,[θ]s (v )p + *,E sups∈[0,t] |a2(s,x , [θ],v ) |2+-
p/2
+ ‖a3‖∞ *,E sups∈[0,t] Y θ ,[θ]s (v )2+-
p/2
dt
}
So applying the Gronwall inequality and our estimate on Y θ ,[θ](v )S2T , we get (5.2.19).
Now, for a quantity G depending on (t ,x , [θ],v ) we introduce the notation
∆tG (x ,θ ,v ) := G (t ,x , [θ],v ) −G (t ′,x , [θ],v )
∆xG (t , [θ],v ) := G (t ,x , [θ],v ) −G (t ,x′, [θ],v )
∆θG (t ,x ,v ) := G (t ,x , [θ],v ) −G (t ,x , [θ ′],v )
∆vG (t ,x , [θ]) := G (t ,x , [θ],v ) −G (t ,x , [θ],v′).
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We can split the dierence Y x ,[θ]t − Y x
′,[θ ′]
t ′ into
Y x ,[θ]t (v ) − Y x
′,[θ ′]
t ′ (v
′) =
(
Y x ,[θ]t (v ) − Y x ,[θ]t ′ (v )
)
+
(
Y x ,[θ]t ′ (v ) − Y x
′,[θ]
t ′ (v )
)
+
(
Y x
′,[θ]
t ′ (v ) − Y x
′,[θ ′]
t ′ (v )
)
+
(
Y x
′,[θ ′]
t ′ (v ) − Y x
′,[θ ′]
t ′ (v
′)
= ∆tY
x ,[θ](v ) + ∆xY
θ
t ′ (v ) + ∆θY
x ′
t ′ (v ) + ∆vY
x ′,[θ ′]
t ′ ,
and consider each term individually. First,
∆tY
x ,[θ](v ) = ∆ta0(x , [θ],v ) +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
t ′
{
ai1(s,x , [θ],v ) Y
x ,[θ]
s (v ) + a
i
2(s,x , [θ],v )
+ E˜
[
ai3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ )Y˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s (v )
] }
dBis
The integrand is bounded in Lp (Ω) uniformly in time, so using the Burkholder-Davis-
Gundy inequality, we get
∆tY x ,[θ](v )p ≤ C (∆ta0(x , [θ],v ) + |t − t ′| 12 ) .
Using the continuity assumption on a0, we see that this goes to 0 as t → t ′. Second,
∆xY
θ
t (v ) = ∆xa0(t , [θ],v ) +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
ai1(s,x , [θ],v )∆xY
[θ]
s (v ) + Y
x ,[θ]
s (v )∆xa
i
1(s, [θ],v )
+ ∆xa
i
2(s, [θ],v ) + E˜
[
ai3(s,x , [θ],v )∆xY˜
[θ]
s (v ) + Y˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s (v )∆xa
i
3(s, [θ], θ˜ )
]
dBis
This is again a linear equation. The same argument used to obtain (5.2.19), except using
the Lp-norm instead of the SpT -norm, gives
∆xY θt (v )p ≤ C ‖∆xa0(t , [θ],v )‖p
+ sup
s∈[0,t]
E
(
Y x ,[θ]s (v )∆xa
i
1(s, [θ],v ) + ∆xai2(s, [θ],v ) + E˜
[
Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s (v )∆xa
i
3(s, [θ], θ˜ )
])p
.
Then, using Hölder’s inequality, the fact that Y x ,[θ]s (v ) is bounded in Lp (Ω) for all p ≥ 1
and the continuity assumptions on a1,a2,a3, we see that the above quantity goes to 0.
The arguments for ∆θY x
′
t ′ (v ) and ∆vY
x ′,[θ ′]
t ′ are almost identical. 
We apply this Lemma to the dierent derivative processes introduced in Proposi-
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tion 5.2.1 to obtain estimates on the rst order derivatives.
Corollary 5.2.4. Suppose that, V0, . . . ,Vd ∈ C1,1b,Lip(RN × P2(RN );RN ). Then there exists
a constant C > 0 such that
sup
x∈RN
sup
θ∈L2 (Ω)
‖∂xXx ,[θ]‖SpT ≤ C, (5.2.20)
sup
v∈RN
sup
θ∈L2 (Ω)
‖U θ (v )‖SpT ≤ CT
1
2 , (5.2.21)
sup
v∈RN
sup
x∈RN
sup
θ∈L2 (Ω)
‖∂µXx ,[θ](v )‖SpT ≤ CT
1
2 , (5.2.22)
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
 supr∈[0,T ]DrXx ,[θ]t

p
≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)p . (5.2.23)
If V0, . . . ,Vd are bounded, then the nal estimate can be strengthened to
sup
x∈RN
sup
θ∈L2 (Ω)
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
 supr∈[0,T ]DrXx ,[θ]t

p
≤ C . (5.2.24)
Proof. For each process, we identify the appropriate a0,a1,a2,a3 from equation (5.2.18)
and check the bounds on these processes. For ∂xXx ,[θ], we take a0 = IdN , ai1(s,x , [θ]) =
∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ]), a2 = a3 = 0 and since ∂Vi is uniformly bounded, we get (5.2.20).
For U θ (v ), we take a0 = 0, a1(s,θ , [θ],v ) = ∂Vi (Xθs , [Xθs ]),
a2(s,θ , [θ],v ) = E˜
[
∂µVi (X
θ
s , [Xθs ], X˜
v,[θ]
s )∂xX˜
v,[θ]
s
]
and a3(s,θ , [θ], θ˜ ) = ∂µVi (Xθs , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s ). Then, a1 is bounded, ‖a2‖2 ≤ C ‖X˜v,[θ]s ‖2 ≤ C
and ‖a3‖2 ≤ C .
For ∂µXx ,[θ](v ), we take a0 = a3 = 0, a1(s,x , [θ]) = ∂Vi (Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ]) and
a2(s,x , [θ]) = E˜
[
∂µVi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ], X˜ θ˜s )
(
∂xX˜
v,[θ]
s + U˜
[θ]
s (v )
)]
.
Then, a1 is bounded, ‖a2‖2 ≤ C (‖∂xXv,[θ]s ‖2 + ‖U θs (v )‖2) ≤ C .
For DrXx ,[θ], we take a0(s,x , [θ]) = σ (Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ]), ai1(s,x , [θ]) = ∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ]),
a2 = a3 = 0. By the linear growth property of σ , we get
σ (Xx ,[θ]. , [Xθ. ])SpT ≤ C (1 + ‖Xx ,[θ]‖SpT + ‖Xθ ‖SpT ) ≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2),
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which gives (5.2.23). If σ is bounded, we get (5.2.24). 
Now, we consider the dierentiability of the generic process Y x ,[θ](v ) satisfying a
linear equation under appropriate assumptions.
Proposition 5.2.5. Suppose that the process Y x ,[θ](v ) is as in Lemma 5.2.3, but it takes
values in R. In addition to the assumptions of Lemma 5.2.3, we introduce the following
dierentiability assumptions:
(a) For for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, all (s, [θ],v ) ∈ [0,T ] × P2(RN ) × RN and each p ≥ 1, RN 3
x 7→ ak (s,x , [θ],v ) ∈ Lp (Ω) is dierentiable.
(b) For for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, all (s, [θ],x ) ∈ [0,T ] × P2(RN ) × RN and each p ≥ 1, RN 3
v 7→ ak (s,x , [θ],v ) ∈ Lp (Ω) is dierentiable.
(c) For all (s,x ,v ) ∈ [0,T ] × RN × RN and, for all p ≥ 1, L2(Ω) 3 θ 7→ ak (s,x , [θ]) ∈
L2(Ω) is Fréchet dierentiable. Moreover, for k = 0, 1, 2, 3,
ak (s,x , [θ + γ ],v ) − ak (s,x , [θ],v ) − Dak (s,x ,θ ,v ) (γ )p = o(‖γ ‖2) (5.2.25)
(d) ak (s,x , [θ],v ) ∈ D1,∞ for k = 0, 1, 2, 3 and all (s,x , [θ],v ) ∈ [0,T ]×RN ×P2(RN )×
RN . Moreover, we assume the following estimates on the Malliavin derivatives hold.
sup
r∈[0,T ]
E sup
s∈[0,T ]
|Drak (s,x , [θ],v ) |p < ∞, k = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Then, for all t ∈ [0,T ] the following hold
1. Under assumption (a), x 7→ Y x ,[θ]t (v ) is dierentiable in Lp (Ω) for all p ≥ 1 and
∂xY
x ,[θ]
t (v ) := L
p − lim
h→0
1
|h | (Y
x+h,[θ]
t (v ) − Y x ,[θ]t (v )) satises
∂xY
x ,[θ]
t (v ) =∂xa0(t ,x , [θ],v )
+
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂xa
i
1(s,x , [θ],v ) Y
x ,[θ]
s (v ) + a
i
1(s,x , [θ],v ) ∂xY
x ,[θ]
s (v ) + ∂xa
i
2(s,x , [θ],v )
+ E˜
[
∂xa
i
3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ )Y˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s (v )
] }
dBis .
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2. Under assumption (b), v 7→ Y x ,[θ]t (v ) is dierentiable in Lp (Ω) for all p ≥ 1 and
∂vY
x ,[θ]
t (v ) := L
p − lim
h→0
1
|h |
(
Y x ,[θ]t (v + h) − Y x ,[θ]t (v )
)
satises
∂vY
x ,[θ]
t (v ) = ∂va0(t ,x , [θ],v )
+
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂va
i
1(s,x , [θ],v ) Y
x ,[θ]
s (v ) + a
i
1(s,x , [θ],v ) ∂vY
x ,[θ]
s (v )
+ ∂va
i
2(s,x , [θ],v ) + E˜
[
ai3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ )∂vY˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s (v )
] }
dBis .
3. Under assumption (a), (b) and (c), the maps θ 7→ Y θ ,[θ]t (v ) and θ 7→ Y x ,[θ]t (v ) are
Fréchet dierentiable for all v,x ∈ RN , so ∂µY x ,[θ]t (v ) exists and it satises
∂µY
x ,[θ]
t (v1,v2) = ∂µa0(t ,x , [θ],v1,v2)
+
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
∂µa
i
1(s,x , [θ],v1,v2) Y
x ,[θ]
s (v1) + a
i
1(s,x , [θ],v1) ∂µY
x ,[θ]
s (v1,v2)
+ ∂µa
i
2(s,x , [θ],v1,v2) + E˜
[
∂µa
i
3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ ,v2)Y˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s (v1)
]
+ E˜
[
∂va
i
3(s,x , [θ],v2)Y˜
v2,[θ]
s (v1)
]
+ E˜
[
ai3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ )∂µY˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s (v1,v2)
] }
dBis .
Moreover, we have the representation, for all γ ∈ L2(Ω),
D
(
Y θ ,[θ]t (v )
)
(γ ) =
(
∂xY
x ,[θ]
t (v )γ + Ê
[
∂µY
x ,[θ]
t (v, θ̂ ) γ̂
] ) x=θ .
4. Under assumption (e), Y x ,[θ]t ∈ D1,∞ and DrY x ,[θ] satises
DrY
x ,[θ]
t (v ) = Dra0(t ,x , [θ],v )
+
(
aj1(r ,x , [θ],v ) Y
x ,[θ]
r (v + a
j
2(r ,x , [θ],v ) + E˜
[
aj3(r ,x , [θ], θ˜ )Y˜
x ,[θ]
r (v )
] )
j=1,...,d
+
d∑
i=0
∫ t
r
{
Drai1(s,x , [θ],v ) Y
x ,[θ]
s (v ) + a
i
1(s,x , [θ],v ) DrY
x ,[θ]
s (v )
+ Drai2(s,x , [θ],v ) + E˜
[
Drai3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ )Y˜
x ,[θ]
s (v )
] }
dBis .
(5.2.26)
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Moreover, the following bound holds:
sup
r≤t
E
[
sup
r≤t≤T
DrY x ,[θ]t (v )p] ≤ C supr≤t E
[
sup
r≤t≤T
|Dra0(t ,x , [θ],v ) |p
]
+C sup
r≤t
E
[
sup
r≤t≤T
|Dra1(s,x , [θ],v ) |p
]
.
(5.2.27)
Proof. For simplicity, we consider the case d = 1 with the drift terms a01 = a02 = a03 = 0,
and without loss of generality, we can take the initial condition a0 = 0.
The proofs of items 1. and 2. are standard results on dierentiability of SDEs with
respect to a real parameter.
3. The arguments to show that the maps θ 7→ Y θ ,[θ]t (v ) and θ 7→ Y x ,[θ]t (v ) are Fréchet
dierentiable are essentially the same as those from Proposition 5.2.1 showing that
θ 7→ Xθ ,[θ](v ) and θ 7→ Xx ,[θ]t (v ) are Fréchet dierentiable, so we omit them.
Once we know these derivatives exist, it is fairly straightforward to see that they
satisfy the equations
D (Y θ ,[θ]t (v )) (γ ) =
∫ t
0
{
Da1(s,θ , [θ],v ) (γ )Y x ,[θ]s (v ) + ∂xa1(s,θ , [θ],v )γ Y θ ,[θ]s (v )
+ a1(s,θ , [θ],v )D (Y x ,[θ]s (v )) (γ ) + Da2(s,θ , [θ],v ) (γ ) + ∂xa2(s,θ , [θ],v ) γ
+ E˜
[
∂va3(s,θ , [θ], θ˜ ) γ˜ Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s (v )
]
+ E˜
[
∂xa3(s,θ , [θ], θ˜ ) γ˜ Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s (v )
]
+ E˜
[
Da3(s,θ , [θ], θ˜ ) (γ ) Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s (v ) + a3(s,θ , [θ], θ˜ )D (Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s (v )) (γ )
] }
dBs ,
(5.2.28)
and
D (Y x ,[θ]t (v )) (γ ) =
∫ t
0
{
Da1(s,x , [θ],v ) (γ )Y x ,[θ]s (v ) + a1(s,x , [θ],v )D (Y x ,[θ]s (v )) (γ )
+ Da2(s,x , [θ],v ) (γ ) + E˜
[
∂va3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ ) γ˜ Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s (v )
]
+ E˜
[
Da3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ ) (γ ) Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s (v ) + a3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ )D (Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s (v )) (γ )
] }
dBs .
(5.2.29)
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Now, taking the equation we claim is satised by ∂µY x ,[θ]t (v1,v2), evaluating at
v2 = θ̂ , multiplying by γ̂ , and taking expectation with respect to P̂, we get
Ê
[
∂µY
x ,[θ]
t (v1, θ̂ )γ̂
]
= Ê
[
∂µa0(t ,x , [θ],v1, θ̂ )γ̂
]
+
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
{
Ê
[
∂µa
i
1(s,x , [θ],v1, θ̂ )γ̂
]
Y x ,[θ]s (v1)
+ ai1(s,x , [θ],v1) Ê
[
∂µY
x ,[θ]
s (v1, θ̂ )γ̂
]
+ Ê
[
∂µa
i
2(s,x , [θ],v1, θ̂ )γ̂
]
+ E˜
[
Ê
[
∂µa
i
3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ , θ̂ )γ̂
]
Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s (v1)
]
+ ÊE˜
[
∂va
i
3(s,x , [θ], θ̂ )Y˜
θ̂ ,[θ]
s (v1)
]
+ E˜
[
ai3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ )∂µÊ
[
Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s (v1, θ̂ )γ̂
] ] }
dBis .
Then, we note that
ÊE˜
[
∂va
i
3(s,x , [θ], θ̂ )Y˜
θ̂ ,[θ]
s (v1)
]
= E˜
[
∂va
i
3(s,x , [θ], θ˜ )Y˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
s (v1)
]
,
so we can see that Ê
[
∂µY
x ,[θ]
t (v, θ̂ )γ̂
]
satises the same equation as D (Y x ,θt (v )) (γ ),
so by uniqueness, they are the same. Hence, this really is the equation satised by
∂µY
x ,[θ]
t (v1,v2).
Similarly, computing
(
∂xY
x ,[θ]
t (v )γ + Ê
[
∂µY
x ,[θ]
t (v, θ̂ ) γ̂
] ) x=θ , we can see that it
satises the same equation as D
(
Y θ ,[θ]t (v )
)
(γ ).
4. Equation (5.2.18), ts into the standard framework for Malliavin dierentiability of
SDEs, since the only unkown term appearing inside the expectation with respect
to P˜ on the right hand side is Y˜ θ˜ ,[θ]s does not depend on ω ∈ Ω. The conclusion is
therefore a standard result [49, Lemma 2.2.2].

5.3 Kusuoka-Stroock functions
In this section, we show that certain processes, which will make up the Malliavin weights
in our integration by parts formulas, belong to specic Kusuoka-Stroock classes. The
arguments make extensive use of the properties of generic Kusuoka-Stroock functions
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on RN × P2(RN ) presented in Section 2.8.
Theorem5.3.1. SupposeV0, . . . ,Vd ∈ Ck,kb,Lip (RN×P2(RN );RN ), then (t ,x , [θ]) 7→ Xx ,[θ]t ∈
K10 (R
N ,k ). If, in addition, V0, . . . ,Vd are uniformly bounded then (t ,x , [θ]) 7→ Xx ,[θ]t ∈
K00 (R
N ,k ).
Proof. The strategy is to prove by induction on I := α+ |β |+γ that ∂γx ∂βv ∂αµXx ,[θ]t exists for
all α , β,γ with I ≤ k and, moreover, that it solves a linear equation of the form (5.2.18).
We can then use Lemma 5.2.3 to obtain an Lp (Ω) estimate on ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t at each level.
In addition, we can obtain estimates on the Dm,p of ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t at each level using ar-
guments similar to the classical SDE case. The inductive step is made complicated by the
fact that for derivatives at level I+1, we must write the coecients of the linear equation
they satisfy in terms of the coecients not only at level I , but also some derivatives on
the same level I + 1. For example, the equation satised by ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v ) contains ∂vX
v,[θ]
s ,
so to prove that ∂v∂µXx ,[θ]t (v ) exists, we need to rst prove that ∂
2
vX
v,[θ]
s exists. This is
why the order in which we prove that derivatives at each level exist matters.
To ease the burden on notation, we will prove the theorem for dimension N = 1.
In this case, α and γ are integers rather than multi-indices and β is a multi-index on
{1, . . . ,α }. We will show that ∂γx ∂βv ∂αµXx ,[θ]t exists and solves a linear equation of the
form (5.2.18). We denote the dependence on α , β ,γ of the coecients in this equation
by
aik = a
i,α ,β,γ
k
, k = 0, . . . , 3, i = 0, . . . ,d .
We will prove by induction that the following statements hold true for I = 0, . . . ,k − 1:
(S1): ∂γ+1x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t exists and solves a linear equation of the form (5.2.18) where the
coecients depend polynomially on derivatives of the coecientsV0, . . . ,Vd up to
order I + 1 and derivatives of Xx ,[θ]t up to order I . Moreover, ‖∂γ+1x ∂βv ∂αµXx ,[θ]‖SpT
is bounded independently of (x , [θ],v ) for all p ≥ 1.
(S2): ∂γx ∂
β∗j
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t (j = 1, . . . ,α ) exists solves a linear equation of the form (5.2.18)
where the coecients depend polynomially on derivatives of the coecients
V0, . . . ,Vd up to order I + 1 and derivatives of the form ∂γ+1x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t . Moreover,
‖∂γx ∂β∗jv ∂αµXx ,[θ]‖SpT is bounded independently of (x , [θ],v ) for all p ≥ 1.
(S3): ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α+1
µ X
x ,[θ]
t exists and solves a linear equation of the form (5.2.18) where the
coecients depend polynomially on derivatives of the coecientsV0, . . . ,Vd up to
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order I and derivatives of the form ∂γ+1x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t . Moreover, ‖∂γx ∂βv ∂α+1µ Xx ,[θ]‖SpT
is bounded independently of (x , [θ],v ) for all p ≥ 1.
(S4): ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t ∈ DM−I−1,∞ for all α , β,γ with α + |β | + γ = I + 1 and, in fact,
sup
r1,...,rM−I−1∈[0,T ]
E
 supr1∨...∨rM−I−1≤t≤T
D(M−I−1)r1,...,rM−I−1 ∂γx ∂βv ∂αµXx ,[θ]t p
 ≤ C (1+ |x | + ‖θ ‖2)m,
for all p ≥ 1, wherem = 1 unless the coecientsV0, . . . ,Vd are bounded, in which
casem = 0.
I = 0:
(S1): ∂xXx ,[θ]t exists and is continuous by Proposition 5.2.1. We can also identify the
coecients:
ai,0,∅,10 (s,x , [θ]) = IdN
ai,0,∅,11 (s,x , [θ]) = ∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ])
ai,0,∅,12 (s,x , [θ]) = 0 = a
i,0,∅,1
3 (s,x , [θ]).
We also have the required estimates by Corollary 5.2.4.
(S2): There is no derivative with respect to v at this level.
(S3): ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v ) exists and is continuous by Proposition 5.2.1. We can also identify the
coecients:
ai,1,∅,00 (s,x , [θ],v ) = 0
ai,1,∅,01 (s,x , [θ],v ) = ∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ])
ai,1,∅,02 (s,x , [θ],v ) = E˜
[
∂µVi
(
Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ], X˜
v,[θ]
s
)
∂xX˜
v,[θ]
s
]
ai,0,∅,13 (s,x , [θ],v ) = ∂µVi
(
Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ], X˜
v,[θ]
s
)
.
We also have the required estimates by Corollary 5.2.4.
(S4): Going back to the equations satised by ∂xXx ,[θ]t and ∂µX
x ,[θ]
t , we see that the
coecients are (k − 1)-times dierentiable with bounded Lipschitz derivatives.
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Nualart [49, Theorem 2.2.2] immediately tells us that ∂xXx ,[θ]t , ∂µX
x ,[θ]
t ∈ Dk−1,∞.
Using the bound in (5.2.27), we get for Y x ,[θ]t = ∂xX
x ,[θ]
t or ∂µX
x ,[θ]
t ,
sup
r≤t
E
[
sup
r≤t≤T
DrY x ,[θ]t p] ≤ C supr≤t E
[
sup
r≤t≤T
|Dra1(s,x , [θ]|p
]
≤ C sup
r≤t
E
[
sup
r≤t≤T
∂2Vi (Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ])DrXx ,[θ]s p] .
Then using the estimate on DrXx ,[θ]s in (5.2.23), and the boundedness of ∂2Vi , we
get the required bound on the rst Malliavin derivative. For the higher order Malli-
avin derivatives, following the proof in [49, Theorem 2.2.2], we see that each order
Malliavin derivative satises a linear equation. Importantly in the equation satis-
ed by higher-order Malliavin derivatives, the rst term ai0 = 0 always, and the
coecient ai1 in each equation is always ∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ]). From the bound on the
Malliavin derivative of a general linear equation in (5.2.27), we see that these are
the only terms which contribute to the estimate. Hence, the same bound holds as
above for each dierent order Malliavin derivative. Moreover, if all of the coe-
cients are bounded, the estimate is uniform in (x ,v, [θ]).
1 ≤ I ≤ k − 1:
(S1): By the induction hypothesis, the coecients in the equation satised by
∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t are dierentiable w.r.t x , so we can apply Proposition 5.2.5 part (1).
We can then write down the coecients in the equation satised by the next order
derivatives in terms of the coecients at the previous level. For the derivative w.r.t.
x :
a
i,α ,β ,γ+1
0 = ∂xa
i,α ,β,γ
0 = 0
a
i,α ,β ,γ+1
1 = a
i,α ,β,γ
1 = ∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ])
a
i,α ,β ,γ+1
2 = ∂xa
i,α ,β,γ
1 ∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t + ∂xa
i,α ,β ,γ
2 + E˜
[
∂xa
i,α ,β,γ
3 ∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ X˜
x ,[θ]
t |x=θ˜
]
a
i,α ,β,γ+1
3 = a
i,α ,β ,γ
3 .
The estimate on theSpT norm then comes from Lemma 5.2.3 applied to the equation
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with the above coecients. We get
∂γ+1x ∂βv ∂αµXx ,[θ]SpT ≤ C ai,α ,β ,γ+12 (·,x , [θ],v )SpT .
We have an expression for ai,α ,β,γ+12 in terms of coecients at the previous level
and ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ] for which we have good SpT estimates due to the induction hy-
pothesis, so the required estimate holds.
(S2): By the induction hypothesis, the coecients in the equation satised by
∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t are dierentiable w.r.t vj (j = 1, . . . ,α ), so we can apply Proposition
5.2.5 part (2) as assumption (b) of this proposition is satised. We can then write
down the coecients in the equation satised by the next order derivatives in
terms of the coecients at the previous level.
a
i,α ,β∗j,γ
0 = ∂vja
i,α ,β,γ
0 = 0
a
i,α ,β∗j,γ
1 = a
i,α ,β ,γ
1 = ∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ])
a
i,α ,β∗j,γ
2 = ∂vja
i,α ,β,γ
1 ∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t + ∂vja
i,α ,β ,γ
2 + E˜
[
∂vja
i,α ,β,γ
3 ∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ X˜
x ,[θ]
t |x=θ˜
]
a
i,α ,β∗j,γ
3 = a
i,α ,β ,γ
3 = ∂µVi
(
Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ],X θ˜s
)
.
The estimate on theSpT norm then comes from Lemma 5.2.3 applied to the equation
with the above coecients. We get
∂γx ∂β∗jv ∂αµXx ,[θ]SpT ≤ C ai,α ,β,γ+12 (·,x , [θ],v )SpT .
We have an expression for ai,α ,β∗j,γ2 in terms of coecients at the previous level
and ∂γ+1x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ] for which we have good SpT estimates due to the induction
hypothesis and (S1) on this level, so the required estimate holds.
(S3): We want to apply Proposition 5.2.5 part (3), so we need to check assumptions (a),
(b) and (c) in the current setting. Assumption (a) is satised by (S1) on this level;
assumptions (b) and (c) follow from the induction hypothesis, since the coecients
in the equation satised by ∂γx ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
t are dierentiable w.r.t µ andv the induc-
tion hypothesis. We can then write down the coecients in the equation satised
by the next order derivatives in terms of the coecients at the previous level. For
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the derivative w.r.t. µ:
a
i,α+1,β,γ
0 = ∂µa
i,α ,β ,γ
0 = 0
a
i,α+1,β,γ
1 = a
i,α ,β ,γ
1 = ∂Vi (X
x ,[θ]
s , [Xθs ])
a
i,α+1,β,γ
2 (s,x , [θ],v,vα+1) = ∂µa
i,α ,β,γ
1 (s,x , [θ],v ) ∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ]
s (v )
+ ∂µa
i,α ,β,γ
2 (s,x , [θ],v,vα+1)
+ E˜
[
∂µa
i,α ,β,γ
3 (s,x , [θ],v,vα+1) |v=θ˜ ∂γx ∂βv ∂αµ X˜x ,[θ]t (v ) |x=θ˜
]
+ E˜
[
∂va
i,α ,β ,γ
3 (s,x , [θ], θ˜ ) ∂
γ
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µ X˜
v,[θ]
t (v )
]
a
i,α+1,β,γ
3 = a
i,α ,β ,γ
3 = ∂µVi
(
Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ],X
v,[θ]
s
)
.
The estimate on theSpT norm then comes from Lemma 5.2.3 applied to the equation
with the above coecients. We get
∂γx ∂βv ∂α+1µ Xx ,[θ]SpT ≤ C ai,α+1,β,γ2 (·,x , [θ],v )SpT
We have an expression for ai,α+1,β,γ2 in terms of coecients at the previous level,
∂
γ+1
x ∂
β
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ] and ∂γx ∂
β∗j
v ∂
α
µX
x ,[θ] for which we have good SpT estimates due to
the induction hypothesis and (S1)+(S2) on this level, so the required estimate holds.
(S4): This is the same as I = 0.

For the rest of this section, we will need the following uniform ellipticity assump-
tion when building Malliavin weights for our integration by parts formulae.
Assumption 5.3.2 (UE). Let σ : RN × P2(RN ) → RN×d be given by
σ (z, µ ) := [V1(z, µ ) | · · · |Vd (z, µ )] .
We make the assumption that there exists ϵ > 0 such that, for all ξ ∈ RN , z ∈ RN and
µ ∈ P2(RN ),
ξ>σ (z, µ )σ (z, µ )>ξ ≥ ϵ |ξ |2.
Proposition 5.3.3. If V0, . . . ,Vd ∈ Ck,kb,Lip (RN × P2(RN );RN ) and (UE) holds, then the
following are true:
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1. Let |α | = 1, and Φ1 = σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]. , [Xθ. ])∂αxXx ,[θ]. 1[0,t](·). Then,Φ1 ∈ K21 (Hd ,k−
1) and if V0, . . . ,Vd are uniformly bounded then Φ1 ∈ K01 (Hd ,k − 1).
2. For all i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,N }, (∂xXx ,[θ]t )−1i,j ∈ K10 (R,k − 2) and if V0, . . . ,Vd are uniformly
bounded then (∂xX
x ,[θ]
t )
−1
i,j ∈ K00 (R,k − 2).
3. (∂xX
x ,[θ]
t )
−1∂µXx ,[θ]t ∈ K20 (RN×N ,k − 2) and if V0, . . . ,Vd uniformly bounded then
(∂xX
x ,[θ]
t )
−1∂µXx ,[θ]t ∈ K00 (RN ,k − 2).
Proof. 1. First, note that from Assumption 5.3.2, it follows that (σσ>)−1(x , µ ) has a an
operator norm bounded uniformly in (x , µ ). σ>(σσ>)−1(·, ·) therefore has linear growth.
Also, its elements are k-times dierentiable in (x , [θ]), so σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]) ∈
K10 (R
d×N ,k ). When |α | = 1, ∂αxXx ,µt ∈ K10 (RN ,k − 1) by part 7 of Lemma 2.8.3, so the
product σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ])∂αxX
x ,µ
t ∈ K21 (Rd ,k − 1). Hence, by Lemma 2.8.3 part 3.,
Φ1 ∈ K21 (Hd ,k ).
2. (∂xXx ,[θ]t )
−1 satises the following linear equation
(∂xX
x ,[θ]
t )
−1 = IdN −
d∑
i=1
∫ t
0
(∂xX
x ,[θ]
s )
−1 ∂Vi
(
Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ]
)
dBis (5.3.1)
−
∫ t
0
(∂xX
x ,[θ]
s )
−1 ∂V¯0
(
Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ]
)
ds,
where V¯0 = V0 − 12
∑d
j=1 ∂VjVj . This can be seen by applying Itô’s formula to the product
(∂xX
x ,[θ]
t )
−1∂xXx ,[θ]t . The proof of Theorem 5.3.1 works just as well for this equation. The
only thing to note is that the above equation contains second derivatives of the vector
elds. This leads to the conclusion (∂xXx ,[θ]t )
−1 ∈ K10 (RN×N ,k − 2).
3. To prove the claim, it is enough to note (∂xXx ,µt )
−1 ∈ K10 (RN×N ,k − 2) from part
2 of this lemma and ∂µXx ,[θ]t ∈ K10 (RN×N ,k − 1), which comes from Lemma 2.8.3 part 7.

Now we introduce some operators acting on Kusuoka-Stroock functions. These
are the building blocks of the integration by parts formulae to come. For a multi-index
α on {1, . . . ,N }, we introduce the following operators acting on elements of Kqr (R,n),
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dened for α = (i ), by
I 1(i ) (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ]) :=
1√
t
δ
(
r 7→ Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
(
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,µr , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,µ
r
)
i
)
,
I 2(i ) (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ]) :=
N∑
j=1
I 1(j )
(
(∂xX
x ,µ
t )
−1
j,i Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
)
,
I 3(i ) (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ]) := I
1
(i ) (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ]) +
√
t∂iΨ(t ,x , [θ]),
I1(i ) (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ],v1) :=
1√
t
δ
(
r 7→
(
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,µr , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,µ
r (∂xX
x ,µ
t )
−1∂µXx ,[θ]t (v1)
)
i
Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
)
,
I3(i ) (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ],v1) := I1(i ) (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ],v1) +
√
t (∂µΨ)i (t ,x , [θ],v1).
For α = (α1, . . . ,αn ) we inductively dene
I 1α := I 1αn ◦ I 1αn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ I 1α1,
and make analogous denitions for each of the other operators. We now show that
these operators are well-dened and we describe how each operator transforms a given
Kusuoka-Stroock function.
Proposition 5.3.4. IfV0, . . . ,Vd ∈ Ck,kb,Lip (RN×P2(RN );RN ), (UE) holds andΨ ∈ K
q
r (R,n),
then I 1α (Ψ) and I
3
α (Ψ), are all well-dened for |α | ≤ (k ∧ n). I 2α (Ψ), I1α (Ψ) and I3α (Ψ) are
well dened for |α | ≤ n ∧ (k − 2). Moreover,
I 1α (Ψ), I
3
α (Ψ) ∈ Kq+2|α |r (R, (k ∧ n) − |α |),
I 2α (Ψ) ∈ Kq+3|α |r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − |α |),
I1α (Ψ),I3α (Ψ) ∈ Kq+4|α |r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − |α |).
If Ψ ∈ K0r (R,n) and V0, . . . ,Vd are uniformly bounded, then
I 1α (Ψ), I
3
α (Ψ) ∈ K0r (R, (k ∧ n) − |α |),
I 2α (Ψ) ∈ K0r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − |α |),
I1α (Ψ),I3α (Ψ) ∈ K0r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − |α |).
Proof. I 1α : First, x |α | = 1. We want to apply Lemma 2.8.3 part 6. with f = Ψ and
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u =
(
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,µ. , [Xθ. ])∂xXx ,µ.
)
α
1[0,t]. We recall Proposition 5.3.3 part 1. to
see thatu ∈ K21 (Hd ,k−1) orK01 (Hd ,k−1) ifVi is uniformly bounded, which proves
that
δ
(
r 7→ Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
(
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,µr , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,µ
r
)
α
)
∈ Kq+2r+1 (R, (k ∧ n) − 1)
(or Kqr+1(R,k − 1) if Vi is bounded) and hence, dividing by
√
t , we get that I 1α (Ψ) ∈
K
q+2
r (R, (k ∧ n) − 1) for |α | = 1. For |α | > 1, we iterate this argument and get
I 1α (Ψ) ∈ Kq+2|α |r (R, (k ∧ n) − |α |).
I 2α : We recall from Proposition 5.3.3 part 2. that: For all i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,N }, (∂xXx ,µt )−1i,j ∈
K10 (R,k − 2) and if Vi are uniformly bounded, (∂xXx ,µt )−1i,j ∈ K00 (R,k − 2). So, the
product (∂xXx ,µt )
−1
j,i Ψ(t ,x , [θ]) ∈ Kq+1r (R,n ∧ (k − 2)) and hence the sum∑N
j=1(∂xX
x ,µ
t )
−1
j,i Ψ(t ,x , [θ]) ∈ Kq+1r (R,n ∧ (k − 2)). When the vector elds are uni-
formly bounded, ∑Nj=1(∂xXx ,µt )−1j,i Ψ(t ,x , [θ]) ∈ Kqr (R,n ∧ (k − 2)). Hence, by ap-
plying I 1 to these terms and using the rst result of this proposition, we get that
I 2(i ) (Ψ) ∈ Kq+3r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − 1). For |α | > 1, we iterate this argument and get
I 2α (Ψ) ∈ Kq+3|α |r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − |α |).
I 3α : Note that
√
t∂iΨ(t ,x , [θ]) ∈ Kqr+1(R,n−1) so that I 1(i ) (Ψ)+
√
t∂iΨ ∈ Kq+2r (R, (n∧k )−
1) . For |α | > 1, we iterate this argument and get I 3α (Ψ) ∈ Kq+2|α |r (R, (k ∧n) − |α |).
I1α : We recall from Proposition 5.3.3 that (∂xXx ,µt )−1∂µXx ,[θ]t ∈ K20 (RN×N ,k − 2), so
(∂xX
x ,µ
t )
−1∂µXx ,[θ]t Ψ(t ,x , [θ]) ∈ Kq+2r (RN×N ,n∧(k−2)), then we apply Lemma 2.8.3
part 6. with u =
(
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,µ. , [Xθ. ])∂xXx ,µ.
)
α
1[0,t] which is in K21 (Hd ,k − 1)
as before, and f := (∂xXx ,µt )
−1∂µXx ,[θ]t Ψ(t ,x , [θ]) ∈ Kq+2r (RN×N ,n ∧ (k − 2)). So
δ (u f ) ∈ Kq+4r+1 (R; [n ∧ (k − 2) − 1]). Hence, I1α (Ψ) ∈ Kq+4r (R; [n ∧ (k − 2) − 1]). For
|α | > 1, we iterate this argument and get I1α (Ψ) ∈ Kq+4|α |r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − |α |).
I3α : Note that
√
t∂µΨ(v ) ∈ Kqr+1(RN×N ,n − 1) so that
I1γ1 (Ψ) (v ) + (∂µΨ(v ))β1 ∈ Kq+4|α |r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − |α |) .

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5.4 Integration by parts formulae for the de-coupled equation
Having introduced some operators acting on Kusuoka-Stroock functions, we now show
how to use these operators to construct Malliavin weights in integration by parts formu-
las. We rst develop integration by parts formulas for derivatives of x 7→ E
[
f (Xx ,[θ]t )
]
and then separately [θ] 7→ E
[
f (Xx ,[θ]t )
]
. In the last part of this section, we will show
how to combine these results to construct integration by parts formulas for derivatives
of the function x 7→ E
[
f (Xx ,δxt )
]
.
5.4.1 Integration by parts in the space variable
Proposition 5.4.1. For f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Ψ ∈ Kqr (R,n) and |α | ≤ [n ∧ k],
E[∂αx ( f (X
x ,[θ]
t )) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])] = t
−|α |/2 E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) I
1
α (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ])].
Proof. First, we note that equation (5.2.1) satised by ∂xXx ,[θ]t and equation (5.2.7) satis-
ed by DrXx ,[θ]t are the same except their initial conditions. It therefore follows that for
r ≤ t ,
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t = DrX
x ,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r .
This allows us to make the following computations for f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R),
E
[
∂x [f (Xx ,[θ]t )]Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
]
=E
[
∂ f (Xx ,[θ]t ) ∂xX
x ,[θ]
t Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
]
=
1
t
E
[∫ t
0
∂ f (Xx ,[θ]t ) ∂xX
x ,[θ]
t Ψ(t ,x , [θ]) dr
]
=
1
t
E
[∫ t
0
∂ f (Xx ,[θ]t ) DrX
x ,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r Ψ(t ,x , [θ]) dr
]
=
1
t
E
[∫ t
0
Dr f (X
x ,[θ]
t ) σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r Ψ(t ,x , [θ]) dr
]
=
1
t
E
[
f (Xx ,[θ]t ) δ
(
r 7→
(
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r
)>
Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
)]
.
where we have used Malliavin integration by parts E〈Dϕ,u〉Hd = E
[
ϕ δ (u)
] in the last
line. This proves the result for |α | = 1. For general α , it follows by iterating this integra-
tion by parts |α | times. 
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Proposition 5.4.2. For f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Ψ ∈ Kqr (R,n) and |α | ≤ [n ∧ (k − 2)],
E[(∂α f ) (Xx ,[θ]t ) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])] = t
−|α |/2 E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) I
2
α (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ])].
Proof. By the chain rule,
E[(∂i f ) (Xx ,[θ]t )Ψ(t ,x , [θ])] =
N∑
j=1
E[∂xi ( f (X
x ,[θ]
t ))
(
(∂xX
x ,[θ]
t )
−1) j,i Ψ(t ,x , [θ])]
= t−1/2
N∑
j=1
E
[
f (Xx ,[θ]t )I
1
(j )
((
(∂xX
x ,[θ]
t )
−1) j,i Ψ(t ,x , [θ]))]
= t−1/2 E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) I
2
(i ) (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ])].
By Proposition 5.3.4, I 2(i ) (Ψ) ∈ Kq+3r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − 1), so since |α | ≤ [n∧ (k − 2)], we
can apply this argument another |α | − 1 times to get the result. 
Proposition 5.4.3. For f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Ψ ∈ Kqr (R,n) and |α | ≤ [n ∧ k],
∂αx E[f (X
x ,[θ]
t ) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])] = t
−|α |/2 E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) I
3
α (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ])].
Proof.
∂ix E[f (X
x ,[θ]
t )Ψ(t ,x , [θ])] = E[∂
i
x ( f (X
x ,[θ]
t )Ψ(t ,x , [θ]) + ∂
iΨ(t ,x , [θ]) f (Xx ,[θ]t )]
= t−1/2E
[
f (Xx ,[θ]t )
{
I 1(i ) (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ]) +
√
t∂iΨ(t ,x , [θ])
}]
Apply this |α | times. 
Theorem 5.4.4. For f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Ψ ∈ Kqr (R,n) and |α | + |β | ≤ [n ∧ (k − 2)],
∂αx E[(∂β f ) (X
x ,[θ]
t ) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])] = t
−( |α |+|β |)/2 E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) I
3
α
(
I 2β (Ψ)
)
(t ,x , [θ])].
Proof. Apply Propositions 5.4.2 and 5.4.3. 
5.4.2 Integration by parts in the measure variable
We now consider derivatives of the function
[θ] 7→ E[f (Xx ,[θ]t )].
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Proposition 5.4.5. For f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Ψ ∈ Kqr (R,n) and |β | ≤ [n ∧ (k − 2)],
E[∂βµ ( f (Xx ,[θ]t )) (v ) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])] = t
−|β |/2 E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) I1β (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ],v )].
Proof. We use again that for r ≤ t ,
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t = DrX
x ,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,µ
r .
This allows us to make the following computations for f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R),
E
[
∂µ ( f (X
x ,[θ]
t ))Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
]
= E
[
∂ f (Xx ,[θ]t ) ∂µX
x ,[θ]
t Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
]
=
1
t
E
[∫ t
0
∂ f (Xx ,[θ]t ) ∂xX
x ,[θ]
t (∂xX
x ,[θ])−1t ∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (v )Ψ(t ,x , [θ]) dr
]
=
1
t
E
∫ t
0
{
∂ f (Xx ,[θ]t ) DrX
x ,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r (∂xX
x ,[θ]
t )
−1
× ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v )Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
}
dr
=
1
t
E
∫ t
0
{
Dr f (X
x ,[θ]
t ) σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r (∂xX
x ,[θ]
t )
−1
× ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v )Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
}
dr
=
1
t
E
[
f (Xx ,[θ]t ) δ
(
r 7→
(
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r (∂xX
x ,[θ]
t )
−1∂µXx ,[θ]t (v )
)>
× Ψ(t ,x , [θ])
)]
.
where we have used Malliavin integration by parts E〈Dϕ,u〉Hd = E
[
ϕ δ (u)
] in the last
line. This proves the claim for |β | = 1. For general β , it follows by iterating this integra-
tion by parts |β | times. 
Proposition 5.4.6. For f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Ψ ∈ Kqr (R,n) and |β | ≤ [n ∧ (k − 2)],
∂
β
µ E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])](v ) = t
−|β |/2 E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) I3β (Ψ) (t ,x , [θ],v )].
Proof.
∂µ E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])](v ) = t
−|β |/2 E[∂µ ( f (Xx ,[θ]t )) (v ) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])+f (X
x ,[θ]
t ) ∂µΨ(t ,x , [θ],v )].
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This is enough to prove the proposition when |β | = 1. For |β | > 1, simply repeat this
argument. 
Theorem 5.4.7. For f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R), Ψ ∈ Kqr (R,k ) and |α | + |β | ≤ [n ∧ (k − 2)],
∂
β
µ E[(∂α f ) (Xx ,[θ]t ) Ψ(t ,x , [θ])](v ) = t
−( |α |+|β |)/2E[f (Xx ,[θ]t ) I3β
(
I 2α (Ψ)
)
(t ,x , [θ],v )].
Proof. Apply Proposition 5.4.6 and Proposition 5.4.2. 
5.4.3 Integration by parts for McKean-Vlasov SDE with xed initial con-
dition
We now consider developing integration by parts formulae for derivatives of the function
x 7→ Ef (Xx ,δxt ).
We introduce the following operator acting on elements ofK qr (R,M ), the set of Kusuoka-
Stroock functions on RN . For α = (i )
J(i ) (Φ) (t ,x ) := I 3(i ) (Φ) (t ,x ,δx ) + I3(i ) (Φ) (t ,x ,δx )
and inductively, for α = (α1, . . . ,αn ),
Jα := Jαn ◦ Jα1 · · · ◦ Jα1 .
Lemma 5.4.8. If V0, . . . ,Vd ∈ Ck,kb,Lip (RN × P2(RN );RN ) and Φ ∈ K
q
r (R,n), then Jα (Φ) is
well-dened for |α | ≤ [n ∧ (k − 2)], and
Jα (Φ) ∈ K q+4|α |r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − |α |).
Moreover, if Φ ∈ K 0r (R,k ) and V0, . . . ,Vd are uniformly bounded, then
Jα (Φ) ∈ K 0r (R, [n ∧ (k − 2)] − |α |).
Proof. This is a direct result of Proposition 5.3.4 and Lemma 2.8.4. 
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Theorem 5.4.9. Let f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R). For all multi-indices α on {1, . . . ,N } with |α | ≤ k−2
∂αx E
[
f (Xx ,δxt )
]
= t−|α |/2 E
[
f (Xx ,δxt ) Jα (1) (t ,x )
]
.
In particular, we get the following bound
∂αx E [ f (Xx ,δxt )]  ≤ C ‖ f ‖∞ t−|α |/2 (1 + |x |)4|α | .
Proof. By the above discussion,
∂ix E
[
f (Xx ,δxt )
]
= ∂iz E
[
f (X z,δxt )
] z=x + ∂iµE [ f (Xx ,[θ]t )] (v )[θ]=δx ,v=x
Now, we apply the IBPFs developed earlier in Proposition 5.4.3 and Theorem 5.4.7.
∂iz E
[
f (X z,δxt )
] z=x = t−1/2 E [ f (Xx ,δxt )I 3(i ) (1) (t ,x )]
∂iµE
[
f (Xx ,[θ]t )
]
(v )[θ]=δx ,v=x = t−1/2 E [ f (Xx ,δxt )I3(i ) (1) (t ,x ,δx ,x )]
and we can iterate this argument |α | times.

Corollary 5.4.10. Let f ∈ C∞b (RN ;R) and α and β multi-indices on {1, . . . ,N } with
|α | + |β | ≤ k − 2. Then,
∂αx E
[
(∂β f ) (Xx ,δxt )
]
= t−
|α |+ |β |
2 E
[
f (Xx ,δxt ) I
2
β (Jα (1)) (t ,x )
]
and I 2β (Jα (1)) ∈ K 4|α |+3|β |0 (R,k − 2 − |α | − |β |).
Proof. Theorem 5.4.9 gives
∂αx E
[
(∂β f ) (Xx ,δxt )
]
= t−|α |/2 E
[
(∂β f ) (Xx ,δxt ) Jα (1) (t ,x )
]
with Jα (1) ∈ K 4|α | (R,k − 2 − |α |). Then, using Proposition 5.4.2, we get
∂αx E
[
(∂β f ) (Xx ,δxt )
]
= t−
|α |+ |β |
2 E
[
f (Xx ,δxt ) I
2
β (Jα (1)) (t ,x )
]
.

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5.5 Connection with PDE
We return our attention to the PDE (5.1.2). The results of the last section suggest that
for initial conditions д(z, µ ) = д(z), which do not depend on the measure, we can still
expect there to be a classical solution, even if д is not dierentiable. Indeed, we spell
out the conditions under which this is true in Theorem 5.5.7. But rst, let us consider
whether the same can be true for initial conditions which do depend on the measure.
Example 5.5.1. Let д(z, µ ) = д(µ ) := ∫ y µ (dy) and V0(x , µ ) = ∫ yµ (dy), V1 ≡ 1 and
N = d = 1, then
Xθt = θ +
∫ t
0
E
[
Xθs
]
+ Bt ,
which we can solve to get
Xθt = θ + E[θ](et − 1) + Bt .
We can then compute
д([Xθt ]) = et |E[θ]| .
We now show that [θ] 7→ д([Xθt ]) is not dierentiable. If we choose θ ∈ L2(Ω) with Eθ = 0,
then for any t > 0, h > 0 and any γ ∈ L2(Ω),
1
h
д([Xθ+hγt ]) − д([Xθt ]) = |h |h et Eγ 
and this limit does not exist as h → 0. Hence, the Gâteaux derivative of the map L2(Ω) 3
θ 7→ д([Xθt ]) does not exist.
The above example shows that for a function д : RN ×P2(RN ) → R which is Lips-
chitz continuous, we cannot expect [θ] 7→ E
(
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,
[
Xx ,[θ]t
] ))
to be dierentiable (for
a xed t > 0) even when the coecients in the equation for Xx ,[θ]t are smooth and uni-
formly elliptic. There are, however, interesting examples of initial conditions for which
we can develop integration by parts formulas. Before we introduce this class of initial
conditions, we consider what form derivatives of U (t ,x , [θ]) := E
(
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
))
.
take when д is smooth.
Lemma 5.5.2 (Lemma 5.1 from [8]). We assume that the function д : RN ×P2(RN ) → RN
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admits continuous derivatives ∂xд and ∂µд satisfying for some q > 0 and 0 ≤ p < 2
∂xд(x , [θ]) ≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)q∂µд(x , [θ],v ) ≤ C (1 + |x |q + ‖θ ‖q2 + |v |p)
and we assume V0, . . . ,Vd ∈ C1,1b,Lip (RN × P2(RN );RN ). Then, ∂µU exists and takes the
following form:
∂µU (t ,x , [θ],v ) = E
[
∂д
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)
∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (v )
]
+ EE˜
[
∂µд
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t + ∂µд
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
] (5.5.1)
Proof. We rst emphasise that the assumed growth conditions on the derivatives of д
guarantee that the expectations in (5.5.1) are nite. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity
E [∂д (Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ]) ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v )]  ≤C ∂д (Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ])2 ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v )2
≤C (1 + |Xx ,[θ]t | + ‖Xθt ‖2)q2 ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v )2 .
Now, using the moment estimates on the process involved: (2.3.2), (2.3.4) and (5.2.22) we
obtain that the above expression is bounded by a constant multiple of (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)q .
The estimate on the second term on the right hand side of (5.5.1) is almost identical. For
the third term, we emphasise p < 2 so, using again Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the
same moment estimates,
EE˜ [∂µд (Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ], X˜ θ˜t ) ∂µX˜ θ˜ ,[θ]t (v )] 
≤ ∂µд (Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ], X˜ θ˜t )L2/p (Ω×Ω˜) ∂µX˜ θ˜ ,[θ]t (v )L2/(2−p ) (Ω×Ω˜)
≤C (1 + |Xx ,[θ]t |q + ‖Xθt ‖q2 + |X˜ θ˜t |p)L2/p (Ω×Ω˜) ∂µX˜ θ˜ ,[θ]t (v )L2/(2−p ) (Ω×Ω˜)
≤C
(
1 + |x |q + ‖θ ‖q2 + ‖θ ‖p2
)
.
Now, the Fréchet derivative of д˜
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,X
θ
t
)
in the direction γ ∈ L2(Ω) is given by
D
(
д˜
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,X
θ
t
))
(γ ) = ∂д˜
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,X
θ
t
)
DXx ,[θ]t (γ ) + Dд˜
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,X
θ
t
) (
DXθt (γ )
)
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Then, we write each Fréchet derivative in terms of the derivative with respect to the
measure to get
D
(
д˜
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,X
θ
t
))
(γ )
= ∂д˜
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,X
θ
t
)
Ê
[
∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
+ E˜
[
∂µд
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
DX˜ θ˜t (γ˜ )
]
= ∂д˜
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,X
θ
t
)
Ê
[
∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (θ̂ ) γ̂
]
+ E˜
[
∂µд
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
) {
∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t γ˜ + Ê
[
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (θ̂ ) γ̂
]}]
.
We can then see that
∂µ
(
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
))
(v ) = ∂д
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)
∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (v )
+ E˜
[
∂µд
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
∂xX˜
v,[θ]
t + ∂µд
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
]
,
which gives the result. 
Now we introduce a class of initial conditions д : RN ×P2(RN ) → R for which we
will be able to develop integration by parts formulas.
Denition 5.5.3 ((IC)x and (IC)v ). We say that д : RN × P2(RN ) → R is in the class
(IC) if the following conditions hold:
1. д is continuous with polynomial growth: i.e. there exists q > 0 such that for all
(x , [θ]) ∈ RN × P2(RN ): |д(x , [θ]) | ≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)q .
2. There exists a sequence of functions (дl )l≥1, дl : RN × P2(RN ) → R with polyno-
mial growth such that дl → д uniformly on compacts and ∂xдl exists and also has
polynomial growth for each l ≥ 1.
3. For each l ≥ 1 there exists a function Gl : RN × P2(RN ) × RN → R which is
either dierentiable in x or v and ∂µдl (x , µ,v ) = ∂xGl (x , µ,v ) or ∂µдl (x , µ,v ) =
∂vGl (x , µ,v ). Moreover, each Gl and its derivatives satises the growth condition:
there exist q > 0 and 0 ≤ r < 1 such that for all (x , [θ],v ) ∈ RN × P2(RN ) × RN :
|h(x , [θ],v ) | ≤ C
(
1 + |x |q + ‖θ ‖q2 + |v |r
)
.
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where h isGl , ∂xGl or ∂vGl . In addition, we assume that for all (x , µ,v ) the pointwise
limit lim
l→∞
Gl (x , µ,v ) exists and the functionG dened byG (x , µ,v ) := lim
l→∞
Gl (x , µ,v )
is continuous and satises the same growth condition.
If ∂µдl = ∂xGl we say д is in the class (IC)x . If ∂µдl = ∂vGl , we say д is in the class (IC)v .
We give some examples of functions д in the class (IC).
Example 5.5.4. 1. Functions with no dependence on the measure:
Suppose that д(x , µ ) = φ (x ) where φ ∈ Cp (RN ;R). Then, let (φl )l≥1 be a sequence of
mollications of φ and (дl )l≥1 the corresponding functions dened in the same way.
Then, ∂µдl (x , µ,v ) = 0. So, д belongs to the class (IC)x and G in this case would be
G ≡ 0.
2. Centred random variables:
Suppose that д(x , µ ) = φ
(
x − ∫ yµ (dy)) where φ ∈ Cp (RN ;R). Then, let (φl )l≥1 be
a sequence of mollications of φ and (дl )l≥1 the corresponding functions dened in
the same way. Then, ∂µдl (x , µ,v ) = −∂φl (x −
∫
yµ (dy)). So, д belongs to the class
(IC)x and G in this case would be G (x , µ,v ) = −φ (x −
∫
yµ (dy)).
3. First order interaction:
Suppose д(x , µ ) :=
∫
φ (x ,y)µ (dy) where φ : RN × RN → R is continuous with
|φ (x ,y) | ≤ C (1 + |x |q + |y |r ) for some q > 0 and 0 ≤ r < 1. Then, let (φl )l≥1 be
a sequence of mollications of φ and (дl )l≥1 the corresponding functions dened in
the same way. Then, ∂µдl (x , µ,v ) = ∂vφl (x ,v ). So, д belongs to the class (IC)v and
G in this case would be G (x , µ,v ) = φ (x ,v ). Note, this example includes the case of
convolutions where φ (x ,y) = φ (x − y).
4. Second order interaction:
Suppose д(x , µ ) :=
∫
φ (x ,y, z)µ (dy)µ (dz) where φ : R3N → R is continuous with
|φ (x ,y, z) | ≤ C (1+ |x |q + |y |r + |z |r ) for some q > 0 and 0 ≤ r < 1. Then, let (φl )l≥1
be a sequence of mollications of φ and (дl )l≥1 the corresponding functions dened
in the same way. Then, ∂µдl (x , µ,v ) =
∫ [
∂vφl (x ,v,y) + ∂vφl (x ,y,v )
]
µ (dy). So, д
belongs to the class (IC)v and G in this case would be
G (x , µ,v ) =
∫ [
φ (x ,v,y) + φ (x ,y,v )
]
µ (dy).
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5. Polynomials on the Wasserstein space:
Suppose д(x , µ ) =
∏n
i=1
∫
φi (x ,y)µ (dy), where n ≥ 1 and each φi : RN × RN → R
is continuous with |φi (x ,y) | ≤ C (1 + |x |q ) for some q > 0. Then, let (φi,l )l≥1 be a
sequence of mollications of φi and (дl )l≥1 the corresponding functions dened in the
same way. Then,
∂µдl (x , µ,v ) =
n∑
j=1
n∏
i=1,i,j
(∫
φi,l (x ,y)µ (dy)
)
∂vφj,l (x ,v ).
So, д belongs to the class (IC)v and G in this case would be
G (x , µ,v ) =
n∑
j=1
n∏
i=1,i,j
(∫
φi (x ,y)µ (dy)
)
φj (x ,v ).
Now, we introduce the hypotheses under which we will be able to prove existence
and uniqueness of a solution to the PDE (5.1.2).
(H1): (UE) holds, and the coecients V0, . . . ,Vd ∈ C3,3b,Lip (RN × P2(RN );RN ), and д :
RN × P2(RN ) → RN is in the class (IC)x .
(H2): (UE) holds, and the coecients V0, . . . ,Vd ∈ C3,3b,Lip (RN × P2(RN );RN ) as well as
being uniformly bounded, and that д : RN × P2(RN ) → RN is in the class (IC)v .
Lemma5.5.5. Under either (H1) or (H2), for the functionU (t ,x , [θ]) := E
[
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t
[
Xθt
] )]
,
the derivative functions
(0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ) 3 (t ,x , [θ]) 7→
(
∂xU (t ,x , [θ]), ∂2x ,xU (t ,x , [θ])
)
(0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ) × RN 3 (t ,x , [θ],v ) 7→
(
∂µU (t ,x , [θ],v ), ∂v∂µU (t ,x , [θ],v )
)
exist and are continuous. Moreover, for all compacts K ⊂ P2(RN )
sup
[θ]∈K
E
∂µU (t ,x , [θ],θ )2 + ∂v∂µU (t ,x , [θ],θ )2 < ∞.
Proof. Under both (H1) and (H2),д is in the class (IC), so there is a sequence of functions
(дl )l≥1 approximating д. LetUl (t ,x , [θ] = E
[
дl (X
x ,[θ]
t , [X
θ
t ])
]
. From Proposition 5.4.1 we
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know that for i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,N }
∂ixUl (t ,x , [θ]) = t−1/2 E
[
дl (X
x ,[θ]
t , [X
θ
t ])I 1(i ) (1) (t ,x , [θ])
]
,
∂
(i,j )
x Ul (t ,x , [θ]) = t−1 E
[
дl (X
x ,[θ]
t , [X
θ
t ])I 1(i,j ) (1) (t ,x , [θ])
]
.
By the growth assumption on дl , Hölder’s inequality and the moment estimates already
obtained for the processesXx ,[θ]t ,X
θ
t and the Kusuoka-Stroock processes in (2.3.2), (2.3.4)
and Proposition 5.3.3, we can show that the expectations above are bounded indepen-
dently of l ≥ 1. By dominated convergence, we can take the limit in each equation.
Now, each of the Kusuoka-Stroock functions appearing in the above representations for
the derivatives are, by denition, jointly continuous in (t ,x , [θ]) in Lp (Ω), p ≥ 1. So is
(t ,x , [θ]) 7→ д(Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ]) by Theorem 5.3.1 (which guarantees that (t ,x , [θ]) 7→ Xx ,[θ]t
is a Kusuoka-Stroock function) and the continuity of д.
To lighten notation, we restrict to the case N = 1 through the rest of this proof.
First, we assume (H1) holds, soд is in the class (IC)x . Note thatдl satises the hypotheses
of Lemma 5.5.2, which gives
∂µUl (t ,x , [θ],v ) = E
[
∂дl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)
∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (v )
]
+ EE˜
[
∂xGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t + ∂xGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
]
(5.5.2)
Now, we recall the following identity connecting DrXx ,[θ]t and ∂xX
x ,[θ]
r :
IdN = DrX
x ,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t
)−1
.
So,
∂xGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t
= ∂xGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
DrX
x ,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t
)−1
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t
= Dr
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)]
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t
)−1
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t
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and, applying Proposition 5.4.2, we get
EE˜
[
Dr
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)]
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t
)−1
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t
]
= t−1/2 EE˜
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂vX˜v,[θ]t
]
.
Similarly,
∂xGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
= ∂xGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
DrX
x ,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t
)−1
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
= Dr
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)]
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t
)−1
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
and applying Proposition 5.4.2 again, we get
EE˜
[
Dr
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)]
σ>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t
)−1
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
]
= t−1/2 EE˜
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂µX˜ θ˜ ,[θ]t (v )
]
So, in this case, (5.5.2) can be rewritten as
∂µUl (t ,x , [θ],v ) = t−1/2 E
{
дl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)
I1(t ,x , [θ],v )
+ E˜
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂vX˜v,[θ]t
+Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂µX˜ θ˜ ,[θ]t (v )
]}
(5.5.3)
To show that sup[θ]∈K E
∂µU (t ,x , [θ],θ )2 < ∞, we note that all processes on the right
hands side of (5.5.3) have moments of all orders bounded polynomially in ‖θ ‖2 except
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X˜ θ˜t in the nal term. For the nal term, by the growth conditions on Gl ,
EE˜ [Gl (Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ], X˜ θ˜t ) I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂µX˜ θ˜ ,[θ]t (v )] 2
≤ Gl (Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ], X˜ θ˜t )2L2/r (Ω×Ω˜) I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ])2L4/(1−r ) (Ω×Ω˜) ∂µX˜ θ˜ ,[θ]t (v )2L4/(1−r ) (Ω×Ω˜)
≤C
(
EE˜
[(
1 + |Xx ,[θ]t |q + ‖Xθt ‖q2 + |X˜ θ˜t |r
)2/r ])r
(1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)6
≤CEE˜
[(
1 + |Xx ,[θ]t |2q/r + ‖Xθt ‖2q/r2 + |X˜ θ˜t |2
)]
(1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)6
≤C
(
1 + |x |2q/r + ‖θ ‖2q/r2 + ‖θ ‖22
)
(1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)6
Clearly this is bounded in [θ] over compacts in P2(RN ).
Now, we consider the derivative ∂v∂µUl . We note that in the denition ofI1(t ,x , [θ],v ),
the only term depending onv is ∂µXx ,[θ]t (v ). SinceV0, . . . ,Vd ∈ C3,3b,Lip (RN ×P2(RN );RN )
by assumption, ∂vI1(t ,x , [θ],v ) exists and we obtian:
∂v∂µUl (t ,x , [θ],v ) = t−1/2 E
{
дl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)
∂vI1(t ,x , [θ],v )
+ E˜
[
∂vGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ])
(
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t
)2
+Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂2vX˜
v,[θ]
t
+Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂v∂µX˜ θ˜ ,[θ]t (v )
]}
(5.5.4)
We again use that
IdN = DrX
x ,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t
)−1
.
Of course, this identity also holds for ‘tilde’ processes dened on
(
Ω˜, F˜ , P˜
)
and we de-
note by D˜ the Malliavin derivative on this space. So, using the above identity and the
Malliavin chain rule, we obtain
∂vGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ])
(
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t
)2
= ∂vGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
D˜rX˜
v,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(X˜v,[θ]r , [X˜θr ])∂xX˜
v,[θ]
r I
2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂vX˜v,[θ]t
= D˜r
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)]
σ>(σσ>)−1(X˜v,[θ]r , [X˜θr ])∂xX˜
v,[θ]
r I
2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂vX˜v,[θ]t
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and, applying the integration by parts formula in Proposition 5.4.1 on the space
(
Ω˜, F˜ , P˜
)
,
we get
EE˜
[
D˜r
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)]
σ>(σσ>)−1(X˜v,[θ]r , [X˜θr ])∂xX˜
v,[θ]
r I
2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂vX˜v,[θ]t
]
= t−1/2 EE˜
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
I˜ 2
(
∂xX˜
·,··
)
(t ,v, [θ]) I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ])
]
.
So, (5.5.4) becomes
∂v∂µUl (t ,x , [θ],v ) = t−1 E
{√
t дl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)
∂vI1(t ,x , [θ],v )
+ E˜
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ])
(˜
I 2
(
∂xX˜
·,··
)
(t ,v, [θ]) +
√
t ∂2vX˜
v,[θ]
t
)
+
√
t Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
I 2(1) (t ,x , [θ]) ∂v∂µX˜ θ˜ ,[θ]t (v )
]} (5.5.5)
We can check each expectation above is nite by using the growth conditions on
the functions дl ,Gl and their derivatives along with Hölder’s inequality and the moment
estimates on the processes involved, similar to before. In particular, note that we can
obtain estimates on (5.5.3) and (5.5.5) independently of l . This allows us to use dominated
convergence to pass to the limit in these equations.
Now, suppose that (H2) holds instead of (H1). Under (H2), д in the class (IC)v .
By Lemma 5.5.2, we have an expression for ∂µUl and using the special form of ∂µдl for
initial conditions in the class (IC)v , we get
∂µUl (t ,x , [θ],v ) = E
[
∂дl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)
∂µX
x ,[θ]
t (v )
]
+ EE˜
[
∂vGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t + ∂vGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
]
(5.5.6)
We again use that
IdN = DrX
x ,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])∂xX
x ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX
x ,[θ]
t
)−1
.
Of course, this identity also holds for ‘tilde’ processes dened on
(
Ω˜, F˜ , P˜
)
and we de-
note by D˜ the Malliavin derivative on this space. So, using the above identity and the
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Malliavin chain rule, we obtain
∂vGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t
= ∂vGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
D˜rX˜
v,[θ]
t σ
>(σσ>)−1(X˜v,[θ]r , [X˜θr ])∂xX˜
v,[θ]
r
= D˜r
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)]
σ>(σσ>)−1(X˜v,[θ]r , [X˜θr ])∂xX˜
v,[θ]
r
and, applying the integration by parts formula in Proposition 5.4.1 on the space
(
Ω˜, F˜ , P˜
)
,
we get
EE˜
[
D˜r
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)]
σ>(σσ>)−1(X˜v,[θ]r , [X˜θr ])∂xX˜
v,[θ]
r
]
= t−1/2 EE˜
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
I˜ (1) (t ,v, [θ])
]
.
Similarly,
∂vGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
= ∂vGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
D˜rX˜ θ˜t σ
>(σσ>)−1(X˜ θ˜r , [Xθr ])∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t
)−1
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
= D˜r
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)]
σ>(σσ>)−1(X˜ θ˜r , [Xθr ])∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t
)−1
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
and applying the integration by parts formula in Proposition 5.4.5 on the space
(
Ω˜, F˜ , P˜
)
,
we get
EE˜
[
D˜r
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)]
σ>(σσ>)−1(X˜ θ˜r , [Xθr ])∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
r
(
∂xX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t
)−1
∂µX˜
θ˜ ,[θ]
t (v )
]
= t−1/2 EE˜
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
I˜1(1) (t , θ˜ , [θ],v )
]
.
Here we explain the reason for insisting that the coecientsV0, . . . ,Vd are bounded: the
Kusuoka-Stroock function I˜1(1) (t ,x , [θ],v ) is bounded in Lp (Ω˜) uniformly in (x , [θ],v ).
This allows us to evaluate at x = θ˜ and take expectation with respect to E˜. If the co-
ecients are not bounded, the bound we have on ‖I˜1(1) (t ,x , [θ],v )‖p grows like |x |4
according to Proposition 5.3.4 and we cannot guarantee that EE˜
[
I˜1(1) (t , θ˜ , [θ],v )
]
is
nite.
Putting the above integration by parts formulas together and using Proposition
5.4.5 on the space (Ω,F ,P) for the rst term on the right hand side of (5.5.6), we see
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that it can be re-written as
∂µUl (t ,x , [θ],v ) = t−1/2 E
{
дl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)
I1(t ,x , [θ],v )
+ E˜
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
I˜ 1(1) (t ,v, [θ]) +Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
I˜1(1) (t , θ˜ , [θ],v )
] }
(5.5.7)
and we note the RHS does not depend on derivatives of the functions д and G. Also,
∂v∂µUl (t ,x , [θ],v ) = t−1/2 E
{
дl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)
∂vI1(t ,x , [θ],v )
+ E˜
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
∂v I˜
1(1) (t ,v, [θ]) +Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
∂vI˜1(1) (t , θ˜ , [θ],v )
}
+ ∂vGl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
∂vX˜
v,[θ]
t I˜
1(1) (t ,v, [θ])
]}
(5.5.8)
so, applying Proposition 5.4.1, we get
∂v∂µUl (t ,x , [θ],v ) = t−1/2 E
{
дl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)
∂vI1(t ,x , [θ],v )
+ E˜
[
Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
∂v I˜
1(1) (t ,v, [θ]) +Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜ θ˜t
)
∂vI˜1(1) (t , θ˜ , [θ],v )
}
+ t−1/2Gl
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ], X˜
v,[θ]
t
)
I˜ 1
(˜
I 1(1)
)
(t ,v, [θ])
]}
(5.5.9)

We now dene what we mean by a classical solution to the PDE (5.1.2).
Denition 5.5.6. Suppose thatU : [0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ) → R satises (5.1.2) and
(0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ) 3 (t ,x , [θ]) 7→
(
∂xU (t ,x , [θ]), ∂2x ,xU (t ,x , [θ])
)
(0,T ] × RN × P2(RN ) × RN 3 (t ,x , [θ],v ) 7→
(
∂µU (t ,x , [θ],v ), ∂v∂µU (t ,x , [θ],v )
)
exist and are continuous. Moreover, suppose that for all (x ,θ ) ∈ RN × L2(Ω)
lim
(t ,y,[γ ])→(0,x ,[θ])
U (t ,y, [γ ]) = д(x , [θ]) (5.5.10)
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Then we say thatU is a classical solution to the PDE (5.1.2).
Theorem 5.5.7. Suppose that either (H1) or (H2) holds. Then,
U (t ,x , [θ]) := E
(
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t ,
[
Xθt
] ))
is a classical solution of the PDE (5.1.2). Moreover, U
is unique among all of the classical solutions satisfying the polynomial growth condition
|U (t ,x , [θ]) | ≤ C (1+ |x |+ ‖θ ‖2)q for some q > 0 and all (t ,x , [θ]) ∈ [0,T ]×RN ×P2(RN ).
Proof. Existence: To prove continuity at the boundary, we use continuity of д and the
fact that Xθt − θ2 + Xx ,[θ]t − x2 → 0 as t → 0,
which follows from (2.3.5).
Now, we note that by the ow property we have, for h > 0,
(
Xx ,[θ]
t+h
,Xθt+h
)
=
(
X
X x,[θ ]h ,[X
[θ ]
h ]
t ,X
X θh
t
)
so that,
U (t + h,x , [θ]) = E
[
д
(
Xx ,[θ]
t+h
,
[
Xθt+h
] )]
= E
[
E
{
д
(
X
X x,[θ ]h ,[X
θ
h ]
t ,
[
X
X θh
t
])}Fh
]
= EU (t ,Xx ,[θ]
h
, [Xθh ]).
Hence,
U (t + h,x , [θ]) −U (t ,x , [θ])
=EU (t ,Xx ,[θ]
h
, [Xθh ]) −U (t ,x , [θ])
=
{
U (t ,x , [Xθh ]) −U (t ,x , [θ])
}
+ E
{
U (t ,Xx ,[θ]
h
, [Xθh ]) −U (t ,x , [Xθh ])
}
. (5.5.11)
The idea is to expand the rst term using the chain rule introduced in [13] and the second
term using Itô’s formula. Then, dividing by h and sending it to 0, along with continuity
of the terms appearing in the expansion, will prove thatU indeed solves the PDE (5.1.2).
Lemma 5.5.5 guarantees that we can apply the chain rule proved in [13]. We apply
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it to the function U (t ,x , ·) to get
U (t ,x , [Xθh ]) −U (t ,x , [θ]) =
∫ h
0
E

N∑
i=1
V i0 (X
θ
r , [Xθr ]) ∂µU (t ,x , [Xθr ],Xθr )i
 dr
+
1
2
∫ h
0
E

N∑
i,j=1
[σσ>(Xθr , [Xθr ])]i,j ∂vj ∂µU (t ,x , [Xθr ],Xθr )i
 dr
Itô’s formula applied to U (t , ·, [Xθh ]) gives
U (t ,Xx ,[θ]
h
, [Xθh ]) −U (t ,x , [Xθh ]) =
∫ h
0
N∑
i=1
V i0 (X
x ,[θ]
r , [Xθr ]) ∂xiU (t ,X
x ,[θ]
r , [Xθh ]) dr
+
1
2
∫ h
0
N∑
i,j=1
[σσ>(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])]i,j ∂xi ∂x jU (t ,X
x ,[θ]
r , [Xθh ]) dr
+
∫ h
0
d∑
j=1
N∑
i=1
V ij (X
x ,[θ]
r , [Xθr ]) ∂xiU (t ,X
x ,[θ]
r , [Xθh ]) dB
j
r
We want the nal term to be square integrable, so that it is a true martingale with zero
expectation. We have that for some q > 0,
∂xiU (t ,x , [θ]) ≤ t−1/2 д(Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ])2 I 1(i ) (1) (t ,x , [θ])2
≤ C t−1/2 (1 + Xx ,[θ]t  + ‖Xθt ‖2)q2 (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)3
≤ C t−1/2 (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)q+3 ,
so that for all p ≥ 1,
E
∂xiU (t ,Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθh ]) p ≤ C t−1/2E (1 + Xx ,[θ]r  + Xθh 2)p (q+3)
≤ C t−1/2E (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)p (q+3) ,
and by the linear growth of V ij , we have
E
V ij (Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])p ≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)p .
Hence, the nal term is indeed square integrable, and has zero expectation.
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Putting the expansions back into (5.5.11), we get
U (t + h,x , [θ]) −U (t ,x , [θ])
=
∫ h
0
E

N∑
i=1
V i0 (X
θ
r , [Xθr ]) ∂µU (t ,x , [Xθr ],Xθr )i
 dr
+
1
2
∫ h
0
E

N∑
i,j=1
[σσ>(Xθr , [Xθr ])]i,j ∂vj ∂µU (t ,x , [Xθr ],Xθr )i
 dr
+ E
∫ h
0
N∑
i=1
V i0 (X
x ,[θ]
r , [Xθr ]) ∂xiU (t ,X
x ,[θ]
h
, [Xθh ]) dr
+
1
2E
∫ h
0
N∑
i,j=1
[σσ>(Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ])]i,j ∂xi ∂x jU (t ,X
x ,[θ]
h
, [Xθh ]) dr
By the earlier results on continuity ofU and its derivatives and the a priori continuity of
the coecientsV0, . . . ,Vd we see that the integrand on the right hand side is a continuous
function of h. Dividing by h and sending it to zero, we see thatU solves the PDE (5.1.2).
Uniqueness: Fix any t ∈ (0,T ] and any classical solution W with polynomial
growth. Set δ > 0, so
W (t ,x , [θ]) −W (0,Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ])
=W (t ,x , [θ]) −W (δ ,Xx ,[θ]
t−δ , [X
θ
t−δ ]) +W (δ ,X
x ,[θ]
t−δ , [X
θ
t−δ ]) −W (0,Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ]).
By the polynomial growth ofW , this is square integrable. Now we expand the process
(W (t − s,Xx ,[θ]s , [Xθs ]))s∈[δ ,t] and use that W is a solution of the PDE (5.1.2), so that the
drift is zero, to get
W (t ,x , [θ]) −W (0,Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ])
=
d∑
j=1
N∑
i=1
∫ t
δ
V ij (X
x ,[θ]
r , [Xθr ]) ∂xiW (t − r ,Xx ,[θ]r , [Xθr ]) dBjr
+W (δ ,Xx ,[θ]
t−δ , [X
θ
t−δ ]) −W (0,Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ])
As we have already noted, this is square-integrable, so the stochastic integral is a true
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martingale with zero expectation. So taking expectation in the above expansion, we get:
W (t ,x , [θ]) − EW (0,Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ]) = E
[
W (δ ,Xx ,[θ]
t−δ , [X
θ
t−δ ]) −W (0,Xx ,[θ]t , [Xθt ])
]
Now, sending δ ↘ 0 and using continuity of W at the boundary (condition (5.5.10) in
the denition of classical solution), the right hand side disappears, and we get that
W (t ,x , [θ]) = EW (0,Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]) = E
[
д
(
Xx ,[θ]t , [X
θ
t ]
)]
,
which completes the proof. 
5.6 Application to the density function
In this section, we apply the integration by parts formulae to the study of the density
functionsp1(t , [θ],x , ·), p2(t ,x , ·), p3(t , [θ], ·) of the random variablesXx ,[θ]t ,Xx ,δxt andXθt
respectively. We study the smoothness of these functions and obtain estimates on their
derivatives.
Throughout this section, we assume that (UE) holds and we also strengthen the
smoothness assumption on the coecients toV0, . . . ,Vd ∈ ∩k≥1Ck,kb,Lip (RN ×P2(RN );RN ).
Theorem 5.6.1. Then, for all t ∈ (0,T ] and θ ∈ L2(Ω) Xx ,[θ]t has a density p1(t ,x , [θ], ·)
such that (x , z) 7→ p1(t ,x , [θ], z) ∈ C∞(RN ×RN ;R). Similarly, for all t ∈ (0,T ], Xxt has a
density p2(t ,x , ·) such that (x , z) 7→ p2(t ,x , z) ∈ C∞(RN ×RN ;R). Moreover, there exists a
constantC which depends onT , N and bounds on the coecients, such that for all t ∈ (0,T ]
and multi-indices α , β
|∂αx ∂βz p1(t ,x , [θ], z) | ≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)µ t−ν (5.6.1)
|∂αx ∂βz p2(t ,x , z) | ≤ C (1 + |x |)µ t−ν , (5.6.2)
where µ = 4|α | + 3|β | + 3N and ν = 12 (N + |α | + |β |). If V0, . . . ,Vd are bounded then the
following estimates hold
|∂αx ∂βz p1(t ,x , [θ], z) | ≤ C t−ν exp
(
−C |z − x |
2
t
)
, (5.6.3)
|∂αx ∂βz p2(t ,x ; z) | ≤ C t−ν exp
(
−C |z − x |
2
t
)
. (5.6.4)
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Proof. Let η = (1, 2, . . . ,N ) and introduce the multi-dimensional indicator function
1{z0>z} :=
∏N
i=1 1{zi0>zi } . For any д ∈ C
∞
0 (R
N ;R) the function f dened by
f (z0) :=
∫
RN
д(z)1{z0>z} dz (5.6.5)
is in C∞p (RN ;R) and satises ∂η f = д. Now, we rst focus on p2(t ,x , ·), the density of
Xx ,δxt .
∂αx E[(∂βд) (X
x ,δx
t )]
= ∂αx E[(∂β∗η f ) (X
x ,δx
t )]
= t−( |η |+|β |+|α |)/2 E[f (Xx ,δxt )I
2
β∗η (Jα (1)) (t ,x )]
= t
−(N+ |β |+ |α |)
2 E
[(∫
RN
д(z)1{X x,δxt >z} dz
)
I 2β∗η (Jα (1)) (t ,x )
]
= t
−(N+ |β |+ |α |)
2
∫
RN
д(z) E
[
1{X x,δxt >z}I
2
β∗η (Jα (1)) (t ,x )
]
dz (5.6.6)
where we have used at each step respectively: ∂η f = д; Corollary 5.4.10 ; equation
(5.6.5), and Fubini’s theorem. The exact same computations for Xx ,[θ]t , except applying
Theorem 5.4.4 instead of Corollary 5.4.10, leads to
∂αx E[(∂βд) (X
x ,[θ]
t )] = = t
−(N+ |β |+ |α |)
2
∫
RN
д(z) E
[
1{X x,[θ ]t >z}I
2
β∗η (I
3
α (1)) (t ,x , [θ])
]
dz.
(5.6.7)
It then follows that, for any R > 0 and t ∈ (0,T ], there exists C = C (R, t ) > 0 such that
sup
|x |≤R
(∂αx E[(∂βд) (Xxt )] + ∂αx E[(∂βд) (Xx ,[θ]t )]) ≤ C ‖д‖∞.
Then, it is a result from Taniguchi [56, Lemma 3.1] that Xx ,[θ]t and X
x
t have density func-
tions p1(t , ·, [θ], ·), p2(t ,x , ·) ∈ C∞(RN × RN ;R). Once we know that smooth densi-
ties exist, it follows from (5.6.6) and (5.6.7) that we can identify ∂αx ∂
β
z p1(t ,x , [θ]; z) and
∂αx ∂
β
z p2(t ,x ; z) as
∂αx ∂
β
z p1(t ,x , [θ]; z) = t
−(N+ |β |+ |α |)
2 (−1) |β | E
[
1{X x,[θ ]t >z}I
2
β∗η (I
3
α (1)) (t ,x , [θ])
]
,
∂αx ∂
β
z p2(t ,x ; z) = t
−(N+ |β |+ |α |)
2 (−1) |β | E
[
1{X x,δxt >z}I
2
β∗η (Jα (1)) (t ,x )
]
.
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Now, the following estimates come from each term’s membership of the Kusuoka-Stroock
class, as guaranteed by Proposition 5.3.4 and Corollary 5.4.10:
‖I 2β∗η (I 3α (1)) (t ,x , [θ])‖p ≤ C (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)µ ,
‖I 2β∗η (Jα (1)) (t ,x )‖p ≤ C (1 + |x |)µ
This proves the two estimates (5.6.1) and (5.6.2). In addition, if V0, . . . ,Vd are bounded,
we can estimate
1{X x,δxt >z}p = P (∩Ni=1{(Xx ,δxt )i > zi })
≤ min
i=1,...,N
P
(
(Xx ,δxt )
i > zi
)
= min
i=1,...,N
P
*.,
d∑
j=1
∫ t
0
V ij (X
x ,δx
s , [Xx ,δxs ])dBjs > zi − xi −
∫ t
0
V i0 (X
x ,δx
s , [Xx ,δxs ])ds+/-
Now, we have that
∫ t
0 V
i
0 (X
x ,δx
s , [Xx ,δxs ])ds ≤ ‖V0‖t and the term
Mit =
d∑
j=1
∫ t
0
V ij (X
x ,δx
s , [Xx ,δxs ])dBjs ,
is a martingale with quadratic variation 〈Mi〉t ≤ ∑dj=1 ‖Vj ‖2t . We can therefore apply
the exponential martingale inequality to obtain
1{X x,δxt >z}p ≤ mini=1,...,N exp
(
−c′ |z
i − xi − t ‖V0‖∞ |2
t
)
.
Then, we use (a + b)2 ≥ a22 − b2, which is re-arrangement of Young’s inequality, to get
|zi − xi − t ‖V0‖∞ |2
t
≥ |z
i − xi |2
2t − ‖V0‖
2∞.
So,
min
i=1,...,N
exp
(
−c′ |z
i − xi − t ‖V0‖∞ |2
t
)
≤ min
i=1,...,N
exp
(
−C |z
i − xi |2
t
)
exp(c′‖V0‖2∞)
≤ C exp
(
−C |z − x |
2
t
)
.
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This establishes (5.6.4). The same estimate holds true for
1{X x,[θ ]t >z}p , which establishes
(5.6.3). 
Corollary 5.6.2. Let p3(t , [θ], ·) denote the density of Xθ ,[θ]t . If∫
RN
(1 + |x |)3(k+N ) [θ](dx ) < ∞, (5.6.8)
then, for all (t ,θ ) ∈ (0,T ] × L2(Ω), z 7→ p3(t , [θ], z) is k-times dierentiable. Moreover,
∂βz p3(t , [θ], z) ≤ C t−ν (1 + ‖θ ‖2)3(N+|β |),
whereν = 12 (N + |α | + |β |). In the case thatV0, . . . ,Vd are all bounded, then z 7→ p3(t , [θ], z)
is innitely dierentiable, and for all multi-indices β ,
∂βz p3(t , [θ], z) ≤ C t−ν .
Proof. Recall that we denote by p1(t ,x , [θ]; ·) the density of Xx ,[θ]t , so that
p3(t , [θ], ·) =
∫
RN
p1(t ,x , [θ]; ·) [θ](dx ). (5.6.9)
As long as ∂βz p1(t ,x , [θ]; ·) is dominated by a function Λt ,θ (x ) (uniformly in z) which is
integrable w.r.t [θ](dx ), then we can dierentiate under the integral sign in (5.6.9). We
use the bound on ∂βz p1 in Theorem 5.6.1 to pick Λt ,θ (x ) = t−ν (1 + |x | + ‖θ ‖2)3(k+N ) and
(5.6.8) guarantees this is [θ]-integrable. IfV0, . . . ,Vd are bounded, we can pick Λt ,θ (x ) =
t−ν independently of x . 
Remark 5.6.3. If we are only interested in smoothness of the density w.r.t. the ‘forward’
variable z, then actually we can relax the hypothesis on the regularity of the coecients
w.r.t. their measure argument and we can relax the uniform ellipticity condition. We can
think of the McKean-Vlasov SDE as an SDE with time-dependent coecients - the time
dependence coming from the measure term. The fact that there is also an extra dependence
in the coecients on x through the law [Xx ,δxt ] does not matter. This type of idea is already
used in Antonelli & Kohatsu-Higa [1] for equations involving a smooth rst-order McKean-
Vlasov interaction, which leads immediately to smoothness of the coecients in time. For
completeness, we prove an extension for SDEs whose coecients have a general Lipschitz
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McKean-Vlasov dependence. This result is independent of the rest of this chapter.
Assumption 5.6.4. 1. Smoothness assumption.
For each i = 0, . . . ,d , z 7→ Vi (z, µ ) is C∞b (RN ;RN ) with derivatives of order greater
than one bounded independently of µ. Also, for each multi-index α , µ 7→ ∂αz Vi (z, µ )
is Lipschitz w.r.t. theW2 distance, uniformly in z.
2. Strong Hörmander type assumption.
We assume that there exists δ > 0 such that for all ξ ∈ RN ,
inf
µ∈P2 (RN )
∑
α∈A≥1
〈V[α](x , µ ), ξ 〉2 ≥ δ |ξ |2.
Proposition 5.6.5. Under Assumption 5.6.4,Xx ,δxt has a densityp (t ,x ; z) which is a smooth
function of z.
The proof follows a well-known strategy. We introduce the Malliavin covariance
matrix A(t ,x ) of Xx ,δxt , dened by
Ai,j (t ,x ) :=
d∑
k=1
∫ t
0
Dkr (X
x ,δx
t )
i Dkr (X
x ,δx
t )
j dr (5.6.10)
We prove the non-degeneracy of A(t ,x ) by expressing the norm of its inverse as semi-
martingale and using a Norris-Stroock lemma to deduce the niteness of its inverse mo-
ments. The Norris-Stroock lemma we require was rst proved by Cattiaux & Mesnager
[11] for specic semimartingales arising in the proof hypoellipticity of inhomogeneous
diusions and for general semimartingales by Sanz-Solé & Torrecilla-Tarantino [52].
Lemma 5.6.6 (Sanz-Solé & Torrecilla-Tarantino [52] Lemma 2.2). Consider a continuous
semimartingale (Ys (λ), 0 ≤ s ≤ S ), depending on a parameter λ ≥ 0, with decomposition
Ys (λ) = Y0(λ) +Ms (λ) +Vs (λ)
where Ms (λ),Vs (λ) denote a martingale and bounded variation process, respectively, satis-
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fying
Ms (λ) =
N∑
j=1
∫ s
0
Ψjη (λ) dM˜
j
η, 〈M˜ j , M˜k〉s =
∫ s
0
Θj,kη dη
Vs (λ) =
∫ s
0
Φη (λ) dη.
Set 〈M (λ)〉s =
∫ s
0
Yη (λ) dη, where
Yη (λ) =
N∑
j,k=1
Ψjη (λ)Ψ
k
η (λ)Θ
j,k
η .
Assume that:
(i) For each λ ≥ 0, Ψjη (λ),Φη (λ) and Θj,kη are adapted continuous processes, indexed by
η ∈ [0, S], bounded by some constant K , uniformly in η, λ.
(ii) There exists β ∈ (0, 1/2] such that for each η ∈ [0, S], Y0(λ),Ψjη (λ) and Φ(λ)η are
β-Hölder continuous in λ, uniformly in η.
(iii) For all β′ < β , there exist versions of Ψjη (λ) and Θ
j,k
η which are β
′-Hölder continuous
on [0, S]. Furthermore, for all p ≥ 2,
E
(
‖Ψη (λ)j ‖pCβ ′ + ‖Θ
j,k
η ‖pCβ ′
)
≤ Cp < ∞,
where Cβ ′ is the set of β′-Hölder continuous functions with ‖ · ‖Cβ ′ the best Hölder constant.
Then, for any ρ >
(
11
2 +
4
β′
) (
1 + 1
β′
)
, positive constants α1,α2,p ≥ 2 and ϵ suciently
small there exists a constant C such that
P
(∫ s
0
Y 2u (u)du ≤ α1ϵρ,
∫ s
0
Yu (u)du ≥ α2ϵ
)
≤ Cϵp .
We can now prove Proposition 5.6.5.
Proof of Proposition 5.6.5. For i = 0, . . . ,d , dene V̂i (t , z) := Vi (z, [Xx ,δxt ]) (suppressing
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the dependence on x ) so that
Xx ,δxt = x +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
V̂i (s,X
x ,δx
s ) dB
i
s . (5.6.11)
For any z ∈ RN and t , t ′ ∈ [0,T ], using the Lipschitz property ofVi , V̂i (t , z) − V̂i (t ′, z) =Vi (z, [Xx ,δxt ]) −Vi (z, [Xx ,δxt ′ ]) ≤ CW2([Xx ,δxt ], [Xx ,δxt ′ ]) ≤ C Xx ,δxt − Xx ,δxt ′ 2, where the
constant C does not depend on z. It is not dicult to show that Xx ,δxt − Xx ,δxt ′ 2 ≤
C (x ) t − t ′ 12 which shows that the coecients t 7→ V̂i (z, t ) is 12-Hölder continuous uni-
formly in z. The same is true of the function t 7→ ∂αz V̂i (t , z) for any multi-index α by the
Lipschitz property of derivatives of the coecients. Note also, due to Assumption 5.6.4
part 2., for all t ∈ [0,T ], Span Lie{V̂i : i = 1, . . . ,d }(t ,x ) = RN .
The Malliavin derivative satises
DjrX
x ,δx
t = V̂j (r ,X
x ,δx
r ) +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
r
∂V̂i (s,X
x ,δx
s ) D
j
rX
x ,δx
s dB
i
s , (5.6.12)
and we introduce the process
Jˆt = IdN +
d∑
i=0
∫ t
0
∂V̂i (s,X
x ,δx
s ) Jˆs dB
i
s . (5.6.13)
Note that Jˆt = ∂xXx ,µt
µ=δx is not the equal to ∂x (Xx ,δxt ) as it does not involve the deriva-
tive of the coecients in the measure direction. We recall that for all p ≥ 1,
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
 Jˆ−1t p < C . (5.6.14)
and
Jˆ−1t D
j
rX
x ,δx
t = Jˆ
−1
r V̂j (r ,X
x ,δx
r ) (5.6.15)
This is enough to give us a representation of the Malliavin covariance matrix which
is amenable to analysis. We denote the reduced Malliavin covariance matrix by C (t ,x )
with A(t ,x ) = Jˆt C (t ,x ) Jˆ>t . Then, to prove the niteness of inverse moments of A(t ,x ),
we note that by (5.6.14), it is enough to show the niteness of the inverse moments of
C (t ,x ). By [49, Lemma 2.3.1], it is enough to show that for all p ≥ 1 there exists an
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ϵ0 = ϵ0(p) such that for all ϵ < ϵ0,
sup
|ξ |=1
P (〈ξ ,C (t ,x ) ξ 〉 ≤ ϵ ) ≤ ϵp .
We therefore note that
C (t ,x ) =
d∑
j=1
∫ t
0
Jˆ−1r Vj (r ,x ,X
x ,δx
r ) ⊗ Jˆ−1r Vˆj (r ,Xx ,δxr ) dr , (5.6.16)
and for any ξ ∈ RN ,
〈ξ ,C (t ,x ) ξ 〉 =
d∑
j=1
∫ t
0
〈ξ , Jˆ−1r Vˆj (r ,Xx ,δxr )〉2 dr .
We recallA≥1(j ) is the set of multi-indices α on {1, . . . ,d } with length |α | ≤ j. Now, we
dene the events
Ej :=

∑
α∈A≥1 (j )
∫ t
0
〈ξ , Jˆ−1r Vˆ[α](r ,Xx ,δxr )〉2dr ≤ ϵM (j )
 ,
where M (j ) will be xed later, with M (0) = 1. This gives E0 =
{〈ξ ,C (t ,x ) ξ 〉 ≤ ϵ }. We
then have the upper bound
P (〈ξ ,C (t ,x ) ξ 〉 ≤ ϵ ) = P(E0) ≤ P (∩mi=0Ei ) + m∑
j=0
P
(
Ej ∩ Ecj+1
)
We rst prove that for all γ < M (m) there exists C such that P (∩mi=0Ei ) ≤ Cϵγp for all
p ≥ 2.
Upper bound on P
(∩mi=0Ei ) : Note that Assumption 5.6.4 part 2 implies that there
exist constants R > 0, t0 > 0 c > 0 such that
m∑
j=0
∑
α∈A≥1 (j )
〈ξ , Vˆ[α](s, z)〉2 ≥ c,
for all s, ξ , z such that |ξ | = 1, s < t0 and |z −x | < R. Now, dene the following stopping
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time
S := inf {σ ≥ 0 : sup
0≤s≤σ
|Sxs − x | ≥ R or sup
0≤s≤σ
| Jˆ−1s − IdN | ≥ 1/2} ∧ t0 ∧ t .
It is standard to show that P(S < ϵγ ) ≤ Cϵγp for all p ≥ 2. We now show that for
γ < M (m), ∩mi=0Ei ∩ {S ≥ ϵγ } = ∅, and thus
P
(∩mi=0Ei ) ≤ P (∩mi=0Ei ∩ {S ≥ ϵγ }) + P(S ≤ ϵγ ) = P(S ≤ ϵγ ).
On {S ≥ ϵγ },
m∑
j=0
∑
α∈A≥1 (j )
∫ t
0
〈ξ , Vˆ[α](s,Xx ,δxs )〉2 ds (5.6.17)
≥
m∑
j=0
∑
α∈A≥1 (j )
∫ S
0
*.,
〈ξ , Vˆ[α](s,Xx ,δxs )〉ξ> Jˆ−1s  +/-
2 ξ> Jˆ−1s 2 ds ≥ c4ϵγ .
On the other hand, on ∩mi=0Ei (5.6.17) is bounded by (m + 1)ϵM (m) , so for ϵ small enough,
∩mi=0Ei ∩ {S ≥ ϵγ } = ∅.
Upper bound on P
(
Ej ∩ Ecj+1
)
: It helps to localise using the stopping time, for θ > 0,
τ := inf {s ≥ 0 : | Jˆ−1s | ≥ ϵ−θ } ∧ t ,
which also has P(τ < t ) ≤ Cϵθp . To estimate the terms P
(
Ej ∩ Ecj+1
)
, note that
P
(
Ej ∩ Ecj+1
)
≤ Cϵθp+∑
α∈A≥1 (j )
P
( {∫ t
0
〈ξ , Jˆ−1r Vˆ[α](r ,Xx ,δxr )〉2dr ≤ ϵM (j )
}
∩

d∑
k=1
〈ξ , Jˆ−1r [Vˆk , Vˆ[α]](r ,Xx ,δxr )〉2dr > ϵM (j+1)/|A≥1(j + 1) |

∩ {τ = t }
)
We will apply Lemma 2.2 from [52] with
Yη (λ) = 〈ξ , Jˆ−1η Vˆ[α](λ,Xx ,δxη )〉.
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By Itô’s formula, with λ frozen
〈ξ , Jˆ−1t Vˆ[α](λ,Xx ,δxt )〉 = 〈ξ , Vˆ[α](λ,x )〉 +
∫ t
0
d∑
j=1
〈ξ , Jˆ−1s [Vˆj (s ), Vˆ[α](λ)](Xx ,δxs )〉dBjs
+
∫ t
0
〈
ξ , Jˆ−1s
*.,[Vˆ0(s ),V[α](λ)](Xx ,δxs ) +
1
2
d∑
j=1
[Vˆj (s ), [Vˆj (s ), Vˆ[α](λ)]](Xx ,δxs )+/-
〉
ds .
So, in the notation of Lemma 5.6.6,
Ψjs (λ) = 〈ξ , Jˆ−1s [Vˆj (s ), Vˆ[α](λ)](Xx ,δxs )〉
M˜ js = B
j
s , Θ
j,k = 1j=k , Y0(λ) = 〈ξ , Vˆ[α](λ,x )〉
Φs (λ) =
〈
ξ , Jˆ−1s
*.,[Vˆ0(s ), Vˆ[α](λ)](Xx ,δxs ) +
1
2
d∑
j=1
[Vˆj (s ), [Vˆj (s ), Vˆ[α](λ)]](Xx ,δxs )+/-
〉
On the set {τ = t }, these processes satisfy the boundedness and Hölder continuity as-
sumptions of Lemma 5.6.6 with β = 1/2. We can therefore estimate the terms P
(
Ej ∩ Ecj+1
)
by xing ρ >
(
11
2 +
4
β′
) (
1 + 1
β′
)
, choosing M (j ) = ρ−j , α1 = 1,α2 = |A≥1(j + 1) |−1, and
then pick θ and γ to obtain the required estimate.

Remark 5.6.7. This result should be compared with the dierentiability ofp2(t ,x , z) in z as
established in Theorem 5.6.1. In Proposition 5.6.5, we require smoothness of the coecients
in the measure variable, but we get estimates on the derivatives of p2 in z and x . In Theorem
5.6.1, we show smoothness of p2 in z but not x and we get no estimates on the derivatives.
5.7 Discussion & Future Work
When deriving integration by parts formulae, we have assumed a uniform ellipticity con-
dition. For regular stochastic dierential equations, this assumption can be weakened
to a uniform Hörmander or UFG condition. It should be possible to extend the work of
this chapter to a setting with a similar condition. The approach, following Kusuoka &
Stroock, is to perform a stochastic Taylor expansion of the terms making up the Malli-
avin covariance matrix. In the classical case, this means expanding
(
∂xX
x
t
)−1Vi (Xxt ) i = 1, . . . ,d
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and this naturally leads to expressions involving the Lie brackets of vector elds [Vi ,Vj].
When the coecients depend on a measure variable as well, this will introduce a new
term in the expansion which will need to be taken into account in the denition of a
UFG or uniform Hormander condition in this setting.
Finally, we hope to apply the results of this chapter to numerical schemes for ap-
proximating McKean-Vlasov SDEs. For classical SDEs, regularity of the associated PDE
can be an important tool in the analysis of numerical schemes. For example, the expan-
sion of the error in the Euler-Maruyama scheme in terms of the size of the time step
was investigated by Talay & Tubaro [55] in the case of smooth terminal conditions and
Bally & Talay [3] for irregular terminal conditions and relies crucially on the smooth-
ness of solutions to the associated parabolic PDE. In a similar vein, we hope to develop
an error expansion for the Euler-Maruyama scheme for McKean-Vlasov SDEs using the
regularity estimates for U proved in this chapter.
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